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Abstract	

This thesis explores the acquisition of Japanese word order variation and morphological 

marking of noun phrases with case and topic particles by two Japanese-Brazilian Portuguese 

(BP) bilingual children. There are more than 200,000 Japanese Brazilian immigrants living in 

Japan. Children born into such immigrant families are raised in BP as the heritage language at 

home and acquire Japanese as the dominant language in the community, specifically at the 

Japanese daycare centres where the Japanese-BP bilingual children spend most of the day 

while their parents are at work. Japanese word order variation and choice of case and topic 

particles relate not only syntax but also discourse-pragmatics and thus could be markers of 

proficiency that are important for understanding both acquisition and dominance in a 

bilingual child.  

The study asked what differences there are between bilingual and monolingual acquisition, 

and tried to identify to what extent the following factors affect the Japanese-BP bilingual 

child's acquisition of Japanese word order and case and topic marking: 1) language 

dominance, defined here in terms of the difference in proficiency in the bilingual child’s two 

languages, 2) cross-linguistic influence, 3) quantity and quality of caregiver input at the 

daycare centre, and 4) parental expectations and attitudes towards bilingualism.  

The study consisted of three components: longitudinal data collection, a picture selection 

experiment, and a parental questionnaire survey plus interviews. Three kinds of speech 

samples were collected: Japanese interaction between the target child and me, Japanese 

caregiver input at the daycare centre, and BP interaction between the target child and parents 

at home. The speech samples were analysed in two ways: firstly, Mean Length of Utterance 

(MLU) values and code-switching were checked as part of understanding the children’s 

overall language dominance; and secondly, the children’s production of Japanese word order 

and case and topic particles was examined and compared with caregiver input and with 

published data on monolingual Japanese acquisition. In the data elicitation experiment, the 

bilingual children and two monolingual control groups responded to a picture selection 

paradigm designed to assess comprehension of word order and case particles. The parental 

questionnaire survey and interviews were conducted in order to understand how parental 

attitudes and expectations for children’s language use are reflected in children’s language 

behaviour. 
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The results show no obvious differences in Japanese word order and case system acquisition 

between the two bilingual children, monolingual control groups in this study, or monolingual 

acquisition reported in previous studies. MLU turned out to be insufficient as an indicator of 

proficiency because the two languages are typological distinct and MLU is task and context 

dependent. The pattern of code switching in the language samples demonstrated that while 

the bilingual children never used BP in the Japanese monolingual environment of the daycare 

centre, they felt free to use the community language Japanese rather than the heritage 

language BP at home, depending on the topic and the person they talked to. Despite receiving 

a more limited amount of Japanese input than monolinguals, the bilingual children's 

performance in both production and perception of word order variation and case and topic 

particles is within the range of individual variation among Japanese monolinguals. Detailed 

examinations of two core linguistic structures produced by the bilingual children in this study, 

object right dislocation and the use of the existential verb aru in possessive constructions, 

revealed that most of the utterances were discourse appropriate. The source of particular 

forms in the speech of bilinguals appears to be complex. Neither cross-linguistic influence 

nor input alone can account for the results. The findings from the parental questionnaire 

indicated that, despite parents’ high expectations for and positive attitudes towards bilingual 

acquisition, parents’ heritage language use at home did not necessarily lead a child to use BP 

as much as their parents. It is speculated that this could be due to assimilative pressures faced 

by their children at school or lexical gaps. Further studies are necessary to determine how to 

support bilingual children’s use and development of Japanese at school and at the same time 

help their parents to support the use and development of heritage languages at home. 
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1 Introduction	

1.1 The	purpose	of	this	study	

More than half of the world's population is said to be bilingual (Bialystok et al., 2012) as 

people move across national and/or linguistic borders and resulting in countless immigrant 

families all over the world. Children who are born into such an immigrant family learn two 

(or more) languages: one is a heritage language one or both of the parents speak at home, and 

the other is the community language that the majority of people speak at school and in society. 

And although typically developing children will acquire one or more languages given 

sufficient exposure (Chomsky, 2006; Meisel, 2011; Tomasello, 2003), there is still much we 

do not know about the particular contexts of bilingual acquisition worldwide and the nature 

of bilingual development in individual children.  

There are a number of features of bilingual development that have been argued to 

characterize children’s acquisition and use of their languages. For example, although they 

have been exposed to more than one language from an early age, bilingual children tend to be 

more proficient in one of the two languages they are acquiring than in the other. Balanced 

bilingualism may be the exception (Meisel, 2007), and the term ‘language dominance’ has 

often been used when the knowledge or use of one language is estimated (on some measure) 

to be greater or more proficient than the other (cf. Mishina-Mori, 2011; Paradis & Nicoladis, 

2007; Poeste et al., 2019, Silva-Corvalán & Treffers-Daller, 2016).  

A second feature concerns the influence of the languages on each other. Because bilinguals 

are not simply two-monolinguals in one head, researchers have explored the extent to which 

one language influences the other in children’s language behaviour: ‘cross-linguistic 

influence.’ Many studies report non-target forms in bilingually raised children (Hauser-Grüdl 

et al., 2010; Hulk & Müller, 2000; La Morgia, 2011; Müller & Hulk, 2001; Yip & Matthews, 

2007). Meisel (2011) suggests that, when a child grows up in an environment where there are 

two distinct languages in the input from birth, it is possible that the child undergoes a phase 

of interdependent language development, which means that cross-linguistic influence may 

change the course and/or rate of acquisition in bilingually raised children. Some scholars 

argue that the direction of transfer is determined by language dominance (cf. Silva-Corvalán 
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& Montanari, 2008; Yip & Matthews, 2007), though the literature on language dominance 

does not use one single agreed interpretation or definition. 

The precise role of the input is also a key factor in understanding bilingual acquisition, since 

the quantity of input in each language is unlikely to be the same between monolingual 

settings and bilingual settings and across the two languages that the child is acquiring (Austin, 

2009; Blom, 2010; De Houwer, 2007, 2013; La Morgia, 2011; Unsworth et al., 2012; Yip & 

Matthews, 2007).   

Despite bilingualism now being more common than monolingualism worldwide (Grosjean, 

2010; Pearson, 2011), attitudes towards bilingualism vary (De Houwer, 2007, 2013; 

Yamamoto, 2008). Language use in bilingual families is influenced by the parents’ attitudes 

towards bilingualism and the perceived prestige and possible merits of proficiency in a given 

language (Yamamoto, 2008). The early experience of positive and negative attitudes towards 

bilingualism may affect young children’s bilingual development because ‘language is a 

deeply seated part of our identities’ (De Houwer, 2013. p. 11).  

In light of the issues summarized above, it is important to work to understand bilingual child 

language acquisition, particularly where English is not the community language, and where 

the languages are typologically different.  As a contribution to this knowledge, the current 

study examines community language acquisition in bilingual children who were born into 

Japanese-Brazilian immigrant families in Japan and are acquiring two typologically distinct 

languages: Japanese, which is the dominant language in the community, and Brazilian 

Portuguese (BP, hereafter), which is the heritage language at home. The participants in this 

study are simultaneous first language rather than successive bilinguals. They were born in 

Japan. From birth, they were raised in a BP speaking family but also exposed to the wider 

Japanese community in settings such as hospitals, health centres, community centres, libraries, 

playgrounds, when shopping and eating out, on public transport, and so forth. They also 

started Japanese day-care before the age of three. For these reasons, I am treating their 

acquisition of Japanese as bilingual first language acquisition rather than early second 

language acquisition (cf. Meisel, 2009; 2011). 

According to the Immigration Services Agency of Japan, there are approximately 204,900 

registered Brazilians in Japan (as of 31 December 2021). What makes this population unique 

is that they are ethnically Japanese. Most come from the second or third generations of 
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Japanese emigrants to Brazil, and their spouses are also native speakers of Brazilian 

Portuguese. Many of them are manual workers in manufacturing industries (Higuchi, 2006; 

Ishikawa, 2009). These families face various challenges, particularly in their children’s 

language acquisition. On one hand, children from Brazilian families tend to need special 

assistance with learning Japanese at school (Takenoshita et al., 2014). On the other hand, the 

more fluent the child becomes in Japanese, the harder it becomes for the parents to 

communicate with their child in Brazilian-Portuguese at home (Tsuda, 2003). Japanese 

Brazilians have been the subject of studies in sociology, anthropology, and education, but so 

far there have been very few studies on the linguistic aspects of bilingualism in this 

community (cf. Hisano, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2010, 2011; Taguchi, 2001, 2003, 2006, 

2007).  

This study’s main purpose is to identify whether there are any differences between 

monolingual and Japanese-Brazilian Portuguese bilingual children in terms of the word order 

and morphological case marking of Japanese, because this was a domain where cross-

linguistic influence manifested itself in Japanese-English bilingual children in an earlier study 

(Shirakawa, 2013). The current study also tried to identify what language-internal and 

language-external factors could be responsible for some major constructions used by 

Japanese-Brazilian Portuguese bilingual children. 

Many parents of immigrant families in Japan use their native language at home, and most 

children learn the community language at group day-care facilities where the opportunity of 

one-to-one communication with Japanese caregivers is limited. This is because one caregiver 

looks after around ten children on average. Since there has been little attention paid to the 

way in which Japanese-BP bilingual children learn the morphological case marking system of 

Japanese, the current study aims to make a contribution to our understanding of word order 

and morphological case marking acquisition in a bilingual context that involves typologically 

distinct languages. It will also shed light on the nature of bilingual development in Japanese-

BP bilingual children and will contribute to a knowledge base that can help understand and 

assist bilingual populations in Japan.  
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1.2 Background	of	Japanese	Brazilians	in	Japan	

According to the Immigration Services Agency of Japan, the population of registered 

Brazilians as of the 31st of December 2021 is 204,879, making them the fifth largest 

expatriate group in Japan after Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean and Filipino people. The 

majority of this population is ethnically Japanese and come from the second or third 

generation of Japanese emigrants to Brazil, who originally moved for economic reasons and 

have now returned to Japan for similar reasons (Ishikawa, 2009). The Immigration Control 

and Refugee Recognition Act of Japan allows Japanese descendants up to the third generation, 

along with their spouses and children, to live and work in Japan. In this paper, the second 

generation refers to those born in Brazil to a Japanese national residing in Brazil, and the 

third generation is those who are the grandchildren of a Japanese national residing in Brazil 

but whose parents are not Japanese citizens (cf. The Immigration Control and Refugee 

Recognition Act).1 

According to the National Diet Library Japan (2014), which is the most reliable source of the 

history of Japanese emigration to Brazil, Japanese emigration to Brazil began in 1908, based 

on an agreement between the Japanese and the Brazilian governments. At that time, a labor 

shortage in Brazilian coffee plantations provided a solution to the Japanese government, 

which at that time was troubled by overpopulation and poverty in rural areas. Although the 

emigration program was suspended during World War II, large numbers of Japanese people 

moved to Brazil following its reopening at the end of the war. As of 2000, approximately 

2,000,000 Japanese-Brazilians were known to be living in Brazil (Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Japan, n.d.). According to Tsuda (2003), although Japanese immigrants in Brazil tended to 

retain Japanese culture and traditions, Brazilian-born second and subsequent generations 

integrated themselves into the Brazilian community. In the late 1980s, Japanese-Brazilians 

began to return to Japan, prompted by a Brazilian economic crisis, which coincided with an 

economic boom in Japan (Higuchi, 2006). 

 
1 Definitions of status of residence are in ‘Appended Table 2’ in ‘The Immigration Control and Refugee 
Recognition Act’, and ‘Defining the Status of Long-Term Residents as Listed in the Lower Column of Appendix 
Table 2 of the Immigration Control (https://elaws.e-gov.go.jp/document?lawid=326CO0000000319) and 
Refugee Recognition Act in accordance with Article 7, Paragraph 1, Item 2 of the same Act, MOJ Notification 
No. 132 of 1990, amended by MOJ Notification No. 220 of 2021’ 
(https://www.moj.go.jp/isa/laws/nyukan_hourei_h07-01-01.html). 
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Most Japanese-Brazilians are production-process laborers, employed in the car, electronics or 

food-manufacturing sectors. Japanese manufacturers, however, do not recruit these Japanese-

Brazilians directly, but instead use subcontractors. The subcontractors contact a recruiting 

agency to hire a temporary workforce. The recruiting agencies advertise job offers in Brazil, 

then send Japanese-Brazilians hired as manual workers to labor contractors in Japan, who in 

turn dispatch them to factories run by the manufacturers (Higuchi, 2006). This indirect 

employment system provides little employment security, and concentrates the workforce in 

those cities where the giant car or electronics companies, such as Toyota and Sony, have set 

up their production bases (Sugino, 2007).  

Although most Japanese-Brazilian immigrants initially intend to return to Brazil with their 

savings after a few years’ work in Japan, many extend their stay for several reasons (Tsuda, 

2003): some cannot save sufficient money due to high living costs in Japan (Sugino, 2007); 

some, who do return to Brazil after saving a considerable amount of money, decide to come 

back to Japan because of the continuing recession in Brazil (Takenoshita et al., 2014). Even 

after a long-term stay, most Japanese-Brazilians continue to identify themselves as temporary 

migrants (Takenoshita et al., 2014). They see themselves as immigrant minorities in Japan, 

even though they are ethnically Japanese (Sugino, 2007). Most of the returned migrants are 

Brazilian-born, do not speak Japanese fluently, and were integrated into Brazilian society 

before they came to Japan. The complications they face in adapting to their ethnic homeland 

cause many Japanese-Brazilians to experience an identity conflict (Tsuda, 2003). Moreover, 

they often work and live within the Japanese-Brazilian communities forced on them by their 

working conditions. Considering all of these factors, there is little incentive for Japanese-

Brazilian immigrants to learn the Japanese language. 

While the parents work all day for the purpose of earning money and returning to Brazil as 

soon as possible, the children in these immigrant families spend much of their time in local 

day-care centers immersed in the Japanese language and culture (Ishikawa, 2009). These 

children do, however, tend to need special assistance with learning Japanese at school 

(Takenoshita et al., 2014). According to Official Statistics of Japan (n.d.), there were 40,755 

children who needed Japanese language assistance in 2018, of these, more than 25% were 

native speakers of Portuguese (Table 1.1). Note that the children whose mother tongue is 

Portuguese are not necessarily all from Japanese-Brazilian immigrant families. 
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Table 1.1: Number of children who need Japanese language assistance by mother tongue 

(May, 2018) Portuguese Chinese Filipino Spanish Vietnamese English Korean Others Total 

# of children 10,404 9,712 7,919 3,788 1,845 1,106 595 5,386 40,755 
% 25.5 23.8 19.4 9.3 4.5 2.7 1.5 13.2 100% 

The numbers were extracted from e-Stat, a portal site of Japanese Government Statistics (retrieved: July, 2022) 
 
One reason why these children require special assistance is that few of their parents are able 

to help them learn to read and write Japanese, as they often cannot read, write, or even speak 

Japanese themselves (Tsuda, 2003). When a child becomes more fluent in Japanese, the child 

may use more Japanese and less Portuguese at home. Consequently, for the parents who are 

not fluent in Japanese, it becomes harder to communicate with their child in Portuguese at 

home. Pearson (2007, p. 401) calls this “the input-proficiency-use cycle”: that is, the more 

input the child gets in Language A, the more proficient the child becomes in Language A; this 

encourages the child to use that language more often, which results in more input in 

Language A. It is also possible that the cycle goes in the other direction, for example, if a 

Japanese-Brazilian child does not use Portuguese, the child gets less input in Portuguese, 

which means that the child gets less opportunity to learn Portuguese, and that in turn leads 

them to use Portuguese even less. The parental input at home is, therefore, an important key 

to encouraging the Japanese-Brazilian children to use Portuguese more often. 

 

1.3 Research	questions	and	organisation	of	the	thesis	

In this study, I am exploring both production and comprehension of Japanese word order and 

case and topic particles by Japanese-BP bilingual children. Word order variation and choice 

of case and topic particles relate not only syntax but also discourse-pragmatics (see Section 

2.2 and 2.3) and thus could be markers of proficiency that are important for understanding 

both acquisition and dominance.  

This study aims to answer the following research questions.  

1) When a Japanese-BP bilingual child acquires Japanese word order and the functions of 
the morphological case markers ga and o and the topic particle wa, what differences are 
there between bilingual and monolingual acquisition? 
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2) How do the following four factors affect the Japanese-BP bilingual child's acquisition of 
Japanese word order and case and topic marking:  
a) language dominance in terms of the bilingual child’s proficiency in the two 

languages 
b) differences and similarities between Japanese and Brazilian Portuguese,  
c) quantity and quality of caregiver input, and  
d) parental expectations and attitudes towards language use? 

The following methods were employed to address these research questions: collection and 

analysis of speech samples over a year to explore Japanese-BP bilingual children’s productive 

knowledge, structured data elicitation to investigate Japanese-BP bilingual children’s 

receptive knowledge, and a questionnaire survey for BP parents to deepen understanding of 

parents’ attitudes towards bilingualism in the Japanese-Brazilian Portuguese community in 

Japan. 

This thesis is composed of seven chapters. Chapter 1 has described the purpose of the study 

and the background of the Japanese-Brazilian population living in Japan. Chapter 2 starts 

with an overview of the literature on key aspects of the current study. I then discuss how the 

research questions arose from gaps in the current literature and how they informed the 

methodology adopted for this study. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 focus on analysis of speech 

samples to explore bilingual children’s productive knowledge. Chapter 3 begins by outlining 

the participant selection process, the background of two bilingual participants selected for 

analysis, and the methodology for recording the speech samples, before presenting the results 

of Japanese and BP MLUw and Japanese MLUm calculations, as well as an analysis of code-

switching patterns in the children’s Japanese and BP speech samples. Chapter 4 concentrates 

on word order and particle use in the Japanese speech samples of the bilingual children and 

their caregivers. For the first part of the analysis, all transitive declarative utterances were 

extracted from the Japanese speech samples and examined for realised arguments and their 

order, along with the realisation of the nominative case particle ga and accusative case 

particle o. The second part of the analysis looked at the use of the nominative case particle ga 

and the topic particle wa across all utterances in the speech samples. This chapter also 

considers the use of object right-dislocation and aru-possessives from the perspective of 

cross-linguistic influence and effect of input. Chapter 5 examines the two bilingual children’s 

receptive knowledge of the ga-o and wa-ga contrast through a picture selection experiment 

across six transitive sentence types. The bilingual children’s responses to the picture selection 

tasks are compared with the responses of Japanese monolingual controls recruited for this 
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study. Chapter 6 presents the results of a questionnaire survey administered to Japanese-

Brazilian immigrant families in Japan, which collected information on language use patterns 

outside and in the home, as well as parents’ expectations for their children’s bilingual 

acquisition. The first half of Chapter 7 summarises key findings from each chapter and relates 

these findings to the research questions. The second half of Chapter 7 discusses the insights 

this study provides into the acquisition of the community language by Japanese-BP bilingual 

children living in Japan, and considers limitations, remaining issues and future directions, 

before ending with overall conclusions. 
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2 Literature	review	and	research	questions	

2.1 Introduction	

This chapter provides an overview of the literature on key aspects of the current study. I then 

discuss how the research questions arose from gaps in the current literature and how they 

informed the methodology adopted for this study. Because the bilingual children in this thesis 

are acquiring Japanese and Brazilian-Portuguese (BP), Section 2.2 starts with a brief 

overview of typological differences and similarities between Japanese and Brazilian-

Portuguese, and then Section 2.3 reviews insights from studies on the monolingual 

acquisition of Japanese word order and morphological case and topic marking. The next four 

sections introduce existing discussions of aspects of Bilingual First Language Acquisition 

that are particularly relevant to this thesis: language dominance and proficiency (Section 2.4), 

cross-linguistic influence (Section 2.5), effect of input (Section 2.6), and attitudinal factors 

(Section 2.7). Finally, Section 2.8 relates the research questions to what has not yet been 

addressed in existing studies, and outlines the methodology adopted for this study. 

2.2 Typological	differences	and	similarity	between	Japanese	and	
Brazilian-Portuguese	

Since this study focuses on bilingual first language acquisition of Japanese grammar in 

Japanese-Brazilian Portuguese bilingual children, the differences and similarities between the 

two languages are crucial factors to be considered. This section provides an overview of 

relevant characteristics of each language, and highlights differences and similarities that 

might affect bilingual acquisition. 

2.2.1 Basic	grammar	of	Japanese	

Japanese is a nominative-accusative, head final, pro-drop language (see Kuno, 1973b). The 

basic word order is SOV, but the word order is highly flexible. Non-canonical word order 

includes ‘scrambling’, where the positions of the subject and object are reversed (see Kuno, 

2003; Miyagawa, 2003, 2005; Saito, 1989, 2003, 2005, among many others), and ‘right 

dislocation’, where the subject and/or object appear after the verb (see Abe, 2004, 2019; 

Takita, 2011, 2014; Tanaka, 2001). Argument drop also occurs frequently in casual speech 
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when the missing argument is retrievable from the context (see Fukaya, 2019, Hoji, 1998; 

Neeleman and SzendrőI, 2007; Saito, 2007; Takahashi, 2008; Tomioka, 2003, among many 

others). The agent-patient relationship is encoded morphologically in terms of postpositional 

case particles (see Kuno, 1973b; Kuroda, 1992), but the case particle omissions are also 

common in colloquial Japanese (see Kurumada and Jaeger, 2015; Shimojo, 2006; Yatabe, 

1999). Some examples are listed in the next section. 

2.2.1.1 Variations	of	Japanese	word	order	

Examples of various word orders of Japanese are listed below. All the examples describe the 

picture in Figure 2.1 which was used in the study to be reported in Chapter 3 and 4.  

Figure 2.1: One of the picture cards used in the language sample recording 
 

©Lakeshore 
 
(2.1) [SOV] Otokonoko-ga/ø boo-o/ø nageta.   (canonical word order) 

boy-NOM/(zero) stick-ACC/(zero) throw.PAST 
The boy threw the stick. 

 
(2.2) [SV] Otokonoko-ga/ø nageta.   (object drop) 

boy-NOM/(zero) threw 
(2.3) [OV] Boo-o/ø nageta.    (subject drop) 

stick-ACC/(zero) threw 
(2.4) [V] Nageta.     (subject and object drop) 
  threw 
 
(2.5) [OSV] Boo-o/ø otokonoko-ga/ø nageta.  (scrambling) 

stick-ACC/(zero)  boy-NOM/(zero) threw 
 
(2.6) [OVS] Boo-o/ø nageta, otokonoko-ga/ø.  (subject right dislocation) 

stick-ACC/(zero) threw boy-NOM/(zero) 
(2.7) [SVO] Otokonoko-ga/ø nageta, boo-o/ø.  (object right dislocation) 

boy-NOM/(zero) threw stick-ACC/(zero) 
(2.8) [VSO] Nageta, otokonoko-ga/ø boo-o/ø. (subject and object right dislocation) 

threw boy-NOM/(zero) stick-ACC/(zero) 
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(2.9) [VOS] Nageta, boo-o/ø, otokonoko-ga/ø. (right dislocation and scrambling) 
threw stick-ACC/(zero) boy-NOM/(zero) 

(2.10) [VO] Nageta, boo-o/ø.  (subject drop and object right dislocation) 
  threw stick-ACC/(zero) 
(2.11) [VS] Nageta, otokonoko-ga/ø. (object drop and subject right dislocation) 

threw boy-NOM/(zero) 
 
The canonical word order of Japanese is shown in  

(2.1). The subject Otokonoko ‘boy’ is followed by the nominative case particle -ga, which 

can be dropped in everyday conversation. The gloss nom/(zero) indicates that the nominative 

case particle -ga is droppable. The same applies to the accusative case particle -o following 

the object boo ‘stick’. The gloss acc/(zero) indicates that the accusative case particle -o can 

also be dropped in casual speech. Particle drop will be discussed in more detail in 2.2.1.2.  

Examples (2.2) to (2.4) illustrate different instances of argument drop. In (2.2), the object boo 

‘stick’ is dropped. This is typically the answer to the question ‘What happened to the stick?’. 

In (2.3), the subject Otokonoko ‘boy’ is dropped. This is typically the answer to the question 

‘What did the boy do?’. In (2.4), both the subject and object are missing. This is typically the 

answer to the question ‘What did the boy do with the stick?’ or the affirmative answer to the 

yes/no-question ‘Did the boy throw the stick?’. There are many studies that address 

differences and similarities among languages that display Japanese-type argument drop, 

languages that exhibit Italian-type pro drop, and languages like English that do not allow 

phonologically null arguments (Hoji, 1998; Huang, 1984; Neeleman and Szendrői, 2007; 

Ohtaki, 2014; Saito, 2007; Takahashi, 2008; Tomioka, 2003; Zushi, 2003, among many 

others). Japanese allows null forms of arguments in many different syntactic and 

semantic contexts (cf. Tomioka, 2003, p.324). There is no subject-verb agreement 

system in Japanese, and a null form is used only where correct identification is 

possible from the context (cf, Shibatani, 1990; Suzuki, 1984). When the arguments are 

realised, they tend to be either new, contrastive, or emphasised information, which 

means that the choice between explicit and null arguments depends on information 

status and discourse-pragmatic factors (cf. Chafe, 1976; 1994; Guerriero et al., 2006).  

Example (2.5) shows scrambling, where the subject Otokonoko ‘boy’ and the object boo 

‘stick’ are reordered, to yield an OSV order. Many approaches assume that a scrambled 

sentence is derived from a canonical sentence by overt movement (Ishihara, 2001; Mahajan, 

1990; Miyagawa, 2003, 2005; Saito, 2003, 2005; Takano, 2010). Even though there is no 
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difference in semantic content between the canonical word order and the scrambled sentence 

(Saito, 2003), there are some indications that scrambling in Japanese is sensitive to 

information structure. Ishihara (2001) claims that scrambling creates potential focus domains 

that differ from those found in canonical word order. Ishihara’s claim is that the object noun 

phrase, the preverbal phrase in the canonical SOV sentence, receives the focus interpretation, 

whereas the sentence initial object in the scrambled OSV sentence receives a NON-focus 

interpretation. Otsu (1994b) points out that the sentence initial object must be a discourse 

topic that performs a bridging function between the preceding context and the following 

scrambled sentence (cf. Masunaga 1983). 

Examples (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) illustrate the right dislocation of arguments. The subject 

otokonoko ‘boy’ in (2.6), the object boo ‘stick’ in (2.7), and both the subject and object in 

(2.8) are placed in a postverbal position. This construction is common in casual speech. 

According to Nakagawa et al. (2008), the information status of the postposed element plays 

an important role in right dislocation constructions. There are two types of right dislocation 

constructions: a single contour type and a double contour type. In the single contour type, 

pitch and intensity are high in the main clause but low in the postposed element, and 

information status is new in the main clause but old in the postposed element. In the double 

contour type, pitch and intensity are high in both the main clause and the postposed element, 

and information status is new for both. In addition, they found instances that convey old 

information with rising pitch. Those include contrast, emphasis, repair, and specifying what is 

said in the main clause. Kuno (1978, p68) suggests that a postposed element is recoverable, 

therefore the speaker omits it once, but adds it at the end to make the utterance clearer. 

Examples (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11) are hybrid variations of argument drop, scrambling and 

right dislocation. 

The studies on Japanese word order introduced in this section suggest that word order 

variations and argument ellipsis are influenced by information status, information structure 

and discourse pragmatic factors. 

2.2.1.2 Case	and	topic	particles	of	Japanese	

Given that Japanese word order is highly flexible as shown in previous sections, grammatical 

relations are encoded by means of case particles following the subject and object. The 
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nominative case particle is ga, and the accusative particle is o. The topic particle wa may 

appear on subjects and objects.  

The nominative particle ga and the topic particle wa are multifunctional. According to Kuno 

(1973b), the nominative particle signals either ‘neutral description’ or ‘exhaustive listing’. 

When a ga-marked subject (S-ga) appears with stative predicates, it can only be ‘exhaustive 

listing’, whereas when S-ga appears with active predicates, the possible reading is either 

‘neutral description’ or ‘exhaustive listing’. Kuno (1973a) additionally noted that ga is used 

for new information, whereas the topic marker wa is used for old (given) information which 

is shared among the interlocutors. While the topic particle does not indicate the grammatical 

relation of the arguments, it appears quite frequently on the subject or the direct object of the 

sentence. When this is the case, the topic marker replaces the nominative particle or the 

accusative particle. Kuno (1973b) listed two uses, ‘thematic’ and ‘contrastive’, and argued 

that ‘themes’ must be anaphoric or generic, while a non-anaphoric, non-generic noun phrase 

can be ‘contrastive’. Tateishi (1989) also suggested that the wa-marked subject of an 

individual-level stative predicate is a topic, whereas the wa-marked subject of a stage-level 

stative predicate is contrastive. The terms 'individual-level' and 'stage-level' predicates were 

first introduced by Carlson (1977). An 'Individual-level predicate' denotes some property 

attributed directly to the individual itself (e.g., kujira-wa ookii. 'Whales are big.' Tateishi, 

1989, P410), whereas a 'stage-level predicate' describes a temporal state of an individual 

(e.g., kujira-wa mieru./iruka-wa mienai. 'Whales can be seen./Dolphins cannot be seen.' 

Tateishi, 1989, p409). Kuroda (2005) claims that a wa-topicalised sentence expresses 

categorical judgement (p25), whereas a non-topicalised sentence expresses a thetic judgement 

when it appears with a stage-level predicate, and a characterization when it appears with an 

individual-level predicate (Kuroda, 1965 cited in Kuroda, 2005: p25). He further develops 

this as follows: A non-wa sentence, when used to make a statement, expresses a descriptive 

(thetic) judgement with stage-level as well as individual-level predicates (p26).  

Another observation about the case particles is their frequent omission in colloquial Japanese. 

Nakagawa (2016) cites Tsutsui (1984) as suggesting that zero-particles are acceptable in less 

formal situations. Fujii & Ono (2000) and Shimojo (2006) argue that zero-marking is the 

unmarked option. Kurumada & Jaeger (2013) claim that speakers are likely to omit the case-

marker when the grammatical function of a noun is made more predictable by the semantics 
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of the noun and/or other linguistic elements in the sentence. These studies indicate that zero-

marking is influenced by the complex interaction of various factors. 

2.2.2 Basic	grammar	of	Brazilian	Portuguese	

Brazilian Portuguese (BP) belongs to the Romance language family and shares many 

properties with European Portuguese (EP). The basic word order is SVO. The grammatical 

relation of the arguments is expressed by subject-verb agreement and word order. Case 

distinctions are realized only on pronouns. Verbs are inflected for person, number, and gender, 

as well as tense and mood. The word order is relatively flexible, and the subject can be 

omitted (pro-drop). BP differs from EP in several respects. Kato (1999, 2000) points out that 

the null referential subject, especially in the first and second person, has been lost in modern 

BP. Changes in the verbal agreement paradigm of BP have resulted in its inability to license 

referential null subjects. Lopes (1989) also draws attention to the loss of accusative clitics in 

BP, which are mostly replaced by null objects. 

2.2.3 Differences	and	similarity	between	Japanese	and	BP	

A crucial difference between Japanese and BP is the way of expressing the grammatical 

relation of the arguments. In BP, grammatical relations are encoded in subject-verb agreement 

and word order, whereas in Japanese, grammatical relationships are expressed 

morphologically on the arguments by attaching postpositional particles.  

At the same time, Japanese and BP share similar properties in terms of word order flexibility 

and argument ellipsis. Modern BP has lost null referential subjects in the first and second 

person, but the third person referential subject is still productively null (Kato, 1999; 2000). 

BP also allows null objects (Cyrino & Lopes, 2016; Cyrino & Matos, 2016; Farrell, 1990). 

This means that BP speaking children hear canonical SVO as well as VO and SV transitives 

in the input. Moreover, as illustrated in (2.12) and (2.13), object pronouns may be placed 

either before or after the verb (extracted from Kato & Martins, 2016: examples 5 & 6).  

(2.12) a. O livro, eu já lhe dei.  [DO-S-IO-V] 
  the book I already him gave 
 b. O livro, eu já dei pra ele. [DO-S-V-IO] 
  the book I already gave for he 
  ‘The book, I have already given it to him.’ 
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(2.13) a. Essa menina, eu não conheço.   [O-S-V] 
  that girl I not know 
 b. Essa menina, eu não conheço ela.  [O-S-V-O] 
  that girl I not know she 
  ‘That girl, I don’t know her.’ 
 
The examples in (2.12) are ditransitive utterances. The direct object o livro ‘the book’ is 

placed at the start of the sentence (topicalization) in both (2.12a) and (2.12b), but the indirect 

object clitic lhe ‘him’ is placed before the verb dei ‘gave’ in (2.12a), whereas pra ele ‘for he’ 

comes after the verb in (2.12b). The examples in (2.13) are transitive utterances. In (2.13a), 

the object essa menina ‘that girl’ comes before the subject eu ‘I’ (topicalization) in the OSV 

order. In (2.13b), the object essa menina ‘that girl’ is placed before the subject eu ‘I’ (left-

dislocation), and the object pronoun ela ‘she’ appears after the verb conheço ‘know’ resulting 

in an OSVO order.  

The Japanese-BP bilingual children in this study hear various types of transitive utterances in 

both their Japanese and their BP input every day. Given the frequent argument ellipsis and 

high flexibility of the word order in Japanese, the bilingual children must acquire the function 

of Japanese case particles to attain adult grammar. 

2.3 Acquisition	of	Japanese	word	order	and	case	particles	

According to studies on Japanese monolingual acquisition, children begin to use case 

particles at an early stage of first language acquisition, around their second birthday (Clancy, 

1985; Fujimoto, 2008; K. Ito, 1990; Matsuoka, 1998). These studies also report that children 

produced very few errors. At the same time however, they pointed out that this ‘error-free’ 

acquisition seemed to be due to particle omission. Even after children start to notice the basic 

function of case particles, they seem to prefer not to use the particles until they have fully 

acquired their functions (Clancy, 1985; Fujimoto, 2008; Hatano, 1979; Matsuoka, 1998). 

Fujimoto (2008) examined three monolingual children’s production data in CHILDES and 

investigated the relation between the use of particles and MLU in morphemes (MLUm). 

Fujimoto proposed five stages of Japanese MLUm following Brown’s (1976) five stages of 

MLUm. Fujimoto found that the nominative particle ga emerged at Stage I (MLUm 1.00-

1.49), the topic particle wa at Stage II (MLUm 1.50-1.99), and the accusative particle o at 

Stage III (MLUm 2.00-2.49) although there were some individual differences. All three 
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children completed acquisition at Stage V (MLUm 3.00+). Fujimoto also found that 

children’s use of ga is linked to statements, especially the existential construction, which is 

typically used in adult speech as well, while children’s use of wa is linked to questions, as 

N+wa? ‘how about/what about?’ is commonly used in colloquial Japanese. 

Tahara & Ito (1985) investigated whether monolingual children use the nominative particle 

ga for new information and the topic particle wa for old information like adults. For first-

appearing subjects, 80% of four-year-olds and almost 100% of children over five used the 

nominative particle ga. 20% of four-year-olds left the particle out. For subjects whose 

information status was old, nearly 90% of four-year-olds used the nominative ga and the 

remaining 10% omitted the particle. Almost 100% of five-year-old children used the 

nominative particle ga. 70% of six-year-olds used ga, and 30% used wa. More than 50% of 

eight-year-olds used wa, and the rest used ga. The results suggest that children five years and 

under seemed to recognise the nominative ga as the subject marker and used it regardless of 

its information status. Tahara & Ito interpreted the results as evidence for overgeneralization 

(cf. Slobin, 1973) and the zero-particle strategy (cf. Clancy, 1985; Fujimoto, 2008; Hatano, 

1979; Matsuoka, 1998). 

Many studies have investigated children’s receptive knowledge of the case and topic particles 

in relation to various word orders. These studies employed experimental methods, namely 

act-out or picture selection paradigms. Their findings indicate that monolingual children do 

not seem to fully understand the ga-o contrast until they are five years or older (Hakuta, 

1982; Otsu, 1994a, 1994b; Suzuki, 2007), and the ga-wa contrast until they are seven or older 

(Hatano, 1979; T. Ito, 1990).  

Overall, the literature suggests that it takes a long time for monolingual Japanese children to 

produce and interpret these particles in an adult-like fashion.  

The next four sections concern the factors that may have impact on bilingual first language 

acquisition.  

2.4 Language	dominance	and	proficiency	

The term ‘language dominance’ has been used in many studies to describe observations of 

unequal balance in the acquisition and use of the languages of a bilingual child, or to explain 
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different outcomes and/or directionality of transfer between two languages in a bilingual 

child. (cf. Nicoladis, 2016; Silva-Corvalán & Montanari, 2008; Yip & Matthews, 2007). 

However, the notion of language dominance is not consistently defined or agreed upon in the 

field (cf. Schmeißer et al., 2015). Meisel (2007, p498) defines the term dominance as ‘the 

predominant of the ambient languages in a given setting’ to distinguish it from language 

preference, ‘when bilinguals regularly prefer to use one language over the other(s), 

notwithstanding contextual variables that ordinarily guide code switching and language 

choice’. Studies that investigate weak/weaker languages found non-target forms in one 

language and drew similarities between the weak/weaker language and L2 acquisition (cf. 

Döpke, 2000; La Morgia, 2011; Schlyter, 1993). These studies use the term ‘dominant 

language’ to denote the opposite of a ‘weak language’ (Blom, 2010; La Morgia, 2011). 

Genesee et al. (1995) and Paradis & Nicoladis (2007) describe language dominance in terms 

of relative proficiency in each language, whereas Yip & Matthews (2006, 2007) define 

‘dominance’ in terms of underlying competence, which they distinguish from proficiency as a 

concept of language use. According to Montrul (2016), the term 'proficiency' refers to the 

linguistic ability and fluency in a language, whereas 'language dominance' refers to not only 

proficiency but also language use, and is linked to the quantity and quality of input. This 

notion of language dominance as a broader multi-dimensional concept including proficiency, 

input and use has also been espoused in other studies (see Nicoladis, 2016; Treffers-Daller, 

2016; Unsworth, 2016).  

There have also been suggestions that language dominance affects code-switching and 

language choice (cf. Genesee et al., 1995), although recent research has called this into 

question (Mishina-Mori, 2011; Paradis & Nicoladis, 2007; Poeste et al., 2019). Many studies 

discuss code-switching in relation to lexical gaps (cf. Cantone, 2007), or language 

competency (cf. Yow et al., 2018). Most studies indicate that ‘code-switching is legitimate 

language use only available to bilinguals’ (Foster-Cohen, 1999; p159), and ‘a marker of 

linguistic competence’ (Yow et al., 2018; p1075), rather than a sign that one of the languages 

is more dominant than the other. Code-switching is context-dependent and varies according 

to the domains and the functions for which the languages are used. A number of researchers 

have argued that this also holds for language dominance, i.e., language dominance is task-

specific and domain-specific (Bahrick et al., 1994, p265). 
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Language dominance is measured in many different ways. Since language dominance can be 

observed at various levels of language, e.g., morphosyntactic, lexical, phonetic, and 

phonological variables, scholars tend to adopt the measurements most suited to the purpose of 

their research (Silva-Corvalán and Treffers-Daller, 2016). Many studies that focus on 

morphosyntactic features use Mean Length of Utterance (MLU) as an index for the stage of 

the child’s language development. Brown (1976) proposed five stages of syntactic 

development in monolingual children by looking at values for MLU in morphemes (MLUm) 

in English, which, he claimed, reflect the acquisition of grammatical morphemes more 

accurately than age. Many studies in the field of child language treat MLUm as a valid 

criterion for assessing the stage of a child’s syntactic development in first language 

acquisition (e.g., Klee & Fitzgerald, 1985; Miller & Chapman, 1981; Fujimoto, 2008; Miyata 

et al., 2003). In the field of bilingual acquisition, MLU is also one of the measures used to 

determine language dominance. However, researchers are aware that differences of 

morphosyntactic systems must be taken into account when comparing MLUs between 

typologically different languages (cf. De Houwer, 2009; Döpke, 1998; Yip & Matthews, 2006 

and many others). For this reason, some researchers also select other measures suitable for 

their study's objectives, for example, Genesee et al. (1995) employed upper bound (length of 

the longest utterance in a given sample), MMU (multi morpheme utterances), and word type 

count. Mishina-Mori (2011) combined MLU and word type count. Poeste et al. (2019) used 

the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT). It is also important to note that MLU is context 

dependent and ceases to be accurate beyond MLU values of 4.0, as children have more 

choices of expression and their utterance complexity is no longer about limitations in their 

expressive resources (cf. Brown, 1976; Miyata et al., 2013). 

The current study focuses on the acquisition of Japanese in terms of word order and 

morphological marking of noun phrases with case particles and the topic marker. The same 

tools were used to elicit speech sample for Japanese at the day-care centre and for BP at home. 

Based on the assumption that a child’s relative proficiency in the two languages may result in 

cross-linguistic influence, a narrow definition of language dominance was adopted, drawing 

on Schmeißer et al.’s (2015, p38) and Unsworth (2016, p157). For the purpose of this study, 

language dominance thus refers to the bilingual child's difference in proficiency in the two 

languages in the particular activities recorded for this study. 
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MLU was used as a measure of proficiency in the current study: MLU in morphemes 

(MLUm) and words (MLUw) for the Japanese language samples, and MLU in words 

(MLUw) for the BP language samples. These MLU measurements were chosen for three 

reasons. Firstly, despite its limitations, MLU is one of the measurements widely used to 

assess grammatical development (La Morgia, 2011; Meisel, 2007; Mishina-Mori, 2011; 2019, 

Müller & Hulk, 2001; Paradis & Genesee, 2996; Yip & Matthews, 2007, and many others). 

Secondly, and importantly, studies on Japanese and BP monolinguals comparable to this 

study used MLUm for Japanese (Miyata & Nisisawa, n.d.) and MLUw for BP (Araújo & 

Befi-Lopes, 2004; Carvalho et al., 2014; Santos et al., 2015). The third reason concerns 

feasibility and the reliability of the values. I had native speakers of Japanese as research 

assistants who were postgraduate students in linguistics, which meant that the results could be 

double-checked, and the reliability of the values could be ensured for both MLUm and 

MLUw. However, the native speakers of BP who assisted with the transcription and coding of 

the BP samples were undergraduate and postgraduate students with specialities other than 

linguistics. Therefore, the only measurement I could adopt for BP was MLUw. Other possible 

ways to measure dominance, such as word type and token frequency and syntactic 

complexity will be the subject of future research. 

2.5 Cross	linguistic	influence	

When a child grows up in an environment where there are two distinct languages in the input 

from birth, it is possible that the child undergoes a phase of interdependent language 

development (Meisel, 2011). Interdependent development may cause transfer, acceleration, or 

delay, suggesting that cross-linguistic influence may change the course and/or rate of 

acquisition in bilingually raised children (Meisel, 2011).  

Hulk & Müller (2000) and Müller & Hulk (2001) claim that there are two conditions that 

cause cross-linguistic influence: (1) there is a structural overlap at the surface level between 

the two languages where multiple analyses are possible in one of the two languages, and (2) 

this overlap occurs in the C-domain where syntax and pragmatics interact. According to this 

claim, the direction of cross-linguistic influence is constant and one way. However, there are 

also claims that the influence is bidirectional and depends on the child’s language dominance 

(cf. Kang, 2013; Nicoladis, 2016; Silva-Corvalán & Montanari, 2008; Yip & Matthews, 

2000). 
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Many of the Japanese-English bilingual children in my earlier study (Shirakawa, 2013) used 

word order as a cue for interpreting the agent-patient relationship. This can be considered due 

to cross- linguistic influence. In both Japanese and English, the agent (the grammatical 

subject) appears in initial position in a canonical transitive sentence, as illustrated in (2.14).  

(2.14) Canonical transitive sentence in Japanese (S-ga O-o V) and English (SVO)  
[Japanese] Inu-ga ushi-o ketta  

 dog-NOM cow-ACC kick-PAST 
[English] A dog kicked a cow.  

 
Japanese also allows a reordering of the constituents, as in scrambling (2.15) and object right 

dislocation (2.16). In such non-canonical word orders, the nominative case marker -ga and 

the accusative case marker -o still signal the grammatical relations of the arguments.  

(2.15) Japanese scrambling O-o S-ga V  
Ushi-o inu-ga ketta.  
cow-ACC dog-NOM kick-PAST 
 ‘A cow, a dog kicked.’  

(2.16) Japanese object right dislocation S-ga V O-o 
Inu-ga ketta ushi-o.  
dog-NOM kick-PAST cow-ACC 
‘A dog kicked a cow.’ 

 
Studies of Japanese monolingual development report that children five years or older can 

correctly interpret the agent-patient relationship in non-canonical word orders like (2.15) 

using the case marking cue (Sano, 2004; Suzuki, 1999, 2007). Many of the bilingually raised 

children in Shirakawa (2013), however, relied on the word order cue and interpreted the first 

noun phrase in (2.15) as the agent, even at the age of ten.  

English and Japanese overlap at the surface level in terms of the agent position in a canonical 

sentence, and flexible word order involves the interface between syntax and discourse 

pragmatics. These constructions therefore meet Hulk & Müller’s (2000) conditions for cross- 

linguistic influence in bilingual development.  

Like Japanese and English, Japanese and Portuguese are typologically distinct but also show 

some overlap as shown in Section 2.2.3. It is possible that bilingual acquisition in Japanese-

Brazilian Portuguese bilingual children may be influenced by surface overlap between the 

two languages, which otherwise have rather different grammars.  
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2.6 Effect	of	the	input	

Even when Brazilian parents hope that their children will become bilingual in Japanese and 

their native language, the children may face challenges in bilingual acquisition. Existing 

studies demonstrate that language input has a considerable effect not only on vocabulary 

growth but also grammatical development for bilingual children (Blom, 2010; Hoff et al., 

2012; Pearson, 2007; Thordardottir, 2014). The quality and quantity of input can never be the 

same between monolingual settings and bilingual settings and also between the two 

languages that the child is acquiring.  

Pearson (2007) investigated 25 children being raised bilingually in English and Spanish in the 

USA by collecting language samples for three years from birth. By the age of three, five 

children out of 25 stopped using Spanish, and one stopped using English. Pearson 

demonstrated that among the five factors of input, language status, family language use, 

access to literacy, and community support (e.g., schooling), quantity of input had the 

strongest impact on a minority language being learned, but attitudes towards language use 

also played a role. Pearson proposed ‘the cycle of input-proficiency-use’, where a greater 

amount of input creates a virtuous cycle, whereas a lesser amount of input leads a vicious 

spiral. This cycle is furthermore accelerated by positive parental attitudes, but decelerated by 

negative attitudes. This theory is applicable to the situation of Japanese-Brazilian Portuguese 

children in Japan, as well as the Maori language in New Zealand, and many other minority 

languages around the world.  

Hoff et al. (2012) used the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory: Words 

and Sentences (CDI) (Fenson et al., 2007) and its Spanish counterpart to explore Spanish- 

English bilingual development in 47 children living in the USA, compared to English 

monolingual development in 56 children. Vocabulary scores, the onset of combinational 

speech, grammatical complexity, and mean length of the longest three utterances were 

analysed in relation to the proportion of English to Spanish in home language use reported by 

parents, and were compared with the scores of English monolingual children. The results 

showed that quantity of input predicts not only vocabulary size but also grammatical 

development in bilingual children. De Houwer & Nakamura (2021) emphasise the impact of 

parents adopting a monolingual discourse strategy, which was originally proposed as 

‘Bilingual Family Interaction Model’ by Lanza (1992, 1997). When the child uses the societal 
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language at home, a monolingual discourse strategy, where parents will only respond to and 

in their heritage language, is effective for promoting the child’s use of the heritage language. 

There are also studies that demonstrated that low input quantity causes delay in grammatical 

development in bilingual first language acquisition and it results in weaker/weak language 

development (Blom, 2010; La Morgia, 2011). Blom defined the term ‘weaker language’ as 

‘usually the language to which a bilingual child is less frequently exposed’ (Blom, 2010: p. 

423). La Morgia used the term ‘weak language’ for a language whose development does not 

follow regular monolingual or bilingual language development (La Morgia, 2011). In the 

sense of Blom (2010), the weaker language is the language in a single bilingual child which 

the child has fewer opportunities to be exposed to in comparison to the other language. 

However, La Morgia’s definition allows for the possibility that both languages in a single 

bilingual child could be weak.  

The question to ask is whether the amount of exposure to both Japanese and Brazilian 

Portuguese is enough for Japanese-Brazilian Portuguese bilingual children to acquire each 

language to a level that is age appropriate to monolingual children, when Brazilian parents 

use their native language at home and put their children in Japanese-medium 

schools/preschools in the community. As discussed in Section 2.3, monolingual children take 

a long period of time (three to five years from the emergence of particles) to produce and 

interpret Japanese case particles in an adult-like fashion (Hatano, 1979; Sano, 2004; Suzuki, 

2007). Some studies that investigated the quality of maternal input in Japanese revealed that 

child-directed speech in Japanese tends to lack the morphological case markers and also 

shows frequent constituent ellipsis (Rispoli, 1991; Tanaka & Shirai, 2012), suggesting that 

even for monolingual children, it seems challenging to acquire the Japanese morphological 

case marking system with limited input. How much more so for Japanese-Brazilian 

Portuguese bilingual children?  

Another issue that Blom (2010) drew attention to was the impact of social settings. Many 

previous studies investigated bilingual development in children raised in a one person - one 

language environment in middle-class families, whereas Blom looked at children from lower 

class ethnic minority families, whose parents are labour migrants. Blom raised the question 

whether these two settings ‘are equally representative of bilingual upbringing’ (Blom, 2010: p. 

441). This question is particularly relevant for the subjects of this study, since the majority of 

Japanese Brazilians in Japan are also lower-class ethnic minority labour migrants.  
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2.7 Parental	expectations	and	attitudinal	factors	

The circumstances of Japanese Brazilians in Japan stated in the previous section can be 

expected to affect bilingual development in children from Brazilian families, and Takenoshita 

et al (2014) have argued that the frequent movement between Brazil and Japan has prevented 

some children from acquiring sufficient Portuguese and/or Japanese.  

According to Higuchi (2006), Brazilians have been the largest minority group requiring 

special assistance with learning Japanese. Japanese schools provide the children from 

Brazilian families with special Japanese language classes. In class, however, the children face 

strong assimilative pressures, and they also face pressure from their peers to conform to 

Japanese thinking and behaviour (Tsuda, 2003). Meanwhile, the parents report that they are 

not able to teach their children proper Portuguese language and Brazilian thinking (Tsuda, 

2003). Sugino (2007) has suggested that Japanese Brazilian parents, who identify themselves 

as temporary migrants, become concerned about their child’s future careers and whether their 

child should be educated on the premise that the family settle down in Japan permanently.  

Parental attitudes towards language use are considered to be an important factor affecting 

bilingual development (De Houwer, 2007, 2013). Parental attitudes towards their own 

language often reflect societal attitudes towards bilingualism and towards the languages 

involved (Yamamoto, 2008). Japanese-English families in Japan think bilingualism in their 

languages is perceived positively by mainstream Japanese, whereas Japanese-non-English 

families report that there is a hierarchy of languages among mainstream Japanese (Yamamoto, 

2002). According to Sugino (2007), Japanese-Brazilian parents in Japan, who are concerned 

about their children’s language maintenance in anticipation of their return to Brazil, face 

discrimination because of their native language and feel like they are never truly accepted 

into Japanese society. This negative experience influences their attitudes towards their native 

language. De Houwer (2013) maintains that positive or negative experiences will affect a 

person’s general sense of wellbeing, which broadly relates to life satisfaction, and children’s 

wellbeing is strongly tied to their families’ wellbeing. Children’s early experiences will affect 

their bilingual development.  
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2.8 Research	questions	and	methodologies	

I set out my research questions in Chapter 1 as follows. 

1) When a Japanese-BP bilingual child acquires Japanese word order and the functions of 
the morphological case markers ga and o and the topic particle wa, do we find any 
differences between bilingual and monolingual acquisition? 

 
2) How do the following four factors affect the Japanese-BP bilingual child's acquisition of 

Japanese word order and case and topic marking:  
a) language dominance in terms of the bilingual child’s proficiency in the two 

languages,  
b) differences and similarities between Japanese and Brazilian Portuguese,  
c) quantity and quality of caregiver input, and  
d) parental expectations and attitudes towards language use? 

Previous studies demonstrate that the use of the case and topic particles and different word 

order operations in Japanese are linked not only to syntax but also to discourse-pragmatic 

factors (cf. Section 2.2.1). Studies of monolingual acquisition indicate that children take a 

certain period of time to fully acquire the case and topic particles, due to the multiple 

functions of these particles (cf. Section 2.3). Japanese and BP are typologically different in 

how they encode grammatical relations of arguments (cf. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). At the 

same time, the two languages share similarities in word order flexibility. Speakers are able to 

manipulate word order, argument ellipsis, and zero particles to signal information status (new, 

old etc.), information structure (topic, contrast etc.), and discourse pragmatic functions such 

as emphasis and reminding. These operations sometimes make the two languages quite 

similar at the surface level (cf. Section 2.2.3). As a result, Japanese-BP bilingual children 

living in Japan hear various word orders in both their Japanese and their BP input every day 

(cf. Section 2.2.3).  

Very little is known about Japanese acquisition by Japanese-BP bilingual children in Japan,. 

Research question (1) is designed to explore the differences between monolingual acquisition 

and bilingual acquisition by Japanese-BP bilingual children. Bilingual acquisition has been 

argued to be influenced by the range of factors discussed in the preceding sections Research 

question (2) is designed to look into the impact of each of these factors on the acquisition of 

Japanese word order and case particles by Japanese-BP bilingual children. The specific 

questions to be answered are as follows: 
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• Does the acquisition of particles in these children’s development look similar or different 
to that already described for monolingual development? 

• Does comparing MLU as a measure of proficiency across the two typologically different 
languages provide an indication of language dominance? 

• What evidence is there for the impact of Portuguese on children’s Japanese? 
• Do bilingual children reflect the language of their caregivers? 
• Do bilingual children reflect parental expectations and attitudes towards bilingualism?  

To explore these research questions, this study employed the following three methods: 

longitudinal language sample recording (Chapter 3, Chapter 4), structured data elicitation 

using picture selection tasks (Chapter 5), and a questionnaire survey (Chapter 6). The 

resulting datasets are described in more detail below. 

The first dataset consists of three kinds of year-long speech sample recordings: (i) Japanese 

interaction between each Japanese-BP bilingual child and me at the daycare centre attended 

by the participant, (ii) BP interaction between each Japanese-BP bilingual child and their 

parents at the participant’s home, and (iii) Japanese caregiver input at the daycare centre the 

participant attended. The purpose of the recordings was to investigate the use of the case and 

topic particles and word order variations. Sequencing picture cards, as well as soft toys, 

origami papers, and ‘find the difference’ games, were used to elicit transitive utterances in 

interactions involving the bilingual children (i.e., both (i) and (ii)). The caregiver input was 

recorded in the classroom during daily activities. These datasets serve to address research 

questions (1), (2a), (2b) and (2c) and are reported in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 

The second dataset comprises the answers to the picture selection tasks designed to 

investigate the Japanese-BP bilingual child’s receptive knowledge of the case and topic 

particles in different word order variations. This dataset sheds further light on research 

question (1), because Japanese monolingual children were recruited for this part of the study, 

to provide control data for comparison with the bilingual data. The results are reported in 

Chapter 5. 

The third dataset consists of the answers to the questionnaire survey administered to 

Japanese-Brazilian immigrant families in Japan, which collected information on language use 

patterns outside and in the home, as well as parents’ expectations for their children’s bilingual 

acquisition. The parents whose children participated in the longitudinal language sample 

recordings completed the survey as well. Several parents also participated in semi-structured 

interviews that were conducted to collect linguistic background information about the 
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families participating in the longitudinal language sample recordings. The information 

collected through the interviews was incorporated into the participants’ linguistic background 

(cf. Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), as well as Chapter 6. This dataset addresses research question 

(2d).  
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3 Observation	of	the	longitudinal	speech	samples:	MLU	

and	code-switching	

3.1 Introduction	

In this chapter, I first explain the methodology of the longitudinal language sample 

recordings, which were collected for the current study over the period of a year. The aim in 

collecting these language samples was to explore Japanese-Brazilian Portuguese (BP) 

bilingual children’s grammatical development in terms of Japanese word order and case 

particles and examine the influence of language dominance (unbalanced proficiency between 

the two languages, if any), cross-linguistic influence and input on the children’s Japanese 

production. Section 3.2 outlines the participant selection process and the methodology for 

recording the speech samples in the family homes and at the day-care centres attended by the 

participants. Section 3.3 discusses the linguistic background of the two bilingual participants, 

who come from two different Japanese-Brazilian families. They are simultaneous Japanese-

Brazilian Portuguese (BP) bilinguals, that is, they were raised in BP at home, and were 

exposed to Japanese in the community from birth. In Section 3.4, I present the first sets of 

results from my analysis of the spontaneous speech samples. The results reported in this 

chapter are the Japanese and BP MLUw and Japanese MLUm calculations for both children, 

as well as an analysis of code-switching patterns in the children’s Japanese and BP speech 

samples. The information presented includes duration and frequency of the recordings, 

number of utterances as well as number of mixed utterances, and MLU. These data are 

compared with the data of monolingual peers in each language. Section 3.5 discusses 

implications that can be drawn from the results, and Section 3.6 concludes this chapter. 

3.2 Methodology	

This section describes the methodology for the longitudinal language sample collection. The 

language samples collected for this study consist of three types of recordings: Japanese 

interactions between the bilingual child and the investigator at the child’s day-care centre, 

Japanese input from Japanese caregivers at the day-care centre, and BP interaction between 

the bilingual child and a parent at home. Many collaborators and participants were involved 

in this study and language samples were collected monthly over a period of one year.  
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3.2.1 Participant	selection	and	recruitment	

The recruitment and selection of the participants was carried out with the assistance of a 

Japanese-Brazilian collaborator. This person was introduced to me by a professor of 

Portuguese Language Department at the Sophia University in Tokyo. The collaborator works 

for a non-profit organization in Oota city, Gunma prefecture, which is known to have a high 

population of Japanese-Brazilian families. Her work is diverse, but her main role is assistant 

teacher at local primary schools. It is common that public schools in a municipality with a 

considerable number of non-native Japanese speaking students set up special classes to help 

them understand the classwork and keep up with their native Japanese speaking peers. These 

schools hire assistant teachers who are fluent in both Japanese and the languages in question. 

She is one of these assistant teachers and also supports parents and siblings of the students by 

guiding them to the right person who could help them with various issues. She helped me as 

an interpreter as well when I talked to candidate families.  

In order to be selected for this longitudinal data collection, the child had to meet the 

following five criteria: (1) be exposed to Japanese in the community and to BP in a BP home 

from birth  (2) live in Japan for most of the year, (3) be at the two-word stage or more, and 

under five years old at the time of the first data collection session, (4) have started attending a 

Japanese-medium day-care centre  before the age of three and be currently attending 5 days a 

week for more than six hours a day, (5) have no known developmental delays, history of ear 

infection or hearing difficulties, or major physical or mental health problems within the 

family. According to studies aiming to identify the differences between bilingual first 

language and early second language acquisition, the onset of early second language 

acquisition lies around three to four years of age (cf. Chen & Lei, 2013, De Houwer, 2009; 

McLaughlin, 1995; Meisel, 2009; 2011; Schulz & Grimm, 2019; Unsworth, 2016). For this 

reason, I specified that study participants had to have entered a Japanese-medium preschool 

before the age of three. The Japanese-Brazilian collaborator, who was familiar with the 

family backgrounds, assisted with the selection of families who met these criteria.  

The longitudinal study involves the target children and their parents, as well as caregivers at 

the day-care centre. Prior to recruitment, an ethics application was submitted to the 

University of Canterbury Human Ethics Committee, and received approval (HEC2014/121, 

see Appendix A). The parents of the target children read the information sheet about the aim 

and procedure of this study, and signed the consent form. The parents gave their assent on 
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behalf of their children. The documents were available in Brazilian Portuguese and Japanese 

to make sure all the parents could fully understand the information provided, and as the 

researcher, I answered all the questions raised by the parents. The Japanese-Brazilian 

collaborator attended as an interpreter every time I met the parents. Because the recordings of 

the caregiver’s input, as well as the Japanese interaction between the child and investigator 

and the structured data elicitation (Chapter 5) would take place at the day care centre attended 

by the child, the parents who wished to participate in the experiment briefly explained the 

project to the principal of the daycare centre. They also arranged an appointment for me to 

meet the principal so I could provide the principal with the information sheet for the study 

and explain the project in more detail. The principal was asked to give consent for access to 

and use of the facilities. The caregivers at the day care centre were also asked to read an 

information sheet and sign a consent form. The documents for the principals and caregivers at 

the local day-care centres were written in Japanese. I visited the day-care centres to meet the 

principal and caregivers and made sure that all their questions and concerns were answered 

and cleared. All the information sheets and consent forms are presented in Appendix B.  

To ensure privacy, every effort was taken to protect participants’ anonymity. Any identifying 

information such as the location of the daycare centre was removed from the transcription 

and all names were changed to a pseudonym and/or an alphanumeric code. The participants’ 

gender and age at the time of the data collection are noted in the transcripts, but no other 

identifying information is provided. All persons involved in this study such as assistants 

understood the importance of participants’ anonymity and signed a Research assistant 

confidentiality agreement (Appendix E). Data with identifying information were only 

accessible to me and will remain confidential. This includes (1) all documents such as the 

consent forms, the interview sheets, and the questionnaires, and (2) digital data such as the 

audio and visual recordings. 

Five families met the criteria listed above and gave consent. However, the day-care centre of 

one of these children refused permission, so only four families participated in the year-long 

data collection.  

The four children from these four families completed monthly recording sessions both at 

home and at the day-care centre. The parents also participated in the questionnaire survey 

discussed in Chapter 6, as well as a semi-structured interview (see Appendix C for the survey 

sheet and Appendix D for interview questions). At the time of the first data collection session, 
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the four target children were a 4-year 3-month-old girl (4;3), a 3-year 6-month-old boy (3;6), 

a 3-year 2-month-old girl (3;2), and a 2-year 8-month-old girl (2;8). The longitudinal analysis 

presented in this thesis is based on the two older children, who will be identified as ‘Cat’ and 

‘Nox’, respectively, as their language samples yielded the most complete set of monthly 

recordings and the clearest recordings for observing word order and the use of case and topic 

particles. Analysis of the data from the two younger children was beyond the scope of this 

study and will be the subject of future research. Because most of the collected language 

samples of the two young children consisted of one- or two-word utterances, we could not 

observe word order variation or case particle use, which were the main objectives of this 

study. The linguistic background of the two target children is explained in Section 3.3. 

3.2.2 The	procedure	of	recordings	

Three types of language sample were collected for this study: (1) the bilingual child’s 

Japanese speech sample at the day-care centre, (2) the bilingual child’s BP speech sample at 

the participant’s home, and (3) Japanese input from caregivers at the day-care centre.  

The Japanese speech sample focused on the interaction between the child and me. The 

recordings were made by myself as the researcher in a separate room at the day-care centre 

that the target child attended. Other children and caregivers were not in the same room at the 

time of recording. The first five to ten minutes were a preparation and warm-up time to create 

a relaxed atmosphere. The child was then encouraged to engage in an activity designed to 

promote natural and active verbal contributions and was based on sequencing picture cards, 

and some other toys and games. Details of the activities will be explained in Section 3.3.3. 

Some of the sequencing cards and other materials are shown in Appendices G and H. 

The recording of the BP language sample was made at the participant’s home. The BP 

interaction between the target child and the family member was recorded by me. In order to 

elicit natural conversation, the same materials were used as for the Japanese sample recording 

(sequencing picture cards, toys and games). I showed the parents how to use the sequencing 

picture cards to elicit utterances before the first recording session. 

Japanese input from caregivers was collected at the day-care centre that the target child 

attended. Since usually only two caregivers look after approximately 30 children in one class 

and cannot leave the class, recording of the caregiver’s Japanese input was made during daily 

classroom activities to capture the caregiver’s utterances. In order to protect other children’s 
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anonymity, only audio recordings were made. A wireless microphone was put on the senior 

caregiver and recorded her/him interacting with children in the class. The voice recorder also 

picked up co-caregivers’ input, which was included in the analysis after consent was obtained 

from the co-caregivers. 

Recording equipment  

A portable audio-and-video recorder and a voice recorder were used for recording the target 

child’s production in the Japanese sessions at the day-care centre and the BP recordings at 

home. The video was positioned to capture the target child’s facial and body expression, what 

s/he was looking at, what s/he was referring to when s/he used demonstrative pronouns. A 

Sony HDR-CX420 Handycam Digital HD Video Camera Recorder was the main device as 

the audio-and-video recorder, and a Sony ICD-PX820 Digital Voice Recorder was used for 

backup as the voice recorder. When recording Japanese interaction at the day-care centre and 

BP interaction at home, the portable audio-and-video recorder was set on the floor with a 

tripod, and the voice recorder was put on the table near the target child. When recording 

Japanese input, a Sony ECM-AW4 Wireless Microphone was used to pick up the caregiver’s 

utterances and to transmit them to the voice-recorder. The caregivers wore the microphone on 

their clothes. 

Frequency and duration of recording sessions 

Both the Japanese and the BP language sample recordings were made monthly for a period of 

one year. I initially aimed for about an hour for each session. However, the Japanese sample 

recording lengths ranged between 6:20 and 45:44 for Cat, and 11:28 and 56:20 for Nox, 

depending on the motivation, concentration, and talkativeness of the participant on a given 

day. The BP sample recording lengths ranged between 13:28 and 38:34 for Cat, and 6:25 and 

32:43 for Nox. They were generally shorter than the Japanese sample recordings, because the 

BP samples were recorded at home and the recording was disturbed by various factors. The 

parents made every effort to create an environment where they could concentrate on the 

activity, but the child knew where the parent hid his/her favourite toys, pets, snacks and 

sweets, so it was very difficult to keep the child’s attention on the activity. As a result, the 

recording sometimes finished early, or was suspended several times in order to take a break. 

After each recording session, contextual notes were written up. Those notes included the 

settings, activities, and other information that was considered to have affected the participant 
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or recording, for example background noise such as music or voices that fascinated or 

distracted the participant. Japanese caregiver recordings were scheduled in consultation with 

the principal and the senior caregiver, so as not to affect the event schedule and class activity 

plans of the day-care centre. As a result, the intervals between the recordings were irregular. 

A total of five caregiver sample recordings were made for each participant in a year. The 

recording time was about 30 minutes to 1 hour at a time. 

3.2.3 Activities	for	child	recording	sessions	

The same type of activity was used for both the Japanese and BP recording sessions with the 

two children. To promote natural and active verbal contributions, the first five to ten minutes 

were a preparation and warm-up time to try to create a relaxed atmosphere. The child was 

then encouraged to engage in an activity based on three-, four-, and six-scene sequencing 

story cards, which were designed to elicit focused natural discursive language. The 

sequencing story cards used in this study were Story Sequencing Cards published by 

Lakeshore Learning Materials, comprising three sets: 3-scene (product ID; FF957, containing 

16 stories), 4-scene (product ID; FF958, containing 12 stories), and 6-scene (product ID; 

FF959, containing 8 stories). From these sets, I selected those stories that could promote the 

use of transitive verbs. For example, we could expect the use of the transitive verbs ‘light’, 

‘blow’ and ‘eat’ from the sequencing cards in Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1: Sample set of 3-scene sequencing picture cards ©Lakeshore 

 
 
I showed the child three, four, or six simple picture cards in randomised order, and 

encouraged the child to tell what each picture was about. Then I asked the child to arrange 

those three, four, or six cards in a logical order to complete the sequence and retell the whole 

story. To avoid biasing the child, the cards did not have any writing on them. A different set 

of sequencing story cards was used for each recording session. To facilitate the comparison of 

the child’s use of the two languages, the same set of cards and activities were used in the 
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Japanese and BP sessions for a given month. The BP sample recording was always made after 

the Japanese sample recording, so the child would see the given month’s set first at the 

daycare centre and then at home. In addition to the cards, other age-appropriate materials 

were prepared for the child to warm up, to play with, and to encourage natural conversation. 

These included origami (folding paper), puppets and small soft toys, and games such as find-

the-differences between pictures. The sample of find-the-differences picture is shown in 

Figure 3.2.  

Figure 3.2: One of the find-the-differences picture pairs (drawn by Yoriko Jones) 
 

 
In Figure 3.2, the same anime characters are involved in a pushing action, with reversed agent 

and patient roles in the two pictures to encourage the child to use case particles on the 

arguments when explaining the difference between the two pictures.     

More examples of sequencing cards and of some of the other materials used in the recording 

sessions are shown in Appendices G and H. 

3.2.4 Transcripts	

The language samples recordings were transcribed in the orthographic conventions of the two 

languages (Japanese & BP) using Computational Human Articulatory Theory (CHAT) 

conventions (cf. MacWhinney, 2000) and analysed using the Child Language Analysis 

(CLAN) programme (cf. MacWhinney, 2000). For the Japanese data, Japanese CHAT 

(JCHAT) conventions were used (cf. Oshima-Takane et al., 1998). The reason CHAT and 

CLAN were used for the current study, is that this enables us to compare the Japanese 

samples with the monolingual corpus in the Child Language Data Exchange System database 

(CHILDES; MacWhinney, 2000). The monolingual controls are four children, Nanami 

(Nisisawa & Miyata, 2009), Arika (Nisisawa & Miyata, 2010), Asato (Miyata & Nisisawa, 

2009), and Tomito (Miyata & Nisisawa, 2010) from CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000). The 
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MLUm values of the monolingual children were not calculated by myself but were extracted 

from the ‘CHILDES MiiPro Corpus’ webpage (Miyata & Nisisawa, n.d.) where the authors 

published information about the corpus as well as the MLUm values for each participant 

child and the formula they used for their MLUm calculations. The sample of the Japanese 

transcription is in Figure 3.3 

Figure 3.3:  Sample of the Japanese transcription extracted from [CJ06] 

 (Cat is describing the first picture in Figure 3.1) 
*CHI: otoosan ga tsuketeru n(o) . 
%mor: o#n|too-san=HON_father_HON ptl:case|ga=NOM  

v:v|tsuke-ASP-PRES=switch_on ptl:fina|no=FINA . 
%eng: dad is putting 
*CHI: ano: roosoku . 
%mor: co:i|anoo=errr n|roosoku=candle 
%eng: umm, candle 
*CHI: hi ? 
%mor: n|hi=fire ? 
%eng: flame? 

 
Some existing studies on Portuguese acquisition use the EUDICO Linguistic Annotator 

(ELAN; https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan) created at the Max Planck Institute for 

Psycholinguistics, The Language Archive, Nijmegen, The Netherlands for transcription and 

analysis (cf. Sloetjes & Wittenburg, 2008). The current study, however, uses CHAT and 

CLAN for BP, as using the same program for both languages simplifies the comparison. 

There is a previous study showing that CHAT and CLAN can be exploited for Portuguese 

analysis (cf. Santos et al., 2014). For BP monolingual data, three published studies were 

referred to because there were no Portuguese data available from CHILDES. A sample of the 

BP transcription is in Figure 3.4 

Figure 3.4: Sample of the BP transcription extracted from [CP06] 

 (Cat is describing the pictures in Figure 3.1) 
*CHI: xxx vai comer o bolo. 
%eng: will eat the cake 
*CHI: ele tá (.) colocando +//. 
%eng: he's...putting… 
*CHI: +, a vela. 
%eng: the candle 
*CHI: tá comendo bolo. 
%eng: eating cake 
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The transcription in each language was done with the help of native speaker research 

assistants. All Japanese interactions were transcribed directly into CHAT format by me with 

the aid of linguistically trained research assistants who are native speakers of Japanese. The 

research assistants were recruited through personal contacts. All Brazilian Portuguese 

interactions were initially transcribed in Word by research assistants who were native 

speakers of Brazilian Portuguese, and I then converted the Word transcripts into CHAT 

format for analysis with CLAN. In the transcriptions, the items of interest to the analysis 

were cross-checked by research assistants who were native speakers of each language. When 

a Japanese research assistant and I disagreed about the transcription, we discussed it until we 

reached an agreement. For BP transcription, there were some cases where one assistant 

supplemented parts that the other assistant could not hear, but there were no interrater 

differences for aspects of the transcription relevant to this study. 

3.2.5 Analyses	

As part of the analysis of the longitudinal language samples, the Mean Length Utterance (cf. 

Brown, 1976) was calculated, with two aims. The first aim was to roughly estimate the 

language dominance in terms of proficiency in the two languages for each child by looking at 

Mean Length Utterance in words (MLUw) for Japanese and BP. I also counted the number of 

instances of code-switching in each recording. Comparison of MLUw in BP between the 

bilingual participants and BP monolingual children in three existing studies is presented in 

order to shed light on some methodological issues. The second aim of the MLU calculations 

was to assess the participants’ stage of development in Japanese by comparing Mean Length 

Utterance in morphemes (MLUm) in Japanese of the bilingual participants with that of 

Japanese monolingual children in the CHILDES MiiPro Corpus. 

A possible issue with using MLUw is that Japanese and BP are typologically distinct. Some 

studies resort to other measures to assess language dominance, such as number of word types 

(Genesee, et al., 1995; Mishina-Mori, 2011, 2019). However, the required analysis of the BP 

language samples is beyond the scope of current study. I am not a native speaker of BP, and 

while the transcription of the BP language sample recordings and crosscheck was done by BP 

native speakers, I could not afford to hire BP native speakers with linguistic knowledge as 

research assistants to analyse the corpus. More detailed analyses of the BP samples will be 

the subject of future research.  
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The children’s speech sample recordings were also analysed in terms of use of morphological 

case particles, non-target use of particles and word order, and discourse pragmatics such as 

the use of pro-drop, scrambling, and right-dislocation constructions. The caregivers’ 

production was analysed in order to examine the nature of input in terms of constituent 

ellipsis, case particle drop, and word order preferences (cf. Rispoli, 1991; Tanaka & Shirai, 

2012). These analyses and results will be presented in Chapter 4.  

3.3 Participant	profiles	

The linguistic background of each participant is introduced in Section 3.3.1 for Cat and in 

Section 3.3.2 for Nox. It includes the input information obtained from the parental interview 

and survey responses. Note that, throughout this thesis, the results and analysis of Cat’s data 

will be presented first, as her data was richer in utterances containing the case and topic 

particles. Her data thus served as a standard for comparison with Nox. 

3.3.1 Cat	

Cat was 4 years 3 months (4;3) at the time of the first recording and had no siblings. 

Information on her linguistic background was obtained through the parental interview and 

questionnaire. Her father was a Japanese-Brazilian born in Brazil. He had moved to Japan 

soon after he graduated from secondary school in Brazil. He worked in the research and 

development department of a food company in Gunma prefecture. His first language was BP. 

He spoke English most of the time at work. He also spoke Japanese at work and in the 

community but less than BP and English. Her mother was a Japanese-Peruvian born in Peru. 

She had moved and settled in Japan with her family when she was nine years old. Her first 

language was Spanish. She is also fluent in BP, Japanese, and English. Since graduating from 

a two-year course at university in Japan, she was working as a support teacher for children 

whose first language was not Japanese. At home, communication between the parents and 

also between the parents and Cat was conducted only in BP. Just before the first recording 

session at home, Cat’s aunt, her father’s younger sister moved to Japan from Brazil and 

started to live with them. She worked as a part-time English teacher while studying Japanese. 

She only spoke BP at home. Cat’s paternal grandparents, who lived in Brazil, came to Japan 

and stayed at their home for about three months every year. They only spoke BP. It could 

therefore be said that the language environment at home is only BP, but Cat was also exposed 
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to Spanish occasionally, because she infrequently met her mother’s family, grandparents and 

an uncle, whose first language was Spanish.  

Cat had always lived in Japan. She attended a preschool for Brazilian families from one year 

three months old to two years and five months old, so she was in a BP environment most of 

the day for two years and five months from birth. Since she was 2 years 6 months old, she 

had been attending a local day-care facility from 8 am to 6 pm 5 days a week. This means 

that Cat had been spending a total of 50 hours a week in a Japanese environment, where 

Japanese monolingual teachers and caregivers took care of the children. According to the 

caregiver in charge, the first language of all the other children in Cat’s class was Japanese. 

Cat also participated in a 1.5-hour English class per week that was offered by the school. She 

spent most of her weekends with her family, basically speaking only BP, but on Saturday 

mornings she attended a local swimming class where she spent about two hours in a Japanese 

monolingual environment. She sometimes played with Japanese monolingual friends on 

weekends. She woke up at 7 am and went to bed at around 9 pm. Since the time from waking 

up to bedtime is 14 hours, her total activity time per week is 98 hours. She had spent 

approximately 52 hours per week (53%) in a Japanese environment and 46 hours per week 

(47%) in a BP environment since she was 2 years 6 months old. The Japanese education 

system usually offers three long holidays a year: five weeks in summer, two weeks in winter, 

and two weeks in spring. However, the school offered a crèche service for children whose 

parents were full time workers, and Cat attended the school as usual during long holidays. 

When her grandparents stayed with her family, they picked Cat up from school at 4 pm, 

which means that she spent about 42 hours per week (43%) in a Japanese environment and 

about 56 hours per week (57%) in a BP environment while the grandparents were in Japan, 

for 4 months from October in the year of data collection. This means that, on average 

throughout the year of data collection, she was exposed to both Japanese and BP for 49 hours 

a week. Cat and her family traveled to Brazil for two weeks and to the USA for two weeks in 

August of that year. That was Cat’s second visit to Brazil. The first visit was for 4 weeks 

when she was 11 months old. 

Based on their responses to the questionnaire survey presented in Chapter 6, her parents’ 

expectations for oral ability and literacy skills in the two languages in relation to their 

aspirations for their child were very high. They wanted Cat to acquire intermediate level 

Portuguese to communicate with the wider BP community, and advanced level Japanese for a 
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career. That is why they tried to actively use BP at home. Cat didn’t watch much Japanese or 

BP TV at home. She liked to read books, but she read Japanese books because Portuguese 

books are rarely available in Japan. The parents also thought English was necessary for her 

future career, so she had a few English books as well. Contrary to her parents' expectations, 

Cat was increasingly speaking Japanese at home. She acquired new words in Japanese every 

day at school. When talking about school, she struggled to find equivalent BP words and 

tended to use Japanese, especially when speaking to her mother because she knew that her 

mother speaks Japanese. 

3.3.2 Nox	

Nox lived with his parents and an older sister, and was 3 years 6 months old (3;6) at the time 

of the first recording. Information on his linguistic background was obtained through the 

parental interview and questionnaire reported in Chapter 6. His parents were Japanese-

Brazilians born in Brazil. Both parents moved to Japan after finishing secondary school in 

Brazil. Nox’s father was self-employed as a recruiter helping Japanese companies recruit 

Japanese-Brazilians, and assisted with the communication between Japanese-Brazilians and 

the businesses that hired them. His first language was BP. He also spoke Japanese at work 

and in the community. Nox’s mother was a self-employed beautician, providing services such 

as manicure and makeup from home. Two days a week for five hours a day, she also had a 

part-time job in product management at a distribution company's warehouse, where the 

common language at work was BP. Her first language was BP. She reported that she was not 

fluent in Japanese. Nox had an older sister, who was 10 years old and in 4th grade at Primary 

school when the family started to participate in this study. At home, communication between 

the parents and between the parents and children was conducted only in BP. Outside the home, 

Nox’s father spoke Japanese, and Nox’s sister insisted on using only Japanese even between 

family members. In the interview, Nox’s mother reported that Nox’s sister was embarrassed 

to speak Portuguese in the community and seemed to think speaking Portuguese would cause 

discrimination. The family had had no chance to travel to Brazil since the parents moved to 

Japan. No relatives from Brazil had ever visited them either. 

Nox had always lived in Japan. He was raised in BP at home until he was two years six 

months old and started to attend a local day-care centre from 9 am to 3 pm 5 days a week. All 

teachers and staff were Japanese monolinguals, except for one teacher who was Japanese-

Brazilian and spoke both Japanese and BP. She wasn't in charge of a fixed class and 
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supported the teachers and caregivers of the children whose first language was BP. She also 

helped communicate with Japanese-Brazilian parents. She occasionally looked after Nox, and 

she told me that she only used Japanese to the children, but BP to their parents. In Nox’s class, 

there was one child whose first language was Spanish, but the child was not observed to use 

that language in the classroom. Nox spent most of his weekends with his family and was 

reported by his parents to use only BP. The family attended a church for Japanese-Brazilians 

every Sunday morning. Nox’s sister sometimes spent time at home with Japanese 

monolingual friends on weekends. Nox woke up at 7 am and went to bed at around 9 pm. 

Since the time from waking up to bedtime is 14 hours, his total activity time per week was 98 

hours. He spent approximately 30 hours per week (31%) at the day-care center in a Japanese 

environment and about 68 hours per week (69%) in a BP environment from the age of 2 years 

6 months onwards. As explained in Section 3.3.1, the Japanese education system usually 

offers three long holidays a year, five weeks in summer, two weeks in winter, and two weeks 

in spring. However, Nox attended the day-care centre as usual during long holidays. He had 

no travel history to Brazil. 

Nox’s parents’ expectations for oral ability and literacy skills in the two languages in relation 

to their aspirations for their child were very high. They wanted Nox to acquire an advanced 

level of Portuguese and Japanese that would be useful for his careers in either Japan or Brazil. 

His father was hoping to go back to Brazil some day and monitored the political and 

economic situation in Brazil. The parents wanted their children to prepare for education and 

careers in both Japan and Brazil. They tried to motivate their children to use BP at home. Nox 

and his sister didn't watch much Japanese or BP TV and DVDs at home, but enjoyed 

watching YouTube on their father’s computer. Nox’s favourite YouTube channels included 

Japanese channels as well as BP channels. He also liked to play video games that were in 

Japanese, but his parents set a strict one-hour-a-day rule. Nox did not show interest in reading 

books. At first glance, it seemed that the BP monolingual environment was maintained among 

family members. However, as mentioned earlier, Nox’s sister insisted on using only Japanese 

outside the home even between family members. She was in the fourth grade at Japanese 

primary school and was observed to be fluent in Japanese, and she sometimes had her 

Japanese friends at home too. So Nox was getting more and more used to speaking Japanese 

with his older sister at home. It also seemed that he was gradually increasing his use of 

Japanese when talking to his father, even if his father responded in BP, since he knew that his 

father spoke Japanese as well. 
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3.4 Analysis	of	MLU	and	code-switching		

In this section, I present the results of analyses of the bilingual children’s Japanese and BP 

samples. Section 3.4.1 provides the number of utterances in each language sample and the 

results of the MLUw and MLUm calculations. The MLUw values in the two languages are 

compared for each bilingual child, to obtain an indication of the participants’ language 

dominance. The bilingual children’s BP MLUw is also compared with BP monolingual data 

in the literature. Section 3.4.2 looks at code-switching in the language samples, and Section 

3.4.3 compares the bilingual children’s Japanese MLUm to the published MLUm values of 

Japanese monolingual speakers in the CHILDES MiiPro Corpus. 

MLUm is regarded as a useful index for the stage of the child’s language development. 

Brown (1976) proposed five stages of syntactic development by looking at MLUm values, 

which, he argued, reflect the acquisition of grammatical morphemes more accurately than age 

in the early stages of language development. Many studies in the field of child language have 

made use of MLUm as a valid criterion to assess the child’s syntactic development in first 

language acquisition (e.g., Fujimoto, 2008; Klee & Fitzgerald, 1985; Miller & Chapman, 

1982; Miyata et al., 2003) and atypical language development (e.g., Tager-Flusberg et al., 

1990). 

MLUm can be used to compare the stage of development between children speaking the same 

language. However, in the field of bilingual acquisition MLUw is more appropriate as a 

means of examining language dominance or preference of a bilingual speaker of 

typologically different languages, because of the differences of morphosyntactic systems 

between languages (cf. De Houwer, 2009). MLUw minimizes the morphological differences 

(e.g., Döpke, 1998; La Morgia, 2011; Müller & Hulk, 2001; Paradis & Genesee,1996). So, 

the current study also calculated MLUw for the Japanese and BP language samples to get 

some indication of language dominance in the two children.  

Contrary to Brown’s recommendations to start with the second page of the transcription and 

to count the first 100 utterances from there (1976: p.78), in this study all of the utterances 

were taken into account, for two reasons. Firstly, in some sessions the total number of 

utterances was fewer than 100 (see Table 3.1 and Table 3.2). Secondly, MiiPro, the existing 

corpus that provided Japanese monolingual control data also included all the utterances from 

the transcripts. So the formula provided on the MiiPro webpage (Miyata & Nisisawa, n.d.) 
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has been used to compare MLUm in Japanese between the bilingual participants and 

monolingual peers. 

Only utterances in the target language for the session were included in the MLU calculations 

for the language. For example, Japanese utterances and Japanese and BP mixed utterances in 

the BP recording sessions were excluded from the calculations for BP MLUw. Other 

excluded utterances and words are as follows: utterances that include inaudible or 

unintelligible words, counting, enumerations, reading stories aloud, onomatopoeia, songs, 

discourse markers and fillers such as ‘mm’ or ‘ah’ (Brown, 1976).  

3.4.1 Overview	and	MLUw	in	Japanese	and	BP	

The number of utterances included in the MLU calculations for each recording session and 

the MLU values for Cat and Nox are presented in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, respectively. 

Table 3.1: The number of utterances and MLU for each language: Cat 
Age Number of utterances  MLUw  MLUm 
(Y;M) Japanese BP  Japanese BP  Japanese 
4;3 10 80  1.90 2.25  4.40 
4;4 184 158  1.50 1.84  2.86 
4;5 269 75  1.89 1.59  3.62 
4;6 100 †  1.85 †  3.64 
4;7 237 149  1.70 2.22  3.58 
4;8 220 107  1.94 2.42  4.05 
4;9 207 99  2.00 2.16  4.17 
4;10 265 59  2.01 2.07  4.13 
4;11 336 89  1.89 2.34  3.97 
5;0 224 103  1.97 2.66  3.98 
5;1 224 176  1.87 2.89  3.95 
5;2 220 133  2.06 2.65  4.49 

† This recording session was not held due to overseas travel by the family (cf. Section 3.3.1). 
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Table 3.2: The number of utterances and MLU for each language: Nox 
Age Number of utterances  MLUw  MLUm 
(Y;M) Japanese BP  Japanese BP  Japanese 
3;6 270 60  1.32 2.67  1.82 
3;7 74 68  1.31 2.25  1.97 
3;8 44 69  1.52 1.39  2.73 
3;9 52 64  1.14 1.84  1.50 
3;10 340 ‡  1.74     ‡  3.12 
3;11 105 62  1.64 1.76  2.99 
4;0 127 91  1.64 1.35  2.80 
4;1 203 79  1.85 1.94  3.50 
4;2 173 ‡  1.79     ‡  3.42 
4;3 130 45  1.61 2.04  2.95 
4;4 257 52  1.65 2.08  3.19 
4;5 89 48  1.40 1.71  2.75 

‡ The BP recording was not possible. Usually Nox’s mother did the recording but she was not 
at home. His father tried to play with him but Nox spoke very little BP because he knows his 
father speaks Japanese (cf. Section 3.3.2). 
 
Firstly, we notice the difference in the number of utterances between the two languages. Both 

Cat and Nox produced more target utterances in Japanese sessions than BP sessions. Cat 

produced more than two hundred utterances in nine of the Japanese sessions, but under two 

hundred in all BP sessions, and below one hundred in five BP sessions. Similarly, Nox 

produced over one hundred utterances in eight Japanese sessions, four of which yielded more 

than two hundred utterances, but below one hundred utterances in all BP sessions.  

However, despite the smaller number of utterances, MLUw in BP tends to exceed MLUw in 

Japanese for both participants. For Cat, MLUw in BP exceeds MLUw in Japanese in 10 out 

of 11 sessions, and for Nox, in 8 out of 10 sessions. Figures 3.5 below show the comparison 

between Japanese and BP MLUw for Cat and Nox. 
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between Japanese and BP MLUw 

 

 
There was one BP session for Cat (at 4;5) where the MLUw was lower than in the 

corresponding Japanese session. In this BP session, Cat was very tired and sleepy after a 

swimming lesson. There were two BP sessions for Nox (at 3;8 and 4;0) where the MLUw 

was lower than in the corresponding Japanese sessions. At 3;8, Nox was not concentrated on 

the activity in the BP session, because his father and sister were at home and Nox wanted to 

play with them. At 4;0, Nox seemed very tired in the BP session and kept crying.  

The mean value of MLUw in each language across the whole sample is 1.88 in Japanese and 

2.28 in BP for Cat, 1.55 in Japanese and 1.90 in BP for Nox. From the MLUw values alone, it 

would appear that BP is dominant over Japanese for both Cat and Nox. 

In order to estimate Cat’s and Nox’s developmental stage in BP, their MLUw values were 

compared to Portuguese monolingual data in three studies, presented in Table 3.3. The two 

studies by Araújo and Befi-Lopes (2004) and Carvalho et al. (2014) involved BP 

monolinguals, and the one by Santos et al. (2015) involved European Portuguese (EP) 

monolingual children.  
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Table 3.3: MLUw of BP and EP monolinguals in three existing studies 
Araújo and Befi-Lopes (2004)  Carvalho et al. (2014)  Santos et al. (2015) 
(cited by Santos et al., 2015)  25 BP children  92 EP children 

Age Group MLUw  Age Group MLUw  Age Group MLUw 

2 yrs 2.35       
3 yrs 2.83  3.0 - 3.11 3.1    

4 yrs 3.52  4.0 - 4.11 3.5  4.0 - 4.5 3.98 

  4.6 - 4.11 3.99 

   5.0 - 5.11 4.7  5.0 - 5.5 4.22 

 
These studies present MLUw in different age groups, so the values cannot be compared 

directly, but Portuguese monolingual children over the age of four scored 3.5 or higher in all 

the three studies, whereas the two bilingual children in the current study scored less than 3.0 

throughout the year, even over the age of four. 

3.4.2 Code-switching	

The tables 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 show the number of target utterances included in MLU 

calculation, non-target language utterances, mixed language utterances, and other utterances 

excluded from MLU calculations. Following Mishina-Mori (2011), Japanese MLUs were 

calculated based on all of the Japanese-only utterances in Japanese sessions, and BP MLUs 

were calculated using all of the BP-only utterances in BP sessions. For Cat, Table 3.4 shows 

the number of each utterance category in BP recording sessions, and Table 3.5 in Japanese 

recording sessions. For Nox, Table 3.6 shows the number of each utterance category in BP 

recording sessions, and Table 3.7 in Japanese sessions.  
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Table 3.4: Number of utterances in BP sample: Cat 

Age Total BP Japanese Mixed Other exclusions 

4;3 149 80 (54%) 25 (17%) 7 (5%) 37 (25%) 
4;4 309 158 (51%) 56 (18%) 10 (3%) 85 (28%) 

4;5 147 75 (51%) 15 (10%) 10 (7%) 47 (32%) 

4;6          

4;7 225 149 (66%) 12 (5%) 8 (4%) 56 (25%) 

4;8 174 107 (61%) 14 (8%) 9 (5%) 44 (25%) 

4;9 193 99 (51%) 38 (20%) 11 (6%) 45 (23%) 

4;10 110 59 (54%) 3 (3%) 3 (3%) 45 (41%) 

4;11 136 89 (65%) 1 (1%) 2 (1%) 44 (32%) 

5;0 143 103 (72%) 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 39 (27%) 

5;1 221 176 (80%) 10 (5%) 8 (4%) 27 (12%) 

5;2 173 133 (77%) 23 (13%) 3 (2%) 14 (8%) 

Total 1980 1228 (62%) 197 (10%) 72 (4%) 483 (24%) 

 

Table 3.5: Number of utterances in Japanese sample: Cat 

Age Total Japanese  BP/Mixed Other exclusions 

4;3 10 10 (100%) 0 0 (0%) 
4;4 238 184 (77%) 0 54 (23%) 

4;5 331 269 (81%) 0 62 (19%) 

4;6 112 100 (89%) 0 12 (11%) 

4;7 284 237 (83%) 0 47 (17%) 

4;8 272 220 (81%) 0 52 (19%) 

4;9 257 207 (81%) 0 50 (19%) 

4;10 321 265 (83%) 0 56 (17%) 

4;11 405 336 (83%) 0 69 (17%) 

5;0 255 224 (88%) 0 31 (12%) 

5;1 266 224 (84%) 0 42 (16%) 

5;2 314 220 (70%) 0 94 (30%) 

Total 3065 2496 (81%) 0 (0%) 569 (19%) 
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Table 3.6: Number of utterances in BP sample: Nox 

Age Total BP  Japanese  Mixed  Other exclusions 

3;6 73 60 (82%) 1 (5%) 4 (5%) 8 (11%) 
3;7 114 68 (60%) 10 (1%) 1 (1%) 35 (31%) 

3;8 99 69 (70%) 6 (1%) 1 (1%) 23 (23%) 

3;9 109 64 (59%) 6 (0%) 0 (0%) 39 (36%) 

3;10          

3;11 86 62 (72%) 5 (6%) 0 (0%) 19 (22%) 

4;0 138 91 (66%) 6 (4%) 5 (4%) 36 (26%) 

4;1 102 79 (77%) 13 (13%) 1 (1%) 9 (9%) 

4;2          

4;3 107 45 (42%) 48 (45%) 0 (0%) 14 (13%) 

4;4 88 52 (59%) 29 (33%) 0 (0%) 7 (8%) 

4;5 65 48 (74%) 3 (5%) 2 (3%) 12 (18%) 

Total 981 638 (65%) 127 (13%) 14 (1%) 202 (21%) 
 

Table 3.7: Number of utterances in Japanese sample: Nox 

Age Total Japanese  BP/Mixed Other exclusions 

3;6 376 270 (72%) 0 106 (28%) 
3;7 83 74 (89%) 0 9 (11%) 

3;8 66 44 (67%) 0 22 (33%) 

3;9 81 52 (64%) 0 29 (36%) 

3;10 503 340 (68%) 0 163 (32%) 

3;11 135 105 (78%) 0 30 (22%) 

4;0 162 127 (78%) 0 35 (22%) 

4;1 344 203 (59%) 0 141 (41%) 

4;2 307 173 (56%) 0 134 (44%) 

4;3 203 130 (64%) 0 73 (36%) 

4;4 344 257 (75%) 0 87 (25%) 

4;5 120 89 (74%) 0 31 (26%) 

Total 2724 1864 (68%) 0 (0%) 860 (32%) 
 
As the tables above show, both participants produced a considerable number of Japanese and 

mixed utterances in BP recording sessions, whereas they did not produce even a single 

utterance involving another language in any of the Japanese recording sessions. 
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3.4.3 MLUm	in	Japanese	

In this section, I present the results of Japanese MLUm calculations and comparisons 

between the bilingual participants in this study and Japanese monolingual children. The 

MLUm values of the monolingual children were extracted from the ‘CHILDES MiiPro 

Corpus’ webpage, where the authors released information about the corpus as well as the 

MLUm values of each participant child and the formula used in the calculations. MLUm is 

considered to be an effective indicator of the child's grammatical development (cf. Fujimoto, 

2008; Miyata et al., 2003). 

The participants’ utterances were divided into morphemes for MLUm calculation. For the 

rules to separate morphemes in Japanese data, Miyata’s (2012) JCHAT conventions (Oshima-

Takane et al., 1998) were adopted. To compute MLUm, I used the CLAN program 

(MacWhinney, 2000) and the formula indicated by Miyata (2012) and the MiiPro Corpus that 

provides monolingual control data for this study. The MiiPro Corpus consists of the 

spontaneous language samples of four children, Nanami, Arika, Asato and Tomito in the 

Tokyo area, Japan. The interaction between the target child and adults, mainly the mother, 

was recorded at the participant’s home. The materials used to elicit natural conversation with 

the child were the child’s toys. Noisy toys, eating and drinking were avoided. Table 3.8 shows 

the Japanese MLUm values of the two participants in this study and the four monolingual 

children in the MiiPro Corpus in CHILDES. For Arika, more than one recording was made 

per month, but I only included the highest score for each month. 

The MLUm values for the two bilingual and four monolingual children are shown in Table 

3.8. Figure 3.6 illustrates the changes over time in the MLUm values of each child.  
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Table 3.8: Japanese MLUm values for bilinguals in this study and monolinguals in MiiPro 
Age  This study  Monolinguals from MiiPro Corpus 
  Cat Nox  Nanami Arika Asato Tomito 

3;5     3.53 4.25 3.61 3.67 
3;6   1.82  3.85 3.94 3.93  

3;7   1.97   4.51 4.34 3.97 

3;8   2.73   4.45 3.00 3.52 

3;9   1.50  4.06 4.52 4.56 3.71 

3;10   3.12  3.90 3.94  5.44 

3;11   2.98  4.34 4.36   

4;0   2.80  4.29 4.45 4.21 4.76 

4;1   3.50  3.66 5.12   

4;2   3.42   4.51 3.82 3.65 

4;3  4.40 2.95  4.42 4.52   

4;4  2.86 3.19  4.05 5.95 4.62 3.61 

4;5  3.62 2.75  4.27 4.03   

4;6  3.64   4.77 3.80 3.82 3.59 

4;7  3.58   4.25    

4;8  4.05   3.98 3.96 4.24  

4;9  4.17   4.44 4.38  3.58 

4;10  4.13       

4;11  3.97   4.80  3.97 3.76 

5;0  3.98   4.84 3.95 3.71  

5;1  3.95    3.71  3.78 

5;2  4.49       

 
Figure 3.6: Changes in Japanese MLUm values for bilinguals and monolinguals 
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Cat's MLUm values fluctuated especially in the first two sessions, but after the third session 

MLUm was relatively stable at 3.60 and above, surpassing 4.00 in four sessions (age 4;8, 4;9, 

4;10 and 5;2). The highest score was 4.49 (age 5;2) and the lowest 2.86 (age 4;4), with a 

difference of 1.63. Except for the second session (age 4;4), the MLUm values and trend over 

a year are similar to those for the children in MiiPro, which suggests that the morphosyntactic 

developmental stage of Cat's Japanese is quite similar to that of the monolingual children in 

MiiPro.  

Nox's MLUm values also fluctuated, with a value of less than 2.0 in three of his first 4 

sessions. From the fifth session (age 3;10), MLUm remained around 3.00. The highest value 

was 3.50 (age 4;1), the lowest 1.50 (age 3;9), with a difference of 2.00. Nox's 

morphosyntactic development would appear to lag behind the monolingual children in 

MiiPro.  

3.5 Discussion	

Language dominance in terms of proficiency 

The first question to consider is that of language dominance. Going by the mean MLUw 

values alone for each language sample over the observation year (1.88 in Japanese and 2.28 

in BP for Cat, 1.55 in Japanese and 1.90 in BP for Nox), it would appear that both Cat and 

Nox are more proficient in BP than in Japanese (cf. Section 3.4.1). However, factors that may 

have affected their utterances must be taken into account, such as a familiarity effect, 

typological differences between the two languages, and word-counting rules. 

The first factor is the possibility of a familiarity effect (cf. Houston-Price & Nakai, 2004). As 

mentioned in Section 3.2.3, the BP sample recording for a particular month was always made 

after the Japanese sample recording, so the child would see the given month’s set of 

sequencing cards first at the daycare centre and then at home. It is possible that this 

familiarity with the materials that could have had an effect on MLUw in BP. 

The second factor to be considered are the typological differences between Japanese and BP. 

Japanese allows arguments to be dropped when they are given in the context and exhibits 

highly agglutinative verb morphology (cf. Sells, 1995; Shibatani, 2006). By attaching 

morphemes to the end of a verb stem, it is possible to add meanings such as tense, aspect, and 
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mood (cf. Section 2.2.1 for further characteristics of Japanese grammar, including word order 

and the case system). The BP and Japanese examples in (3.1) are two of Nox’s utterances 

from corresponding sessions. He was describing a picture that shows a small ball flying and 

about to hit a vase at any moment.   

(3.1) (BP) Ele vai quebrar.     [NP11.20]  
 It (the vase) will break. 
 (J) Kowas-icha-u-yo.    [NJ11.15]  
 break(t)-COMPL-PRES-SFP 
 (it/the ball) will break (it/the vase)! 
 
In Portuguese (3.1BP), Nox used three words, a pronoun for the subject “the vase”, an 

auxiliary and a verb to describe that the vase is about to break, whereas in Japanese (3.1J), he 

used just one verb followed by three morphemes: completive, present (non-past) tense, and 

the sentence final particle for assertion. Note that, like the English verb break, the BP verb 

quebrar works either as a transitive or as an intransitive. Nox’s mother pointed to the ball in 

the picture card and uttered a bola (the ball) together with Nox, then she pointed to the vase 

and uttered no vaso (into the vase) together with Nox. Then, Nox said Ele vai quebrar out 

loud. After reviewing the video and context, the BP assistant advised that the verb was 

intended as an intransitive here. Lopes (1989) found that young BP speaking children tend to 

drop subjects more often than objects. If the verb quebrar was used as a transitive, a VO 

order would seem more natural (see also Costa & Lopes, 2016). 

The verb kowas ‘break’ in (3.1J) is transitive, which means it takes two arguments, but both 

arguments were dropped here. This subject and object drop is quite natural in colloquial 

Japanese when the interlocutors know what they are talking about (cf. Section 2.2.1). In the 

given context, the Japanese utterance Kowas-icha-u-yo conveys necessary and sufficient 

information, and would be natural even in conversations between adults. The intransitive verb 

“break” for Japanese is koware-. Japanese contains a number of transitive-intransitive pairs 

like kowas- and koware-. Existing studies report the use of the intransitive verb in transitive 

contexts and vice versa by young monolingual children (cf. Clancy, 1985; K.Ito, 1990: 

Kayama & Oshima-Takane, 2019; Rispoli, 1987). Nox may have used the transitive kowas- 

while intending the intransitive meaning of koware-. In any case, the argument(s) can be 

dropped in the given context. 

For BP word counting rules, I followed Nóro & Mota (2019) and Santos et al. (2015), which 

state all words that are semantically interpretable are counted. Contractions and compounds 
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are counted as one word. Following the rules, Example (3.1BP) counts as three for BP 

MLUw. For Japanese word counting rules, I followed Miyata (2012) and Oshima-Takane et 

al. (1998). Basically, only the stem of content words counts for Japanese MLUw, and 

inflectional morphemes are not counted separately. Therefore, Example (3.1J) counts as one 

for Japanese MLUw. This example demonstrates some of the difficulties that can arise even 

with comparisons of MLUw between different languages. 

The familiarity effect and typological differences stated above might have had an impact on 

the differences in MLUw between the two languages for the two bilingual participants. This 

indicates that language dominance in bilingual children in this study cannot be determined 

solely by MLUw. 

Effect of setting, context, and interlocutor 

Although both Cat and Nox had higher MLUw values in BP than Japanese, their BP MLUw 

values are rather low compared to the monolingual children in the three studies mentioned in 

Section 3.4.1. As shown in Table 3.3, Portuguese monolingual children over the age of four 

scored 3.5 or higher in all the three studies, whereas the two bilingual children in the current 

study scored less than 3.0 throughout the year even over the age of four. To arrive at a 

possible explanation for this discrepancy, several factors such as the recording setting and 

sample context must be taken into account.  

The language samples used in the three studies on BP monolingual children involve 

interactions between the target child and the researcher rather than the parents, and were 

recorded in a place other than the participant’s home, such as the school the participant 

attends (Carvalho et al., 2014) or a “play-suitable” environment (Santos et al., 2015). The 

researcher in the studies used age-appropriate toys and other materials in order to elicit 

spontaneous language samples. Meanwhile, in this study, the BP interactions were mostly 

with a parent at the participants' home on weekday evenings after returning home from the 

day-care centre. The main materials used to elicit transitive utterances were sequencing 

picture cards, which the participant was asked to describe. In sum, the location where the 

recording took place, the adult interlocutor, the materials, and the context for my BP samples 

are different from the other studies. Demuth (1998) discusses factors that play an important 

role in the quality of the spontaneous production data collection, including the site of the 

recording sessions and the interactive situations being recorded, as well as several other 
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factors. Demuth points out that most studies on longitudinal spontaneous productions 

examined children raised by upper middle-class parents in Western countries and recorded 

mother-child interaction at home because it is a prototypically familiar setting for young 

children to talk freely.  However, this is not necessarily so for children learning other 

languages in other cultural settings. Finestack et al. (2014) also draw attention to the 

importance of sampling context such as an interview sampling context or a free-play context, 

and narration or conversation. Finestack et al. highlight the importance of providing 

information regarding language sample recording settings, and suggest that when comparing 

data between studies, it is important not only to look at the values but also to pay attention 

and take into account recording settings and procedure. 

The results shown in Tables 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 further highlight how the recording settings 

and different interlocutors influence bilingual children’s language choices. The bilingual 

children produced more target utterances in Japanese sessions than BP sessions. Recall that 

the Japanese sample recording was made in a separate room at the day care centre, a Japanese 

only context where the participants spend five days a week (cf. Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). In 

addition, the Japanese samples consist solely of interactions between the participant and the 

researcher (myself). Both participants knew that I do not speak BP. According to Takenoshita 

et al. (2014) and Tsuda (2003), children from Japanese-Brazilian families face assimilative 

pressures from peers to conform to Japanese thinking and behaviour at school. As mentioned 

in Section 3.3.2, one caregiver at Nox’s daycare centre was a Japanese-Brazilian whose first 

language was BP. However, she rarely used BP to Japanese-Brazilian children in the 

classroom, even though she spoke BP when addressing their parents. It is natural and 

understandable that the bilingual children in this study only spoke Japanese in the sessions 

held at the day care centre.  

Meanwhile, home is a place to relax, and the bilingual child has a choice which language to 

speak. Cat knew that her parents use Japanese at work and in the community, even though 

they try not to speak Japanese at home, so she used Japanese and mixed utterances with them. 

However, in four BP sessions from the age of 4;10 to 5;1, Cat produced only a few Japanese 

utterances because during that period the interlocutors were her grandparents who only speak 

BP, and Cat tried not to use Japanese to them. For Nox, no BP recording could be made in the 

fifth (age 3;10) and ninth session (age 4;2), because his mother was not at home and Nox did 

not use BP at all, as he knew his father was fluent in Japanese. In the BP session at the age of 
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4;3, his father participated in the first half and his mother in the second half. This is why there 

is a roughly equal split between BP and Japanese utterances in that session. The fluctuations 

in the number of Japanese and mixed utterances in BP sessions suggest that the bilingual 

children wisely chose the language according to the person they were addressing. 

Interlocutor and setting may also be relevant to the comparison of Japanese MLUm between 

the bilingual children in this study and the monolingual controls (see Table 3.8 and Figure 

3.6). The monolingual data in MiiPro was recorded at the child’s home and consists of child - 

family member (mainly mother) interaction, while playing with the child’s favourite toys. 

Cat’s and Nox’s Japanese language samples were recorded in an educational setting, at the 

day care centre. The interlocutor was the researcher (myself), and the tools used to elicit the 

spontaneous speech were sequencing picture cards along with other toys that I provided. It is 

likely that the recording settings and the interlocutor influenced Cat’s and Nox's speech. Any 

comparison that focuses solely on MLUm is thus problematic. 

To sum up, the data presented in this chapter, including the values of MLUw in Japanese and 

BP and the number of utterances in the non-target language, contribute to determining 

language dominance from a proficiency point of view but also shed light on the importance 

of settings and interlocutors for bilingual speakers’ MLU and language choice. Bilingual 

children seem sensitive to the language choices of the setting, contexts, interlocutors, task and 

domain (cf. De Houwer, 2009; Yow et al., 2018; Montrul, 2016; Bahrick et al. 1994).  

Grammatical development in Japanese 

As Table 3.8 and Figure 3.6 show, both Cat and Nox show fluctuations in MLUm values over 

time, but this can be seen not only in bilinguals but also in monolinguals. For Nanami, the 

highest MLUm value was 4.84 (age 5;0), the lowest 3.53 (age 3;5), with a difference of 1.32. 

For Arika, the highest was 5.95 (age 4;4), the lowest 3.80 (age 4;6), with a difference of 2.15. 

For Asato, the highest was 4.62 (age 4;4), the lowest 3.00 (age 3;8), with a difference of 1.62. 

And for Tomito, the highest was 5.44 (age 3;10), the lowest 3.52 (age 3;8), with a difference 

of 1.92. 

Despite the large fluctuations in the MLUm values, the children's scores (both bilinguals and 

monolinguals) do not show consistent rises over time. The trajectory of change throughout 

the year appears uneven between the values of 3.00 and 5.00. As for Nox, the MLUm started 

low compared to monolingual peers, but it is gradually catching up.  Nisisawa & Miyata 
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(2009) recorded Nanami's language sample from age 1;1. MLUm at that time was 1.03. 

Nanami's MLUm reached 3.00 at age 2;5, 4.00 at age 2;9, and after that point, MLUm 

fluctuated between 2.94 (age 2;11) and 4.84 (age 5;0). MLUm in Miyata (1996) shows a 

constant increase up until 3.00. Similar findings by Miyata et al. (2013) are shown in Table 

3.9. 

Table 3.9: Mean MLUm scores of the six age groups extracted from Miyata et al. (2013) 
Age group (n=14)  MLUm mean score (SD) 

2;8  3.25  (0.73) 
3;2  3.39  (0.62) 
3;8  4.26  (1.28) 
4;2  4.11  (0.46) 
4;8  4.89  (1.16) 
5;2  4.56  (0.92) 

 

The participants in Miyata et al. (2013) were 84 Japanese monolingual children. The data 

recorded for the study were 20-minute interactions (excluding the warm up) in several 

kindergartens in Japan, with the trained interviewers aiming to elicit 120 utterances. The 

activity was free play with playdough. As shown in Table 3.9, MLUm values steadily 

increased overall, but the 4;2 and 5;2 age groups scored relatively lower than the 3;8 and 4;8 

age groups, respectively. Firstly, individual variation within the samples must be considered. 

The standard deviations for the 3;8 and 4;8 age groups are 1.28 and 1.16, respectively, which 

means there are considerable individual differences among the children. Secondly, playdough 

might not be suitable material for older children to elicit lively spontaneous speech. 

Children’s interests change as they grow older. Miyata et al. explain that older children, 

especially boys, were not enthusiastic about talking to unfamiliar people about topics the 

children were not interested in, or they just wanted to play outside. The children were aware 

that the adults did not know anime or game characters such as Pokémon as well as they did. 
This awareness influenced their behaviour in the elicitation session and resulted in hesitation 

in talking about their interests with adults. Miyata et al. suggest that narratives, such as 

retelling a “frog story” (Mayer, 1969), might be a better option for older children (cf. Inaba, 

1999, 2017). I had a similar experience while recording the Japanese language samples. My 

participants sometimes talked about their holiday experiences, such as going somewhere with 

a friend or watching a fun movie. However, when they noticed that I did not know that friend 

or movie, or when they realized that the story was irrelevant to the session, they stopped 

talking and became silent. Miyata et al. (2013) and my own experiences suggest that when 
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the child knows that the interlocutor has a common interest in a particular topic, they will 

speak more voluntarily and enthusiastically. What is important here is that, once MLUm 

exceeds 3.00, it does not always increase steadily, and this does not necessarily mean that 

morphosyntactic development is stagnant. There may be methodological issues.  

Fujimoto (2008) revealed a relationship between the acquisition of Japanese particles and 

MLUm. Fujimoto investigated the emergence of particles in speech samples of three children 

and examined MLUm values at the time of emergence. All three children started using the 

nominative case particle -ga and the topic particle -wa at nearly the same time and the 

accusative case particle -o slightly later, but before MLUm reached 2.00. They completed the 

acquisition of the particles without errors when their MLUm was about 3.00. Fujimoto’s 

observations would lead us to predict that the two bilingual children in this study, as well as 

the four monolinguals in MiiPro, have already acquired the two case particles and the topic 

particle. The next chapter examines actual use of these three particles and word order 

variations in the Japanese utterances produced by my two bilingual participants. 

3.6 Chapter	conclusion	

The first half of this chapter introduced the methodology of the longitudinal speech sample 

recordings, as well as the participant profiles. In the second half of this chapter, MLU in 

words (MLUw) was calculated for the children’s Japanese and BP samples and morpheme in 

morphemes (MLUm) was calculated for the children’s Japanese samples. Occurrences of 

code switching were also counted.  

In order to explore the question of language dominance, MLUw for each child’s Japanese 

recording sessions was compared to MLUw in their corresponding BP sessions. The analysis 

revealed difficulties in comparing the MLU values for two typologically distinct languages 

and highlighted the challenge of finding a suitable measure for language dominance.  

In order to determine how the grammatical development of the bilingual participants 

compares to that of their monolingual peers in each language, each bilingual participant’s BP 

MLUw was compared to BP monolingual data in existing studies, and each bilingual 

participant’s Japanese MLUm was compared to Japanese monolingual data in existing studies.  
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BP MLUw values reported for monolinguals were 3.5 or higher at age four and 4.0 or higher 

at age five, whereas the two bilingual children in the current study scored less than 3.0 

throughout the year even over the age of four. 

MLUm values of the Japanese monolingual children aged between 3;5 and 5;1 in MiiPro 

fluctuated between 3.5 and 5.0 during the observation period. Cat’s MLUm values also 

fluctuated, especially for the first five months with 2.86 for the lowest. However, from the 

sixth recording session onwards, Cat’s Japanese MLUm values remained around 4.0 and 

above, which suggests that her language is within the individual variation of Japanese 

monolingual children of the same age. Nox’s Japanese MLUm values were lower than those 

of his monolingual peers throughout the data collection year, but he seemed to be catching up 

in the last few months. 

Observations of Japanese MLUm suggest that, once MLUm exceeds 3.00, it does not always 

increase steadily, and this does not necessarily mean that morphosyntactic development is 

stagnant. 

With regard to children’s language choice, there was a clear contrast between the two 

languages. The two children never used BP in Japanese recording sessions, whereas in the BP 

recordings, 10% of Cat’s utterances and 13% of Nox’s utterances included some Japanese. 

The analyses shed light on factors influencing bilingual children’s MLU and language choice. 

Bilingual children seem sensitive to the language choices of the settings, context and 

interlocutors. 
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4 Observation	of	the	longitudinal	speech	samples:	Word	

order	and	particle	use	

The previous chapter presented the participants’ linguistic background, the methodology of 

the longitudinal speech sample collection, an overview of the collected samples, and 

observations and discussion regarding code-switching and the use of MLU as a measure of 

language development and language dominance. In this chapter, the longitudinal speech 

samples will be analysed in more detail in terms of word order and particle use.  

As mentioned at the end of the previous chapter, Fujimoto (2008) examined three Japanese 

monolingual children’s longitudinal language samples, and found that these children used the 

particles with almost no errors by the time MLUm reached 3.00, suggesting that case and 

topic particle acquisition was complete by that point in development. To explore whether the 

same holds true for bilingual children, the current study investigated Japanese acquisition in 

Japanese-BP bilingual children in terms of word order and morphological case marking, and 

considered two factors that have an impact on bilingual acquisition: cross-linguistic influence 

and caregiver input.  This chapter addresses these research objectives by looking at the 

speech samples collected for this study. 

4.1 Overview	of	this	chapter	

This chapter presents two kinds of analysis. For the first part of the analysis, all transitive 

declarative utterances were extracted from the speech samples of the target children and their 

caregiver input and were examined for realised arguments and their order, along with the 

realisation of the nominative case particle ga and the accusative case particle o (Section 4.2). 

The second part of the analysis looked at the use of the nominative case particle ga and the 

topic particle wa across all utterances in the speech samples of the target child and their 

caregiver input (Section 4.3).  

In Section 4.2, I first explain the definition of ‘transitive declarative utterances’ and the 

sentences that were excluded from the analysis with examples. I then provide an overview of 

the word order variations produced by the bilingual children and their caregivers at the 

daycare centre, and I compare patterns of argument realisation and case particle use. The 

caregiver input is also compared with maternal input in Rispoli (1991). The section concludes 
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with a detailed look at the use of object right dislocation by the children and caregivers, as the 

construction is common in the Japanese language samples and resembles basic Brazilian 

Portuguese SVO word order. 

Section 4.3 gives a brief overview of all the uses of the nominative and topic particles in the 

speech samples of the children and their caregivers and draws attention to Nox’s use of the 

existential verb aru ‘exist’ with possessive meaning.  

Section 4.4 considers the implications of the results reported in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, 

especially, the use of object right dislocation and the use of the existential verb aru in 

possessives. Both constructions are closely examined for possible evidence of cross-linguistic 

influence and effects of caregiver input. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter. 

Throughout this chapter, the term ‘canonical word order’ is used to refer to the basic word 

order that is commonly used by adult native speakers. For example, the canonical word order 

for transitive utterance in Japanese is SOV. The term ‘non-canonical word order’ is used to 

refer to word orders other than SOV, such as argument ellipsis (e.g. SV, OV), scrambling (e.g. 

OSV), and right dislocation (e.g. SVO). The use of these non-canonical orders by Japanese 

native speakers is influenced by discourse-pragmatic factors.  

The terms ‘canonical case frame’ and ‘canonical case marking’ refers to the marking of 

transitive subjects with the nominative particle -ga and transitive objects with the accusative 

particle -o (S-ga O-o), since this is the case frame selected by the majority of Japanese 

transitive verbs. Exceptional case patterns selected only by a small number of transitive 

predicates are referred to as ‘non-canonical case frames’. For example, wakaru ‘understand’ 

and suki ‘like/(be) fond of’ select S-wa O-ga, and perception verbs such as mieru ‘can see’ 

and kikoaru ‘can hear’ select S-ni O-ga.  

When an utterance produced by the participants or caregivers is cited as an example, it will 

be followed by an abbreviation that indicates the participant, language/input, month, and the 

number of the utterance in the relevant transcript. For example, [CJ02.198] in Figure 4.1 

means ‘Cat’s 198th Japanese utterance recorded in February’. 
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of abbreviations used to identify utterances from the language samples 

  
 
As mentioned in Section 3.3, the results and analysis of Cat’s data will be presented first. 

This is because Cat’s data was richer in utterances containing the case and topic particles. Her 

data served as a standard for comparison. 

4.2 Analysis	of	transitive	sentences	

Definition of ‘transitive’ in this thesis 

The term ‘transitive’ in the current study refers to verbs that require more than one argument. 

For the purpose of observing the use of nominative and accusative case particles, this section 

focuses on transitive declarative sentences with canonical case marking. Drawing on Dowty’s 

(1991) proto-roles, I will refer to the two arguments of monotransitives as ‘agent’ and 

‘patient’. In canonical Japanese transitives, the agent typically appears as the subject of the 

sentence and is marked by the nominative case particle ga, while the patient is typically a 

grammatical object followed by the accusative case particle o. Example (4.1) from Cat’s 

speech sample describes the lower picture in Figure 4.2, where the anime character 

Baikimman is sitting on the swing and Dokinchan is pushing him. Cat produced canonical S-

NOM O-ACC V, as she tried to highlight the difference between two pictures.  

(4.1) Dokinchan ga  Baikimman o  oshiteru. [CJ02.196] 
 Dokinchan-NOM Baikimman-ACC push-PROG-NON.PAST 
 Dokinchan is pushing Baikimman. 
 
Figure 4.2: Sample picture for speech elicitation 
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In Japanese, canonical case marking is not confined to action verbs. For example, the 

Japanese verb motsu is used for ‘hold’ (4.2) and ‘possess’ (4.3), and the canonical case frame 

is applied for both.  

(4.2) kami o motteru. [CJ06.1049] 
 paper ACC have-PROG-NON.PAST 
 (The boy) is holding (a piece of) paper. 
(4.3) papa motteru yo. hasami. [NJ02.674, 677] 
 Dad have-PROG-NON.PAST SFP scissors 
 Dad has (possesses) scissors. 
 
In (4.2), Cat was describing a picture where a boy with a shopping list is pushing a trolley in 

a grocery shop. The subject is dropped and the object kami (paper) is followed by the 

accusative case particle. In (4.3), Nox told me that his father possessed scissors at home. The 

nominative particle is dropped and the object hasami (scissors) is uttered after a pause 

without the accusative case article. The written versions of (4.2) and (4.3) in canonical word 

order with all arguments and the case particles expressed would be (4.4) and (4.5) 

respectively.  

(4.4) otokonoko ga kami  o motteru.   
 The boy NOM paper  ACC have/hold-PROG-NON.PAST  
(4.5) papa ga hasami  o motteru.   
 Dad NOM scissors  ACC have/possess-PROG-NON.PAST  
  
Ditransitive verbs, such as giving and receiving verbs, kureru (give), ageru (give) and morau 

(receive) are also included in the analysis. With these giving and receiving verbs, the subject 

is followed by the nominative case particle ga and the direct object by the accusative case 

particle o, which the current study is focusing on. The indirect object of the giving and 

receiving verbs is followed by the dative case particle ni (cf. Yamada, 1996), which is outside 

the scope of this study. Example (4.6) and (4.7) illustrate the use of kureru (give) and morau 

(receive) by Cat respectively. 

(4.6) T-kun  ga o-uchi kureta  no.  [CJ07.490] 
 (friend’s name) NOM HON-house give-PAST SFP 
 T-kun gave (me) a (paper crafted) house. 
(4.7) juu-en wa papa  ni ikko  moratta. [CJ10.780] 
 ten-yen TOP father  DAT one-CLS receive-PAST 
 As for ten-yen, I received one (coin) from Dad. 
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In (4.6), Cat told me that her classmate T-kun gave her a paper house that he made. The 

subject T-kun is followed by the nominative particle ga and the accusative particle has been 

omitted on the object ouchi (house). The indirect object (to me) is dropped. In (4.7), Cat was 

telling me that she received one ten-yen coin from her father. The subject (I) is dropped, and 

the object juu-en (ten-yen) is moved to the start of the sentence (topicalization) and is marked 

by the topic particle wa. The giver, papa is followed by the dative case particle. The written 

versions of (4.6) and (4.7) in canonical word order with all arguments and case particles 

expressed would be (4.8) and (4.9) respectively. 

(4.8) T-kun ga Cat ni o-uchi o   kureta. 
 T-kun NOM Cat DAT HON-house ACC   give-PAST 
 T-kun gave Cat a (paper crafted) house. 
(4.9) Cat ga papa ni juu-en o ikko moratta. 
 Cat TOP father DAT ten-yen ACC one-CLS receive-PAST 
 Cat received one ten-yen coin from (her) dad. 
 
Transitives excluded from the analysis of transitive declaratives in Section 4.2 2 

Predicates that take non-canonical case frames were excluded from the analysis. Examples of 

this kind of predicate include: suki (fond), dekiru (can do/make), mieru (see), wakaru 

(know/understand), which were used by the children relatively frequently. Suki behaves like 

an adjective with or without the copula verb da. The subject of suki and dekiru is followed by 

the topic particle wa and the object by the nominative ga (4.10) - (4.12).  

(4.10) [o-yasai no hoo] ga minna suki da yo ne. [CJ01.835] 
 HON-vege GEN side NOM everyone fond COP SFP SFP 
 Everyone likes vegetables better, right? 
(4.11) Mollie wa dai-suki MP. [NJ11.247] 
 Mollie  very-fond MP (the pet’s name) 
 Mollie likes MP very much. 
(4.12) Nox wa dekiru kore. [NJ09.144] 
 Nox TOP can.do-NON.PAST this 
 Nox can do this. 
 
In Example (4.10), Cat used a comparative construction involving no-hoo, (genitive particle-

side, literally ‘the side of’), which is used to signal preference for one over the other (for a 

more detailed discussion of Japanese hoo comparatives, see Matsui & Kubota, 2012). She 

was playing with animal puppets and miniature veggies and fruits and telling me that she 

thought animals preferred veggies to fruits. The square brackets indicate that the whole string 
 

2 Note that these transitives were included in the analysis of the use of case and topic particles in Section 4.3 
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oyasai no hoo (lit. ‘vegetable side’) is the object, which is followed by the nominative case 

particle and has been scrambled to the sentence initial position. The subject minna (everyone) 

follows the object and the topic particle for the subject is dropped. The copula verb da 

follows suki (fond), and the two sentence final particles for assertion and affirmation are 

attached. In (4.11), suki (fond) appears without the copula. The subject is followed by the 

topic particle wa. The object MP (the pet’s name) is dislocated to the right of the verb without 

a particle. In (4.12), the subject is followed by the topic particle wa. The object kore (this) is 

dislocated to the right of the verb and the nominative particle is dropped. Scrambling and 

right dislocation are reported and discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

The subject of mieru and wakaru is followed by dative ni, topic wa or the particle cluster ni-

wa, while the object is followed by nominative ga. As Examples (4.13) and (4.14) illustrate, 

the subject of these verbs tends to be omitted in colloquial Japanese.  

(4.13) sensee no te ga mieta. [CJ08.185] 
 teacher GEN hand NOM see-PAST 
 (I) saw the teacher’s hand. 
(4.14) wakannai  tsugi wa. [CJ08.341] 
 understand-NEG-PRES next TOP 
 (I) don’t understand the next. 
 
In (4.13), the subject is dropped and the object sensee no te (teacher’s hand) is followed by 

the nominative particle. In (4.14), the subject is dropped and the object tsugi (next) is 

dislocated to the right of the verb. The topic particle that follows the object signals contrast, 

because Cat had solved all the preceding puzzles, but in contrast she could not solve the next 

one. 

As well as predicates that take non-canonical case frames, light verb constructions were also 

excluded from the analysis. The verbs suru and yaru, which both mean “do”, were frequently 

used by the participants. Fujii & Ono (2000) point out that these verbs are typically used with 

a verbal noun. Sometimes the verbal noun forms a compound verb with the light verb (N 

suru), and sometimes it becomes the object with accusative case particle (N-o suru), 

depending on the other elements in the sentence  (the argument of the verbal noun, for 

example) and/or context (see also Miyagawa, 1989; Miyamoto, 2000; Yokota, 1999, and 

many others). The two utterances by Cat’s caregiver shown in (4.15) and (4.16) exemplify the 

two types of construction. The caregiver said the same thing twice to remind the children.  
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(4.15) moo sensee o-hanashi shita yo ne. [CI01.1] 
 already teacher HON-speech do-PAST SFP SFP 
 Teacher already told (you), right? 
 
(4.16) o-hanashi o shita yo ne. [CI01.25]   
 HON-speech ACC do- PAST SFP SFP 

(I) told (you), right?  
 
In (4.15), the subject sensee (teacher) appears without a particle. The verbal noun ohanashi 

(speech) works as a verb with shita (did). In (4.16), the subject is dropped. The accusative 

particle o is attached to ohanashi (speech), which functions as the object of the light verb. 

The use of the accusative particle o in example (4.16) seems in line with Fujii & Ono’s (2000; 

19) claim that the accusative particle is attached to object NPs that are salient in the discourse 

context, and otherwise o is left out. In (4.16), the teacher emphasized that she did tell the 

children. 

The children quite often used light verbs together with gestures and/or onomatopoeia when 

they couldn't come up with a verb that describes the situation accurately. Examples of this are 

shown in (4.17) and (4.18). 

(4.17) onnanoko ga koo yatte yatteru.   [CJ09.553] 
 girl NOM like-this do.CONT do-PROG-NON.PAST 
 The girl is doing like this. 
 
(4.18) Mollie wa  fuu  shita.   [NJ06.247] 
 Mollie TOP blowing.breath do.PAST 
 (lit.) Mollie did fuu. (= Mollie blew out the candles.) 

  
Example (4.17) was uttered by Cat when she was looking at the picture card where a girl is 

trying to assemble a model car using a screwdriver. She used the light verb yatteru and 

illustrated the girl’s action with a gesture. In Example (4.18), Nox was telling me that his 

older sister blew out the candles on the cake, using the onomatopoeia fuu that represents the 

action of purging the mouth and blowing out breath. As examples (4.15)-(4.18) show, it is 

difficult to determine in light verb constructions whether the object and accusative case 

particle are dropped or excluded by the nature of the construction (cf. Fujii & Ono, 2000). 

Imperatives and interrogatives were excluded from the analysis as well, because most of the 

imperative and interrogative utterances in the children’s speech samples consisted only of 

verbs. Example (4.19) and (4.20) are imperatives produced by the participants. The subjects 

are omitted due to the nature of the construction, and the objects are also dropped.  
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 (4.19) chanto  motte.       [CJ07.321] 
 properly have/hold-IMP 
 Hold (it) firmly. 
(4.20) totte.         [NJ10.358] 
 take-IMP 
 Take (it). 
 
In (4.19), Cat tried to get me to hold an origami paper firmly, and in (4.20), Nox asked me to 

pick up a paper plane that he had thrown towards me.   

Examples of interrogatives are shown in (4.21) and (4.22).  

(4.21) tsukuttenai?        [NJ01.375] 
 make-PAST-NEG 
 Didn’t (we) make (it)? 
(4.22) nande katta  no?      [CJ10.690] 
 why buy-PAST Q 
 Why did (you) buy (it)? 
 
In (4.21), Nox was asking me whether we had already made the origami he wanted to make. 

Both the subject and object are omitted. In Example (4.22), Cat asked me the reason why I 

bought something. The reason question consists of the wh-word nande (why), the verb and 

the question particle.  

Transitive verbs that take a clausal complement, such as iu/yuu (say) and omou (think) were 

also excluded from the analysis because, as shown in (4.23) and (4.24), the clausal 

complements in the square brackets are followed by the quotation particle tte (4.23) or to 

(4.24), rather than the accusative particle.  

(4.23) mama ga itteta [papa ga omukae ni kuru] tte. [CJ09.27] 
 mom NOM say- PAST dad NOM pick.up to come-NON.PAST QUOT 

 Mom said Dad would come to pick (me) up. 
(4.24) [mikan da] to omou.     [CJ12.129] 
 orange COP QUOT think-NON.PAST 
 (I) think (it) is an orange. 

 
In the following section, the results are presented. 

4.2.1 Result	1	-	Sentence	types,	word	order,	particle	use	

This section looks at the sentence types that were uttered by the two participants. Table 4.1 

and Table 4.2 present the number of transitive utterances and breakdown by sentence types 

for Cat and Nox respectively.  
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Table 4.1: Number of transitive utterances and breakdown by sentence types - Cat 
Session # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total % 
Age (Y;M) 4;3 4;4 4;5 4;6 4;7 4;8 4;9 4;10 4;11 5;0 5;1 5;2   
Utterance total 10 184 269 100 237 220 207 265 336 224 224 220 2496  
Transitive 7 27 43 38 46 46 27 38 63 50 35 42 462 18.5% 
(Transitive breakdown)             
Declarative(c)1 7 16 27 16 33 22 19 26 46 25 27 34 298 64.5% 
Dec(non-c)1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 3 3 1 0 0 11 2.4% 
Dec(LV)2 0 2 8 2 2 5 3 2 2 9 2 2 39 8.4% 
Imperative 0 8 6 15 6 10 2 4 9 6 3 3 72 15.6% 
Interrogative 0 1 1 3 3 5 2 3 1 5 1 2 27 5.8% 
Clausal comp3 0 0 0 2 0 3 1 0 2 4 2 1 15 3.2% 
1 (c) stands for canonical, and (non-c) stands for non-canonical case frame.  
2 (LV) stands for light verb construction  
3 Clausal comp stands for transitive verbs that take a clausal complement 

Table 4.2: Number of transitive utterances and breakdown by sentence types - Nox 
Session # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total % 
Age (Y;M) 3;6 3;7 3;8 3;9 3;10 3;11 4;0 4;1 4;2 4;3 4;4 4;5   
Utterance total 270 74 44 52 340 105 127 203 173 130 257 89 1864  
Transitive 14 7 8 2 44 31 23 22 45 16 23 12 247 13.3% 
(Transitive breakdown)             
Declarative(c)1 11 6 5 2 12 5 6 9 17 8 16 7 104 42.1% 
Dec(non-c)1 2 1 0 0 21 12 10 8 14 4 0 3 75 30.4% 
Dec(LV)2 1 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 10 2 6 1 26 10.5% 
Imperative 0 0 0 0 7 7 6 3 3 0 0 1 27 10.9% 
Interrogative 0 0 0 0 1 7 1 2 1 2 1 0 15 6.1% 
Clausal comp3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 
1 (c) stands for canonical, (non-c) stands for non-canonical case frame.  
2 (LV) stands for light verb construction. 
 
For both children, less than 20% of all utterances were transitive. Among utterances other 

than transitives, intransitive sentences and existential constructions were used very frequently. 

Those types of utterances will be discussed in Section 4.2, which looks at the different uses of 

nominative and topic particles in the speech samples. 

The order of frequency in the Transitive breakdown for each participant is as follows. 

Cat: Dec(c) (64.5%) > Imp (15.6%) > Dec(LV) (8.4%) > Int (5.8%) > Dec(non-c) (2.4%) 
Nox: Dec(c) (42.1%) > Dec(non-c) (30.4%) > Imp (10.9%) > Dec(LV) (10.5%) > Int (6.1%) 
 
For both participants, declarative utterances that take canonical case marking were more 

common than other kinds of transitives. Verbs such as tsukuru (make), taberu (eat), motsu 

(have/possess) were used frequently by both participants in the recording sessions. The high 

frequency of these verbs seems to be due to the tools used to elicit utterances. Of the 24 sets 
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of sequencing cards, six sets were about eating, and eight sets were about making something 

(including cooking). When describing a card, children often started with the character and the 

objects that the character is holding. It is quite natural to use the verbs motsu (have), tsukuru 

(make/cook), and taberu (eat) in these descriptions. In addition, activities such as playing 

with animal puppets, miniature food, and origami paper seem to have encouraged the heavy 

use of tsukuru (make) and taberu (eat) as well. Examples (4.25) and (4.26) are Cat’s 

utterances describing sequencing cards about a chef making dough and putting it in the oven 

(4.25), and about children cerebrating a birthday and eating cake (4.26). The subject and the 

accusative case particle are dropped in both examples. 

(4.25) pan tsukutterunda mon.     [CJ08.533] 
 bread make-PROG SFP 
 (He) is making (baking) bread. 
(4.26) kono keeki  tabeteru.     [CJ06.1026] 
 this cake  eat-PROG 
 (They) are eating this cake. 
 
Although only transitive declarative utterances with canonical case marking were analysed in 

detail in the current study, some examples for other types of utterances that were used 

relatively frequently by the participants are shown below. The second most frequently kind of 

transitives were Imperatives for Cat, whereas Declaratives with non-canonical case marking 

for Nox. 

 (4.27) and (4.28) are imperative utterances frequently and repeatedly used by Cat. Her 

favourite play was “hide something and seek it”: one of us hid something or changed the 

shape or order of objects, and the other tried to find the hidden object or describe the change 

of the state. The accusative case particle on the object me (eye) is dropped in both  (4.27) and 

(4.28). 

 (4.27) me tsubutte.      [CJ07.279] 
 eye close- IMP 
 Close (your) eyes. 
(4.28) me akete.       [CJ07.287] 
 eye open- IMP 
 Open (your) eyes.  
 
Cat also used the verbs miru (look) and miseru (show) relatively frequently in Imperatives. 

The verb miru (look) is used to draw attention (4.29) and when trying to hide something 
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(4.30), and the verb miseru (show) is used for requests (4.31). In these examples, both the 

subject and object are dropped. 

(4.29) nee mite.       [CJ06.1003] 
 hey look-IMP 
 Hey, look. 
(4.30) minaide mada.     [CJ05.672] 
 look-NEG- IMP yet 
 Don’t look yet. 
(4.31) misete.        [CJ11.1029] 
 show- IMP 
 Show (me). 
 
Nox produced the transitive verbs wakaru (understand) and dekiru (can do/make) more 

frequently than Cat. These verbs take non-canonical case marking. As shown in (4.32) and 

(4.33), wakaru (understand) was almost always used without subject and object. In (4.34), the 

subject is followed by the topic particle, and the dislocated object hikooki (plane) is also 

followed by the topic particle. The second topic particle signals contrast because Nox was 

claiming that although he could not make anything else, he could make a paper plane. When 

he did not succeed after trying several times, he uttered Example (4.35). The sentence final 

particle yo signals his frustration and discouragement. 

(4.32) wakatta!       [NJ08.1350] 
 understand-PAST 
 (I) got (it)! 
(4.33) wakannai.       [NJ11.138] 
 understand-NEG-NON.PAST 
 (I) don’t understand/get (it). 
(4.34) Nox wa dekiru   hikooki  wa. [NJ08.305] 
 Nox TOP can.make-NON.PAST plane  TOP 
 Nox can make (the paper) plane. 
(4.35) dekinai    yo.    [NJ08.562] 
 can.make-NEG-NON.PAST SFP 
 (I) cannot make (it). 
 
The next two tables show breakdown of transitive declarative utterances by word order. The 

‘Others’ includes utterances that (i) have duplicate arguments due to self-correction, (ii) are 

incomplete, (iii) show non-canonical order, and (iv) contain unclassifiable items. 
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Table 4.3: Breakdown of transitive declaratives by word order - Cat 

Session # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total % 
Age (Y;M) 4;3 4;4 4;5 4;6 4;7 4;8 4;9 4;10 4;11 5;0 5;1 5;2   
Declarative 7 16 27 16 33 22 19 26 46 25 27 34 298 100% 
(breakdown)               
SOV 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 8 2.7% 
SV 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 3 2 15 5.0% 
OV 1 6 13 5 9 11 6 5 18 15 11 16 116 38.9% 
V 6 8 10 9 19 9 13 16 25 4 9 11 139 46.6% 
Others* 0 0 1 0 3 1 0 4 2 3 3 3 20 6.7% 
*  SSOV(1), OOV(1), O(5), scrambling(2), right dislocation(7), unclassifiable items (4) 

Table 4.4: Breakdown of transitive declaratives by word order - Nox 
Session # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total % 
Age (Y;M) 3;6 3;7 3;8 3;9 3;10 3;11 4;0 4;1 4;2 4;3 4;4 4;5   
Declarative 11 6 5 2 12 5 6 9 17 8 16 7 104 100% 
(breakdown)               
SOV 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 7 6.7% 
SV 4 0 4 0 7 1 0 2 2 2 2 2 26 25.0% 
OV 0 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 2 1 2 20 19.2% 
V 5 0 0 0 2 1 2 5 4 1 6 3 29 27.9% 
Others* 1 2 0 1 2 2 2 0 6 1 5 0 22 21.2% 

* SO(1), scrambling(1), right dislocation(18), unclassifiable items (2) 

The word order frequency in declaratives is as follows (excluding ‘Others’). 

Cat: V (46.6%) > OV (38.9%) > SV (5.0%) > SOV (2.7%) 
Nox: V (27.9%) > SV (25.0%) > OV (19.2%) > SOV (6.7%) 
 
Both children used V only utterances most frequently and SOV least frequently. The most 

noticeable difference between the two children is the use of SV by Nox. In adult speech, it is 

more common to drop the subject than the object in transitives (see the input data in Table 

4.15 and Table 4.16 in Section 4.2.3). Nox produced SV more frequently than Cat. The most 

frequently used subjects were ‘Nox’, his own name to refer to himself. The other subjects 

used were: papa, mama, Mollie (his older sister’s name) and MP (the pet’s name). Nox often 

talked about himself or his family, and he produced only the subject with the verb in that 

context. 

A more detailed discussion and illustration of utterances classed as ‘Others’ in Table 4.3 and 

Table 4.4 can be analysed as follows:  
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(i) Utterances that contain duplicate arguments due to self-correction 

Cat produced two instances of this: Example (4.36) has a double subject, and example (4.37) 

has a double object. In (4.36), Cat was playing with animal puppets and miniature veggies, 

and tried to say, “Strong animals have veggies”, but she made a false start and corrected 

herself. In (4.37), she got a correct answer in the spot-the-difference game, and explained 

how she found it. First she only used the demonstrative pronoun, but the second time she 

explained the cue more precisely. 

(4.36) tsuyoi kokoro wa tsuyoi yatsu wa kore o motteru no. [CJ12.1422] 
 strong mind TOP strong guy TOP this ACC have-PROG SFP 
 A strong mind, a strong guy (animal puppet) has this (miniature veggie). 
(4.37) kore o kono maru o mitsuketetara kantan.  [CJ03.754] 
 this ACC this circle ACC find-COND simple 
 If (you) find this, this circle, (it’s) easy.  
 
The two utterances above were included in the ‘Other’ category because each instance of the 

subject in (4.36) and each instance of the object in (4.37) were counted as separate instances 

of ‘a realised argument and particle’ in Section 4.2.3. 

(ii) Utterances that are incomplete 

There were utterances where the child stopped speaking before saying the verb. In (4.38), Cat 

was trying to arrange miniature veggies and fruits by type, but her attention turned to 

something else. Japanese koo (like.this) and yatte (do-CONT) are used as an idiom “like this” 

here. In (4.39), Nox was about to say, “Nox wants to make a big plane”, but he was distracted 

and ended the utterance halfway through the sentence.  

(4.38) nasu o koo yatte…      [CJ12.565] 
 eggplant ACC like.this do-CONT  
 (I want to arrange) eggplants like this. 

(4.39) Nox okkina  hikooki…      [NJ08.344] 
 Nox big   plane 
 Nox (wants to make a) big plane.  
 

(iii) Utterances that show non-canonical order 

The children produced utterances where the arguments are arranged in non-canonical order: 

scrambling and right dislocation. In scrambling, the subject and the object are re-ordered, to 

yield an OSV order. In the right dislocation construction (RD), one or more arguments are 

displaced after the verb. It is possible to see OVS (subject dislocation), SVO (object 

dislocation), and VSO/VOS (dislocation of both arguments) in the data. In Example (4.40), 
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Cat pointed out a difference between two pictures, where two girls were wearing the wrong 

clothes (each other’s dresses). The object Erusa no yoofuku (Elsa’s dress) is placed at the start 

of the sentence without the accusative particle. In (4.41), Nox told me that he made a paper 

ribbon while playing with origami paper. The object ribon is placed at the start of the 

sentence. Both the accusative and the nominative case particles are dropped.  

(4.40) Erusa no yoofuku Ana ga  kiteru.   [CJ02.388] 
 Elsa GEN clothes Anna NOM do-CONT  
 The Elsa’s dress, Anna is wearing. 

(4.41) ribon Nox tsukutta.       [NJ01.213] 
 ribbon Nox make-PAST 
 The ribbon, Nox made.  

 
With regards to right dislocation, Cat produced seven RDs: 1 OVS, 1 NumVS, 4 VOs, and 1 

OVO. Example (4.42) is OVS, (4.43) is NumVS, (4.44) is VO, and (4.45) is OVO by Cat. 

(4.42) datte kami ne kitteru yo  A-chan.  [CJ11.290] 
 bacause hair FL  cut-PROG SFP (friend’s name)  
 Because A-chan got hair cut. 

(4.43) futatsu mo tsukuttanda yo baaba ga.   [CJ06.814] 
 two-CL FCP make-PAST SFP granma  NOM 
 Granma made even two (cakes).  

(4.44) tsuketeru kore o.       [CJ11.130] 
 apply-PROG this ACC 
 (The girl) is putting this (toothpaste) on (the toothbrush). 

(4.45) kore wa oboeteru kore.     [CJ01.65] 
 this TOP remember-PROG this  
 This (card), (I) remember this (card). 
 

Example (4.42) illustrates OVS structure. During warming up prior to the activities, Cat told 

me that she had the same hairstyle as A-chan, her classmate, as A-chan had got her hair cut to 

a similar length. In (4.43), which has NumVS structure, in which Cat told me that her 

grandmother made two cakes on her birthday. Num stands for numeral. Japanese numerals 

are always followed by classifiers in the adult language. The numeral + classifier 

combination appears in various positions in the sentence. Num was not counted as an 

argument here, because in the absence of the overt noun, it is difficult to tell whether the Num 

+ classifier forms part of the object noun phrase or functions as an independent constituent 

(see Saito et.al, 2008; Watanabe 2006). In the VO utterance (4.44), Cat was describing the 

picture card where a girl is putting toothpaste on her toothbrush. (4.45) is OVO. Cat suddenly 

remembered the picture card that I had shown her in the first recording session. The first 

instance of the object kore (this) is followed by the topic particle, suggesting that she did not 
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remember other cards but did remember that one. She repeated the object without a particle 

after the verb oboeteru (remember). 

Nox produced 18 RDs: 11 SVOs, 1 OVS, 3 VOs, 2 OVOs, and 1 VO&VO. Seven out of 11 

SVOs were about possession. Nox used the verb aru (exist) instead of motsu (possess), as in 

(4.46). As will be discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.4, this usage appears in certain contexts in 

adult conversations, but usually with different word order. (4.47) is an example of SVO that 

does not involve possession. Example (4.48) is OVS, (4.49) is VO, (4.50) is OVO, and (4.51) 

is VO&VO.  

(4.46) Nox aru yo booru.      [NJ07.133] 
 Nox exist SFP  ball  
 Nox has a ball. 

(4.47) Nox shitteru yo kore.      [NJ02.85] 
 Nox know-PROG SFP this 
 Nox knows this.  

(4.48) ie kowashita MP.       [NJ02.1015] 
 house break-PAST (pet’s name) 
 MP broke (the origami) house. 

(4.49) tsuketeru botan.        [NJ12.194] 
 put.on-PROG button  
 (They) are putting a button (on the snow man). 

(4.50) yuki tsukuteru dango.       [NJ12.245] 
 snow make-PROG ball 
 (They) are making snow, (a snow) ball. 

(4.51) tataiteru kotchi to tataiteru kotchi.   [NJ02.62] 
 hit-PROG this.side and hit-PROG this.side 
 (He) is hitting here and is hitting here. 
 

All the arguments in Examples (4.46)-(4.51) lack case particles. The background information 

for each example is as follows: Nox and I were talking about a football on a card, when he 

suddenly uttered (4.46). Nox said (4.47) soon after I showed him a picture of Minions anime 

characters. Nox uttered (4.48) when we were making origami as usual and he suddenly 

remembered his pet had broken the origami house he made in the last session. (4.49) and 

(4.50) were uttered when Nox and I were looking at six-sequencing picture cards about a 

family making a snowman. Nox was describing the picture cards in a random order. For  

(4.49), Nox was looking at the card with a girl putting a black object on a snowman (4.49), 

and for (4.50), the card where a father and a girl are pushing a big ball of snow (4.50). In 

(4.51), Nox tried to describe the difference between two pictures where a boy hitting a drum 

in one picture but a wooden stool in the other picture. Because Nox did not come up with the 
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words taiko (drum) and isu (stool), he pointed at the objects on the cards in turn and said 

kotchi (here) as he did so. 

With regard to the right dislocation constructions, especially SVO and VO, cross-linguistic 

influence of BP on Japanese needs to be carefully considered. This will be discussed in more 

detail in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.4. 

(iv) Utterances that contain errors 

Two kinds of errors in the use of the case particles were found in the speech sample. One 

seems to involve misunderstandings about the use of transitive/intransitive verbs, as 

illustrated in (4.52) and (4.53). Other errors, such as (4.54) and (4.55), do not seem to have a 

ready explanation. 

(4.52) pan o yaketeru.      [CJ08.653] 
 bread ACC be.baked-PROG  
 (The chef) is baking bread. / Bread is being baked. 

(4.53) basho ga mitsukete…      [CJ01.359] 
 place NOM find-PROG 
 (The family) found the location, and. / The location was found, and.  

(4.54) jitensha ga notta.       [CJ09.239] 
 bicycle NOM ride-PAST  
 [intended] (The boy) rode the bike. 

(4.55) [kocchi to kocchi] to tataita to.    [NJ02.80] 
 here and here (?) hit-PAST (?)   
 [intended] (The boy) is hitting here and here. 
 

The verb yak-/yake- (bake/burn) in (4.52) and mitsuke-/mitsukar- (find) in (4.53) are 

instances of transitive-intransitive pairs found in Japanese (see also Example 3.1 in Section 

3.5). (4.52) is Cat’s description of a card where a chef is making dough and putting it in the 

oven. Cat used the accusative particle after pan (bread). If she dropped the subject and 

intended pan (bread) to be the object, the verb should be transitive yaiteru (is baking). Pan 

(bread) could also be the subject of the intransitive verb yaketeru (is being baked), but in that 

case, pan (bread) would be followed by the nominative case particle in adult grammar. (4.53) 

is Cat’s description of a card where a family found a place to spread the picnic blanket. The 

verb must be intransitive mitsukatte (was found) when basho (place) is followed by the 

nominative case particle, which means basho (place) is the subject of the sentence. If Cat 

intended to say, ‘They found the location’, transitive mitsukete (found) is appropriate, but the 

object basho (place) must be followed by the accusative particle. 
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I can think of no obvious explanation for Examples (4.54) and (4.55). Cat was describing the 

picture of the boy riding a bicycle in (4.54). The particle ni (on) is most appropriate in this 

context. The use of ga on jitensha may be just a slip of the tongue. (4.55) was uttered by Nox 

when he tried to tell me that the boy is hitting here and there. The first to (and) is a 

coordinating conjunction and the square brackets in (4.55) indicate that the coordinated noun 

phrase as a whole function as the object. I have no explanation for the second and third to. 

The coordinating conjunction to does not usually appear between noun and verb phrases, and 

the only kind of to that appears after the verb in adult grammar is a quotative marker. Note 

that this sentence was uttered in a rhythmic way. It sounded like rapping to me. It is therefore 

unclear with what the intention of the second and third to were used.    

The next tables show the use of nominative and accusative case particles by Cat (Table 4.5) 

and Nox (Table 4.6). These two tables reveal how often the nominative and accusative case 

particles were used on arguments that appear in their canonical position in transitive 

declaratives. 

Table 4.5: Use of particles - Cat 

Word order & realised argument Total number Particle pattern Number % 
SOV 8  S-ga O-o 4 50.0% 

   S-ga O-ø 2 25.0% 
   S-ø O-ø 2 25.0% 

SV 15  S-ga 12 80.0% 
   S-dake/de 2 13.3% 
   S-ø 1 6.7% 

OV 116  O-o 48 41.4% 
   O-wa 5 4.3% 
   O-mo/shika 8 6.9% 
   O-ø 55 47.4% 

 

Table 4.6: Use of particles - Nox 

Word order & realised argument Total number Particle pattern Number % 
SOV 7  S-wa O-ø 1 14.3% 

   S-ø O-ø 6 85.7% 
SV 26  S-ga 2 7.7% 

   S-wa 2 7.7% 
   S-mo 1 3.8% 
   S-ø 21 80.8% 

OV 20  O-o 2 10.0% 
   O-mo 1 5.0% 
   O-ø 17 85.0% 
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Cat used the nominative case particle ga in six out of eight SOVs and 12 out of 15 SVs, 

which means that once she verbalised the subject in the canonical position in the sentence, the 

subject was followed by the nominative particle at a rate of nearly 80%. Nox, on the other 

hand, used the nominative case particle only twice, even though he uttered seven SOVs and 

26 SVs. With regard to the use of accusative case particle, Cat used o in four out of eight 

SOVs and 48 out of 116 OVs. She used the accusative particle on the object in the canonical 

position in the sentence at a rate of more than 40%. Nox used no accusative particle in the 

seven SOVs, and only two accusative particles in the 20 OVs, which is an overall rate of less 

than 10%.  

Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 give a breakdown of the realised arguments and case particles in all 

transitive declarative utterances, including those categorised as ‘others’ in Table 4.3 and Table 

4.4. That is, utterances that contain duplicate arguments due to self-correction, and non-

canonical orders such as scrambling and right dislocation were counted as well. The terms 

agent (A) and patient (P) in these tables refer to the realised arguments of the transitive verbs, 

regardless of where they appeared in the sentence. 

Table 4.7: Realised arguments and case particles in transitive declarative utterances - Cat 
Session # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total %  
Age (Y;M) 4;3 4;4 4;5 4;6 4;7 4;8 4;9 4;10 4;11 5;0 5;1 5;2    
Declarative 7 16 27 16 33 22 19 26 46 25 27 34 298   
Realised A 0 2 4 2 2 1 0 2 3 3 6 4 29 9.7% † 
Realised NOM 0 2 4 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 6 4 21 72.4% ‡ 
Realised P 1 8 14 6 13 12 6 9 19 19 15 22 144 48.3% † 
Realised ACC 0 4 8 2 5 6 3 3 8 5 3 14 61 42.4% ‡ 

† Percentage of realised agents/patients in the transitive declarative sentences 
‡ Percentage of realised nominative/accusative case particles on the relevant realised arguments 
 

Table 4.8: Realised arguments and case particles in transitive declarative utterances - Nox 
Session # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total %  
Age (Y;M) 3;6 3;7 3;8 3;9 3;10 3;11 4;0 4;1 4;2 4;3 4;4 4;5    
Declarative 11 6 5 2 12 5 6 9 17 8 16 7 104   
Realised A 6 2 4 1 9 2 1 2 7 5 7 2 48 46.2% † 
Realised 

NOM 

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4.2% ‡ 
Realised P 2 6 1 2 3 3 5 2 12 5 9 2 52 50.0% † 
Realised ACC 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 3.8% ‡ 

† Percentage of realised agents/patients in the transitive declarative sentences 
‡ Percentage of realised nominative/accusative case particles on the relevant realised arguments 
 
There is a noticeable difference between the results obtained from the two children. In the 

298 transitive declarative utterances produced by Cat, only 29 agents (9.7%) were realised. 
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However, where the agent was realised, the nominative case particle followed the agent 

argument at the rate of 72.4%. 144 patients (48.3%) were realised and the accusative case 

particle appeared at a rate of 42.4%. In the 104 transitive declarative utterances produced by 

Nox, on the other hand, 48 agents (46.2%) were realised, which is much higher than the 

percentage of agents realised by Cat. The rate of realised patients (52 out of 104, 50.0%) is 

similar to Cat’s, but the nominative and accusative case particles appear much less frequently 

on the realised arguments (nominative 4.2%, accusative 3.8%). 

The next section examines the caregiver input.  

4.2.2 Results	2	-	Input	

In this section, the results of my analysis of caregivers’ speech samples are reported to 

capture the characteristics of each participant’s input. The data help us shed light on the 

impact of input on the children’s production of Japanese. It is important to keep in mind that 

the child and caregiver data were recorded in different settings and that the children and 

caregivers have different roles. Note also the focus of this section is not only on comparing 

the caregiver’s input to the child’s production, but also on differences between the two 

caregivers and whether any of those differences are reflected in differences between the two 

children.     

The next two tables show the number of transitive utterances and breakdown by sentence 

types. Table 4.9 shows the results for Cat and the caregiver from her daycare centre. Table 

4.10 shows the results for Nox and the caregiver from his daycare centre.  

Table 4.9: Breakdown of transitive utterances by sentence type - Cat vs Input 
 Cat % Input % 
Total # of utterances 2496  800  
Transitive Total 462 18.5% 335 41.9% 
(breakdown)     

Declarative (c) 298 64.5% 131 39.1% 
Dec (non-c) 11 2.4% 9 2.7% 

Dec (LV) 39 8.4% 30 9.0% 
Imperative 72 15.6% 107 31.9% 

Interrogative 27 5.8% 44 13.1% 
Clausal comp 15 3.2% 

%% 

14 4.2% 
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Table 4.10: Breakdown of transitive utterances by sentence type - Nox vs Input 
 Nox % Input % 
Total # of utterances 1864  1647  
Transitive Total 247 13.3% 416 25.3% 
(breakdown)     

Declarative (c) 104 42.1% 127 30.5% 
Dec (non-c) 75 30.4% 6 1.4% 

Dec (LV) 26 10.5% 20 4.8% 
Imperative 27 10.9% 201 48.3% 

Interrogative 15 6.1% 53 12.7% 
Clausal comp 0 0.0% 9 2.2% 

 
More than 40% of all the utterances produced by Cat’s caregiver were transitives, whereas for 

Nox’s caregiver, transitives make up only 25% of all utterances. Utterances other than 

transitives will be discussed in Section 4.3 in relation to the use of nominative and topic 

particles in the speech samples. With regard to the transitive breakdown, the order of 

frequency for each caregiver is as follows. 

Cat’s input: Dec(c) (39.1%) > Imp (31.9%) > Int (13.1%) > Dec(LV) (9.0%) > Dec(non-c) (2.7%) 
Nox’s input: Imp (48.3%) > Dec(c) (30.5%) > Int (12.7%)> Dec(LV) (4.8%) > Dec(non-c) (1.4%) 
 
Cat’s caregiver uttered canonical declaratives most frequently, followed by imperatives. For 

Nox’s caregiver, imperatives were used most frequently, followed by declaratives. 

Imperatives here include the ‘let’s imperative’ that conveys suggestions and offers. The 

difference between Cat’s and Nox’s input comes from the recording settings. In the case of 

Cat’s input, some of the recordings were made at the class assembly where the caregiver 

delivered announcements or notifications about the upcoming events and preparations for 

them. The children were expected to concentrate and listen to the caregiver. In the case of 

Nox’s input, on the other hand, most of the recordings were made during daily class activities. 

Children were playing or were doing the same activity together. The caregivers gave them 

instructions, advice, encouragement, and also warnings and orders. These contextual 

differences are likely to have influenced the use of declaratives and imperatives.  

As shown below, there is no obvious relationship between input and child's speech in the use 

of sentence types.       

Cat: Dec(c) (64.5%) > Imp (15.6%) > Dec(LV) (8.4%) > Int (5.8%) > Dec(non-c) (2.4%) 
Cat’s input: Dec(c) (39.1%) > Imp (31.9%) > Int (13.1%) > Dec(LV) (9.0%) > Dec(non-c) (2.7%) 
 
Nox: Dec(c) (42.1%) > Dec(non-c) (30.4%) > Imp (10.9%) > Dec(LV) (10.5%) > Int (6.1%) 
Nox’s input: Imp (48.3%) > Dec(c) (30.5%) > Int (12.7%)> Dec(LV) (4.8%) > Dec(non-c) (1.4%) 
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This is probably also due to the contextual differences. Input data are instructional utterances 

in the classroom setting, but the children’s data are conversation designed to elicit transitive 

utterances and case particles between the target child and investigator in a separate room at 

the daycare centre. 

The next two tables provide a breakdown of transitive declarative utterances by word order 

for each child and caregiver. For the caregivers, the ‘Others’ category includes utterances that 

(i) are incomplete and (ii) show non-canonical order. 

Table 4.11: Breakdown of transitive declarative utterances by word order - Cat vs Input 
 Cat % Input % 
Transitive declarative 298  131  
(breakdown)     

SOV 8 2.7% 18 13.7% 
SV 15 5.0% 10 7.6% 
OV 116 38.9% 37 28.2% 

V 139 46.6% 62 47.3% 
Others 20 6.7% 4* 3.1% 

* SO(1), scrambling(2), right dislocation(1) 
 

Table 4.12: Breakdown of transitive declarative utterances by word order - Nox vs Input 
 Nox % Input % 
Transitive declarative 104  127  
(breakdown)     

SOV 7 6.7% 11 8.7% 
SV 26 25.0% 11 8.7% 
OV 20 19.2% 45 35.4% 

V 29 27.9% 49 38.6% 
Others 22 21.2% 11* 8.7% 

* right dislocation(11) 
 
The word order frequency in declaratives is as follows (excluding ‘Others’). 

Cat’s input: V (47.3%) > OV (28.2%) > SOV (13.7%) > SV (7.6%) 
Nox’s input: V (38.6%) > OV (35.4%) > SOV, SV (8.7%) 
 
Although there are some differences in the proportions, the order of frequency is the same 

between Cat’s and Nox’s input. The overall totals for V only and OV utterances suggest that 

more than 70% of the adult utterances have no subject (75.5% for Cat’s input, 74% for Nox’s 

input). Cat exhibits the same tendency to omit the subject, but Nox produced fewer V only 

and OV utterances, and a comparatively high percentage of SV transitives (25%). 
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Cat’s input: V (47.3%) > OV (28.2%) > SOV (13.7%) > SV (7.6%) 
Cat:  V (46.6%) > OV (38.9%) > SV (5.0%) > SOV (2.7%) 
 
Nox’s input: V (38.6%) > OV (35.4%) > SOV, SV (8.7%) 
Nox:  V (27.9%) > SV (25.0%) > OV (19.2%) > SOV (6.7%) 
 
For Nox, SV is the second most frequent word order in transitives. When we consider the 

appearance of the subject in its canonical position in the sentence (SVO + SV), Nox’s rate is 

the highest (31.7%) followed by Cat’s input (21.3%), Nox’s input (17.4%), and Cat (7.7%). 

As discussed in Section 4.2.1, Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, Nox used his own name and family 

members as the subject when he talked about his family and himself. In other contexts, Nox 

did not pronounce the subject. 

Caregivers’ utterances classed as ‘Others’ in Table 4.11 and Table 4.12 are discussed in more 

detail below. 

(i) Utterances that are incomplete 

There is one instance where Cat’s caregiver uttered (4.56) below, when the whole class was 

playing a game of carrying the ball without dropping it. The caregiver was about to say that 

she would increase the number of balls by one, which might increase the difficulty, but she 

was distracted by something else before finishing the sentence. 

(4.56) kondo wa minna de yonko booru o… [CI06.797] 
 this.time TOP everybody PAR four-CLS ball ACC   
 [intended] Now, everybody (carry) four balls (together). 
 
The particle de that follows minna (everybody) is a postposition that has multiple meanings, 

such as place (in, at), instrument (with), means (by), cause (due to), manner (by), and 

duration of time (in). de can also be used to mark the agent (cf. Akiha & Shirai, 2018; 

Mabuchi, 2008), and signal that the action is performed together. This is why de was chosen 

in the context above, where all the children are expected to be involved in the activity.  

(ii) Utterances that show non-canonical order 

The caregivers produced instances of scrambling (SC) and right dislocation constructions 

(RD). Cat’s caregiver produced two SCs and one RD, whereas Nox’s caregiver produced 11 

RDs. (4.57) illustrates SC in Cat’s input, and (4.58) is subject RD. 
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(4.57) kore o minna de motsunda  kedo…  [CI06.454] 
 this ACC everybody PAR hold-NON.PAST but   
 Everybody carry this together, but… 
(4.58) asoko no naka ni irerunda yo minna de. [CI06.709] 
 there GEN inside to put.in-NON.PAST SFP everybody PAR   
 Everybody put (this) in there together. 
 
In (4.57), the accusative-marked object kore (this) is scrambled to the start of the sentence. In 

(4.58), the subject minna (everybody) followed by the particle de is dislocated after the verb 

and sentence final particle yo, as a reminder. 

Of the 11 RDs produced by Nox’s caregiver, four were OVOs, three OVS, two VS, and two 

VO. The instances are given below. (4.59) shows OVO, (4.60) OVS, (4.61) VS, and (4.62) 

VO. 

(4.59) otete dashita otete.     [NI05.673] 
 HON-hand put.out-PAST HON-hand   
 (The child/She) got (her) hand out (from the T-shirt). 
(4.60) otokonoko kara kakoo ka na sensee.  [NI02.74] 
 boy from draw-hort Q SFP teacher (I)   
 Teacher (I) might draw the boy first. 
(4.61) daseru  sensee.      [NI01.1024] 
 take.out-POT teacher   
 Teacher (I) can take (a clay tablet) off (the shelf). 
(4.62) hoshii  na ofuton.    [NI03.297] 
 want-NON.PAST  SFP HON-mattres 
 (Teacher/I) want (your) mattress. 
 
Nox’s caregiver was watching a girl taking off her T-shirt. The caregiver uttered (4.59) when 

she noticed the girl getting her hand out of the T-shirt by herself. The subject was dropped 

and the object otete (hand) was repeated after the verb. The accusative particles for both 

instances of the object were dropped. In (4.60), the caregiver was about to draw a picture to 

show the children as a sample, because the children were expected to draw the prince and the 

princess for the Doll's Festival. The subject sensee (teacher/I) is displaced at the end of the 

sentence without a particle. The object otokonoko (boy) was followed by kara (from) instead 

of accusative o. In this context, the postposition kara (from) is used to signal that the boy 

would be drawn first.  Example (4.61) was uttered when the caregiver noticed a child trying 

to pull a clay tablet off a shelf, and offered help. The object was dropped and the subject 

appears after the verb without nominative ga. In (4.62), The caregiver was urging the child to 

give her the mattress that the child used to take a nap. The subject was dropped and the object 

appeared at the end of the sentence without the accusative particle. 
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 The next tables show the use of nominative and accusative case particles by Cat’s caregiver 

(Table 4.13) and Nox’s caregiver (Table 4.14), along with various other particles used on 

arguments that appear in their canonical position in the sentence. 

Table 4.13: Use of particles - Cat’s input 
Word order & realised argument Total number Particle pattern Number % 

SOV 18  S-ga O-o 5 27.8% 
   S-ga O-ø 3 16.7% 
   S-wa O-o 1 5.6% 
   S-wa O-mo 1 5.6% 
   S-wa O-ø 1 5.6% 
   S-de O-o 1 5.6% 
   S-ø O-o 1 5.6% 
   S-ø O-ø 5 27.8% 

SV 10  S-ga 6 60.0% 
   S-wa 1 10.0% 
   S-mo 1 10.0% 
   S-ø 2 20.0% 

OV 37  O-o 15 40.5% 
   O-wa 1 2.7% 
   O-mo/shika 4 10.8% 
   O-ø 17 45.9% 

 

Table 4.14: Use of particles - Nox’s input 

Word order & realised argument Total number Particle pattern Number % 
SOV 11  S-ga O-ø 3 27.3% 

   S-wa O-mo 1 9.1% 
   S-mo O-ø 2 18.2% 
   S-ø O-ø 5 45.5% 

SV 11  S-ga 4 36.4% 
   S-mo 2 18.2% 
   S-ø 5 45.5% 

OV 45  O-o 9 20.0% 
   O-wa 3 6.7% 
   O-mo 3 6.7% 
   O-kara 2 4.4% 
   O-ø 28 62.2% 

 

Cat’s caregiver used the nominative case particle ga in eight out of 18 SOVs and six out of 10 

SVs, which means that she used the nominative case particle at the rate of 50%. Nox’s 

caregiver used ga in three out of 11 SOVs and four out of 11 SVs, which amounts to an 

overall rate of 32%. With regard to the accusative case particle, Cat’s caregiver used o in 

eight out of 18 SOVs and 15 out of 37 OVs, with an overall rate of 42%, whereas Nox’s 
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caregiver used o in nine out of 45 OVs, at a rate of 20%, and did not use it in SVO sentences. 

Cat’s caregiver used both case particles more frequently on arguments that appear in their 

canonical position in the sentence than Nox’s caregiver.  

Other particles in the tables are the focus particles, wa (topic), mo (also), shika (only), and 

postpositions de (agent), see examples (4.56),(4.57), and (4.58), and kara (from), see example 

(4.60). 

4.2.3 Analysis	

This section extends the analysis of the results reported in Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. First, 

characteristics of the input are examined. Several studies have used speech samples of child-

caregiver interaction to examine the relationships between input and acquisition of word 

order and case particle use (Fujimoto, 2008; Haryu & Kajikawa, 2015; Rispoli, 1991; Tanaka 

& Shirai, 2012). Rispoli (1991) analysed input data to investigate acquisition of action verbs 

that assign a theme or patient thematic role in three Japanese monolingual children aged 

between 22 and 30 months. Input data were collected from their parents and the babysitter. 

Rispoli also used mothers’ language samples from the published transcripts by Okubo (1981) 

and data collected by Patricia Clancy. He coded 450 action sentences in total, of which 226 

were transitives. Table 4.15 compares the data in Rispoli and the input from the two 

caregivers in this study. Note that the children in Rispoli and the studies by Okubo and 

Clancy that Rispoli included in his calculations are younger than the bilingual children in this 

study. The focus here is on the realisation of arguments without regard to the word order. 

Rispoli used the terms ‘causer’ for the agentive role of action verbs and ‘theme/patient’ for 

the entity that is moving or undergoing a change of state. In the table below, the terms ‘agent’ 

and ‘patient’ are used for the two arguments, in keeping with the terminology adopted in the 

reminder of this thesis. The comparison in Table 4.15 focuses on nominative and accusative 

case particles. Other particle use in my data is summarised as ‘other particle patterns’. 
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Table 4.15: Realised arguments & particles in input - Rispoli (1991) vs Cat’s & Nox’s input 
Realised arguments & particles Rispoli (1991) Cat’s input Nox’s input 
Agent & Patient 25 11.1% 21 16.0% 14 11.0% 

A-ga P-o 2 0.9% 6 4.6% - - 
A-ga P-ø 3 1.3% 3 2.3% 3 2.4% 
A-ø P-o 2 0.9% 1 0.8% - - 
A-ø P-ø 18 8.0% 5 3.8% 6 4.7% 

Other particle patterns - - 6 4.6% 5 3.9% 
Agent only 29 12.8% 11 8.4% 13 10.2% 

A-ga 8 3.5% 6 4.6% 4 3.1% 
A-ø 21 9.3% 2 1.5% 6 4.7% 

Other particle patterns - - 3 2.3% 3 2.4% 
Patient only 99 43.8% 37 28.2% 51 40.2% 

P-o 15 6.6% 15 11.5% 9 7.1% 
P-ø 82 36.3% 17 13.0% 34 26.8% 

P-ga 2 0.9% - - - - 
Other particle patterns - - 5 3.8% 8 6.3% 

 No overt argument (V only) 73 32.3% 62 47.3% 49 38.6% 
Total * 226 100% 131 100% 127 100% 

* Note that Rispoli’s data may include a narrower range of utterances than mine because he focused only on action verbs, 
whereas the current study includes all transitive declaratives with canonical case marking (see Section 4.1). 
 
The relative frequency of realised arguments for Rispoli and each caregiver in this study is as 

follows. 

Rispoli: No overt argument (32.3%) > P only (40.2%) > A only (12.8%) > A & P (11.1%) 
Cat’s input: No overt argument (47.3%) > P only (28.2%) > A & P (16.0%) > A only (8.4%) 
Nox’s input: P only (40.2%) > No overt argument (38.6%) > A & P (11.0%) > A only (10.2%) 
 
Although there are some minor differences in the order of frequency, a common characteristic 

of input is that more than 70% of the input utterances have no overt agents (72.5% for Rispoli, 

75.5% for Cat’s input, and 78.8% for Nox’s input). This suggests that the children in Rispoli 

and the current study have a less than 30% chance to hear the agent of transitive verbs in 

caregiver input. For adults, the most reliable cue to interpreting a single argument in 

transitives is case marking (see Bates & MacWhinney, 1989). If the case particle following 

the only overt argument is ga, the argument is the agent, and if o, it is the patient. Table 4.16 

shows the numbers and percentages of realised arguments and case particles in caregiver 

input in Rispoli (1991) and the current study.  
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Table 4.16: Realised arguments and case particles - Rispoli (1991) vs Cat’s & Nox’s input 
 Rispoli (1991) Cat’s input Nox’s input 
Transitive declarative total 226  131  127  
Realised agent 1 54 23.9% 32 24.4% 27 21.3% 
Realised NOM 2 13 24.1% 15 46.9% 7 25.9% 
Realised patient 1 124 51.3% 58 44.3% 65 51.2% 
Realised ACC 2 19 15.3% 25 43.1% 9 13.8% 
1 Number and percentage of realised agents/patients in transitive declarative sentences 

2 Number and percentage of realised nominative/accusative case particles on the realised agents/patients 

 
Parents and caregivers produced the agent at a rate of less than 25% and used nominative 

case marking on less than 50% of the realised agents. The patient was produced at a rate of 

less than 52% and less than 45% if realised patients were marked with accusative case. One 

noticeable difference among the three input samples is that Cat’s caregiver used both the 

nominative and accusative particles relatively more frequently than Nox’s caregiver and the 

caregivers in Rispoli’s study.  

The results in Table 4.15 and Table 4.16 reveal two points: 

Firstly, although input data in this study is not child-parent interaction but a sample of 

instructional speech in a classroom setting, it seems quite similar to maternal input in terms of 

argument ellipsis and case particle drop. Many existing studies on first language acquisition 

of Japanese draw attention to the frequent drop of arguments and case marking in maternal 

input (Clancy, 1985; Haryu & Kajikawa, 2015; Rispoli, 1991; Tanaka & Shirai, 2012). 

Japanese-BP bilingual participants in this study are exposed to Japanese input that shows 

similar characteristics to caregiver input for monolingual children at home. The question is 

how children acquire the argument structure of Japanese transitive verbs. Bates & 

MacWhinney (1989) argue that the order of cue strength in Japanese monolingual adults is (i) 

case marking, (ii) animacy, (iii) word order. Tanaka & Shirai (2012) found that children use 

not only word order and case marking but also animacy to interpret the agent-patient relation 

in transitive utterances. The order of cue strength in the early stage of development in 

Japanese monolingual children is (i) animacy, (ii) word order (iii) case marking (Tanaka & 

Shirai, 2012). Rispoli also pointed out a combination of input, context and conversational 

interaction gives the child enough information about the predicate. Secondly, there are 

differences in input between the two caregivers in this study in terms of case marking. Nox’s 

caregiver dropped the nominative and accusative case particles as frequently as the parents in 

Rispoli (1991). However, Cat’s caregiver produced the nominative and accusative case 

particles more than twice as often as Nox’s caregiver and parents in Rispoli. Cat’s caregiver 
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used the nominative and accusative particles at rates of 46.9% and 43.1% respectively, Nox’s 

caregiver at rates of 25.9% and 13.8%, and the parents in Rispoli at rates of 24.1% and 15.3%. 

It is important to remember that Cat was 4.3 and Nox was 3.6 years of age when the 

recording started. Cat belonged to a class one grade higher than Nox. Children in Japan enter 

primary school at the age of six. It is highly likely that the teachers in charge of the children 

who belong to the higher two grades in daycare use more formal and instructional speech 

style. On the other hand, caregivers who take care of younger children use a more mother-like 

child directed speech style even in the classroom setting. The differences in case marking 

between Cat’s and Nox’s caregivers suggest that adults at daycare centres may choose 

different speech styles according to the age of the children they are addressing.   

The next table shows the relation between the children’s utterances and the input.  

Table 4.17 presents the percentages of realised arguments and case particles, as well as the 

use of right dislocation constructions.  

Table 4.17: Realised arguments, case particles and RDs for the children and input 
  Cat  Nox Cat’s input Nox’s input 
Transitive declarative total 298  104  131  127  
Realised agent 1 29 9.7% 48 46.2% 32 24.4% 27 21.3% 
Realised NOM 2 21 72.4% 2 4.2% 15 46.9% 7 25.9% 
Realised patient 1 144 48.3% 52 50.0% 58 44.3% 65 51.2% 
Realised ACC 2 61 42.4% 2 3.8% 25 43.1% 9 13.8% 
Right dislocation 3 7 2.3% 18 17.3% 1 0.8% 11 8.7% 
1 Number and percentage of realised agents/patients in transitive declarative sentences 

2 Number and percentage of realised nominative/accusative case particles on the realised agents/patients 

3 Number and percentage of Right dislocation constructions in transitive declarative sentences 
 
What stands out in the table is the difference between the two children and the similarity 

between each child and her/his input in terms of realised case particles and RD constructions. 

The following three graphs show the differences and similarities visually. 

In Figure 4.3, the results for Cat and Nox are often diametrically opposed. Nox produced the 

agent more frequently than Cat, but used the nominative particle much less than Cat. Cat and 

Nox produced the patient in almost the same proportion, but again Nox used the accusative 

particle less than Cat. Cat used RD less frequently than Nox. 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of Cat and Nox - Realized arguments, case particles and RD 

 
 
Figure 4.4 compares the results for Cat and her caregiver. The two lines follow a similar path, 

which means that the child production and the input share the same tendency. The most 

interesting aspect of this graph is the rate of realized nominative particles for Cat, which far 

exceeds input.  

Figure 4.4: Comparison of Cat and input - Realized arguments, case particles and RD 

   

Figure 4.5 compares the results for Nox and his caregiver. Again, the two lines have similar 

shapes, suggesting that the child production and the input share a similar tendency except for 

the rate of realized agent and realised nominative particles, as explained in Section 4.2.1 and 

4.2.2, Nox used more overt agents when talking about himself and his family but rarely used 

nominative or accusative particles. 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of Nox and input - Realized arguments, case particles and RD 

  

We can observe some overall correlations between children’s production and input. Cat’s 

production resembles her caregiver’s instructional speech style, in that case particles are used 

relatively more frequently and RD is used less frequently than in the sample from Nox’s 

caregiver, which is more like maternal input. Nox’s production resembles his caregiver’s 

maternal-like speech style, in that case particles tend to be dropped and RD is comparatively 

frequently. With regard to the frequent use of nominative case particles by Cat, however, an 

additional explanation is needed.  

Clancy (1985) cites Cook (1985), which reported children’s overuse of particles. This child in 

Cook’s study used nominative ga in more than 90% of potential contexts. Clancy interprets 

this as an instance of overgeneralization, which is in line with Slobin (1973). Slobin claimed 

that children prefer consistency in grammatical marking at early stages of development. 

Tahara & Ito (1985) conducted an experimental study on the use of the nominative particle ga 

for new information and the topic particle wa for old information in monolingual children. 

They found that four and five-year old children used ga for both new and old entities at a rate 

of more than 80% and used no particle for the remaining 20%, suggesting that these children 

are at a stage where they are not able to differentiate the use of wa and ga according to 

discourse function, and use only ga regardless of new/old status. Cat was probably at the 

overgeneralization stage where she had started to grasp the grammatical function of 

nominative ga and preferred to use it consistently, but had not yet reached the adult grammar 

level with frequent ellipsis. Nox’s use of particles is also in line with existing studies that 

report error free acquisition of case particles because children tend to drop case particles up 

until they have grasped the grammatical and discourse function of particles (Clancy 1985; 

Fujimoto 2008; Hatano,1979). 
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One more aspect to consider is difference in the use of RD. Cat’s caregiver only produced one 

RD. Cat produced seven RDs, which is 2.3% of her transitive declaratives. Nox’s caregiver, 

on the other hand, produced 11 RDs, which is 8.7% of her transitive declaratives, and Nox 18 

RDs, which is 17.3% of his transitive declaratives. The pattern exhibited by Nox’s caregiver 

is typical of casual speech, where non-canonical word order is common. She produced 11 

RDs, of which six were object dislocations, whereas Nox produced 18 RDs, of which 17 were 

object dislocations. It is possible that this aspect of the input has affected Nox’s production.  

Another possible explanation for the use of object dislocation by not only Nox but also Cat is 

cross-linguistic influence. While Cat’s caregiver used formal speech with canonical word 

order and produced very few non-canonical orders, Cat still produced seven RDs, of which 

five were object dislocations. Cat may have been exposed to caregiver input similar to Nox’s 

when she was in younger grades. Because the two participants are Japanese-BP bilinguals 

and canonical word order in BP is SVO, possible influence from BP word order must be 

carefully considered as well.  

As is discussed in Chapter 2, cross-linguistic influence could happen between Japanese and 

BP because Hulk & Müller’s two conditions for cross-linguistic influence are met, that is,  (1) 

there is a structural overlap at the surface level between the two languages where multiple 

analyses are possible in one of the two languages, and (2) this overlap occurs in the C-domain 

where syntax and pragmatics interact (Hulk & Müller, 2000; Müller & Hulk, 2001). At the 

surface level, Japanese and BP share common characteristics in terms of the agent-patient 

relationship. First, the argument position: The first argument in the sentence is typically the 

subject of the sentence and the agent of the predicate. The object/patient comes after the verb 

in BP, whereas before the verb in Japanese, but the arguments are frequently dropped or 

dislocated to a position following the verb. Second, although the case system is totally 

different between Japanese and BP, case particles are frequently dropped in Japanese.  As a 

result, children learning Japanese are often exposed to SVO or VO with no case particles. 

This fact meets the first condition of cross-linguistic influence. The second condition is also 

satisfied because the reordering of arguments in Japanese is due to discourse pragmatic 

reason. Nakagawa et al. (2008) claim that the information status of the postposed element 

plays an important role in RD constructions. They investigated the actual usage of right-

dislocation utterances in a corpus of spontaneous Japanese produced by two adults. They 

found 47 RD constructions in the corpus and divided them into two types: a single contour 
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type and a double contour type. They then measured the oldness of each postposed element, 

using a measure of ‘referential distance’ (Givón, 1983), and found the following: In the single 

contour type, pitch and intensity are high in the main clause but low in the postposed element, 

and information status is new in the main clause but old in the postposed element. In the 

double contour type, pitch and intensity are high in both the main clause and the postposed 

element, and information status is new for both. In addition, they found instances that convey 

old information with rising pitch. Those include contrast, emphasis, repair, and specifying 

what is said in the main clause. 

Reviewing the object dislocations produced the bilingual children allows us to explore 

whether input or cross-linguistic influence is more likely to have affected the bilingual 

children’s production of the construction. Cat produced five object dislocations, of which two 

were shown as (4.44) and (4.45) in Section 4.2.1, repeated here as  (4.63b) and (4.64) 

respectively. 

 (4.63) a. kore o tsukeyoo to omotteru.  [CJ11.124] 
  this ACC apply-HORT QUOT think-PROG 
  (The girl) is thinking of putting this (toothpaste) on (the toothbrush). 
  
 b. tsuketeru  kore o.      [CJ11.130] 

  apply-PROG this ACC 
  (The girl) is putting this (toothpaste) on (the toothbrush). 
 

In (4.63), Cat was describing a picture card where a girl is putting toothpaste on her 

toothbrush. First, she pointed at the toothpaste and said (4.63a), which has no agent but 

canonical OV order. She, then, tried to remember the word ‘toothpaste’, but could not. So, 

she uttered (4.63b) as if emphasizing that it was the end of this story, and then moved on to 

another card. The postposed kore in (4.63b) seems to be emphasized old information here. 

(4.64) kore wa oboeteru kore.     [CJ01.65] 
 this TOP remember-PROG this  
 This (card), (I) remember this (card). 
 

In (4.64), which is OVO, Cat suddenly remembered the picture card that I had shown her in 

the first recording session. The topic particle wa after the first instance of the object kore 

(this) suggests that she did not remember other cards but did remember that one. She repeated 

the object without a particle after the verb oboeteru (remember) for emphasis.  
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The other three object dislocations in transitive declaratives produced by Cat are shown 

below. 

(4.65) ato san-ko motteru yo masuku. [CJ11.1065] 
 another three-CLS have-PROG SFP mask 
 (I) have three more masks. 
(4.66) tsukattenai yo kore. [CJ11.1169] 
 use-PROG-NEG SFP this 
 (I) don’t use this. 
(4.67) oboeteru yo sore. [CJ03.957] 
 remember- PROG SFP that 
 (I) remember that. 
 
When Cat uttered (4.65), we were talking about the face mask that Cat was wearing. She took 

three more masks out of her bag to show me. She, then, offered to give me one of them and 

said (4.66). Both dislocated objects in (4.65) and (4.66) are the topic we kept talking about, 

thus, old information. Cat uttered (4.67) when we played a game that we had played a while 

ago. She first said, ‘sore oboeteru yo’ in canonical order and then uttered the same thing but 

this time with right dislocation of the object, which is the topic and thus old information. All 

the instances produced by Cat seem discourse appropriate and sound natural. 

Nox produced 17 object dislocations, of which five examples were shown as (4.46), (4.47), 

(4.49), (4.50) and (4.51) in Section 4.2.1, repeated here as (4.68), (4.69), (4.70), (4.71), and 

(4.72), respectively. 

(4.68) Nox aru yo booru.      [NJ07.133] 
 Nox exist SFP  ball  
 Nox has a ball. 
 

(4.68) is SVO. Nox and I were talking about a picture card where three boys are kicking a 

ball in a field. Nox seemed to remember something and suddenly uttered (4.68). Kuno (1978: 

p68) suggests that a postposed element is recoverable, therefore the speaker omits it once, but 

adds it at the end to make the utterance clearer. Kuno’s definition seems applicable to this 

example. 

(4.69) Nox shitteru yo kore.      [NJ02.85] 
 Nox know-PROG SFP this 
 Nox knows this. 
 

Nox said (4.69), which is SVO, soon after I showed him a picture of Minions anime 

characters. It seems that of Kuno’s (1978) generalisation also applies here, as we were 
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looking at the same picture, the postposed element kore was recoverable, but Nox added it at 

the end to make it clearer what he was talking about.  

(4.70) tsuketeru botan.        [NJ12.194] 
 put.on-PROG button  
 (They) are putting a button (on the snow man). 
 

In (4.70), which is an instance of VO, Nox and I were looking at six sequencing picture cards 

about a family making a snowman. Similarly, to the previous example, we were looking at a 

picture together where a girl was putting a black object on a snowman. The postposed 

element was therefore recoverable, but Nox added it at the end to clarify the object. 

(4.71) yuki tsukuteru dango.       [NJ12.245] 
 snow make-PROG ball 
 (They) are making snow, (a snow) ball. 
 

Nox uttered (4.71), which is OVO, when we were looking at a picture where a father and a 

girl are pushing a big ball of snow. The agent is dropped but main clause is canonical OV 

order. Because the first patient is yuki (snow), which is rather abstract, Nox specified what 

was said in main clause (cf. Nakagawa et al. 2008). 

(4.72) tataiteru kotchi to tataiteru kotchi.   [NJ02.62] 
 hit-PROG this.side and hit-PROG this.side 
 (He) is hitting here and is hitting here. 
 

In (4.72), which is OV & OV, Nox tried to describe the difference between two pictures 

where a boy is hitting a drum in one picture but a wooden stool in the other picture. It seems 

(4.72) is an instance of contrast (cf. Nakagawa et al. 2008). Because Nox did not come up 

with the words taiko (drum) and isu (stool), he pointed at the objects on the cards in turn and 

said kotchi (here) as he did so.  

The remaining 12 instances of object dislocations are discussed below. The verbs used here 

were aru (exist), nai (not exist) in (4.73), taberu (eat) in (4.74), tsukuru (make) in (4.75), and 

ireru (put in) in (4.76). 

(4.73) a. dakedo Nox atta yo oni ouchi ni wa. [NJ08.698] 
  but Nox exist-PAST SFP ogre home at TOP 
  But I had the ogre (origami) at home.  
 b. Nox aru yo kooyuu chokoreeto. [NJ09.137] 
  Nox have SFP like.this chocolate 
  I have chocolate like this. 
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 c. Nox aru yo kore. [NJ12.155] 
  Nox have SFP this 
  I have this. 
 d. Nox aru yo kore aru yo kore. [NJ12.161] 
  Nox have SFP this have SFP this 
  I have this (and) this. 
 e. papa sa aru yo teepu. [NJ02.664] 
  Dad FL have SFP cellophane.tape 
  Dad has the cellophane tape. 
 f. Nox nai kore. [NJ05.183] 
  Nox not.exist this 
  I don’t have this. 
 
Nox used the verb aru (exist) with possessive meaning consistently. In adult grammar, all the 

utterances in (4.73) sound unnatural in terms of the choice of verb.3 Adults would use mot-tei, 

in this context, which is progressive form of mot- (have). The progressive morpheme -tei 

changes the meaning of the action verb mot- (hold) to the stative ‘possess’. When we replace 

aru (exist) to mottei (possess), the six utterances in (4.73) make sense in terms of dislocated 

objects, because all the dislocated objects were topics we were talking about. In (4.73a), we 

were looking at the origami instruction paper and found the face of an ogre. I said “oh it 

looks scary”, but Nox uttered (4.73a), showing off that he was not scared at all. The adverbial 

phrase ouchi ni wa (at home) precedes the verb in canonical order, but Nox displaced it as 

well. The topic particle wa signals contrast in the sense ‘not here but at home’. (4.73b) was 

uttered when we were talking about the pictures on the origami instruction paper. Nox 

pointed at each picture one by one and found something similar to what he had. As our 

attention was on the same picture, the omitted object in the main clause was recoverable, but 

Nox added it at the end of the utterance. The utterances (4.73c&d) were accompanied by 

pointing action as we looked at a card where a family was making a snowman. The girl in the 

picture was wearing a woollen beanie, a scarf and gloves. Nox pointed to each of those in 

turn and uttered (4.73c&d). In (4.73e), Nox was searching for the cellophane tape to assemble 

what he intended to make. When I told him that I did not have it with me on that day, he 

uttered (4.73e). The dislocated object was the topic and thus old information. The verb nai in 

(4.73f) is the negative form of aru. We were talking about a fish tank on a card. Nox uttered 

(4.73f) when he was asked if he had pet fish at home.  

 
3 Adult use of aru with possessive meaning is discussed in Section 4.4. 
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(4.74) taberu sakana. [NJ05.303] 
 eat-PROG fish 
 (Nox/our family/our cats) eats fish. 
 
The utterance in (4.74) was a continuation of (4.73f). Nox told me that he did not have pet 

fish at home, and after a little while, he uttered (4.74). With the omitted subject, it is 

ambiguous whether he was talking about himself, his family, or their two pet cats. In adult 

grammar, the subject would have been mentioned somewhere in the conversation, but as far 

as the dislocated object is concerned, sakana (fish) was the topic of the series of utterances 

and thus old information. However, it is difficult to say whether it would be natural for adults 

to postpose the object here, because we were talking about pet fish in the fish tank, not edible 

fish. I feel the topic has shifted too much. However, discourse appropriateness may depend 

on the child's experiences. In Japan, there are many sushi restaurants with live fish tanks, so, 

the picture may remind him of an experience at a restaurant he visited with his family. 

(4.75) a. semi tsukuru ne kaeru. [NJ10.211] 
  cicada make-NON.PAST SFP frog 
  (Nox) will make a cicada, a frog. 
 b. sensee tsukutta kore ne. [NJ10.405] 
  teacher make- PAST this SFP 
  You made this. 
 c. Mollie tsukuru kore. [NJ12.474]  
  Mollie make- NON.PAST this 
  Mollie makes this. 
 
All the utterances in (4.75) were produced when we were folding origami. When Nox was 

looking at the instruction pictures one by one, checking the difficulty level to see which one 

to make, he chose the frog, but said semi (cicada), which was shown next, so he corrected the 

error in (4.75a) by uttering kaeru (frog) in right-dislocated position. In (4.75b), he 

remembered that the one in the instructions had already been made by me. In (4.75c), Nox 

told me that his sister often made origami at home. Before (4.75c), Nox pointed at one figure 

and said, “Mollie kore tsukutta (Mollie made this)”, which is canonical order with past tense. 

After that, he uttered (4.75c), with non-past tense and object dislocation of kore. It sounded to 

me like he was telling me that his sister also liked origami and often made some at home. The 

dislocated object seems to be referring to origami in general rather than the particular one he 

had pointed at. If my interpretation is correct, an adult would probably use origami instead of 

kore as the dislocated object here.  
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(4.76) a. ireta soko ni (.) kore. [NJ09.206] 
  put- PAST there to  this 
  (Nox, Teacher) put this in there. 
 b. Nox wa etto kotchi ireru sore. [NJ12.906] 
  Nox TOP FL here put-NON.PAST that 
  I will put that in here. 
 
In (4.76a), Nox was talking about the origami he had made in the last session while he was 

making something similar. Because he knew that I kept all the origami figures in a bag, he 

was wondering if the one he had made was in the bag. In adult grammar, the dislocated kore 

(this) is not natural because the pronoun kore refers to something near the speaker, not 

something in the bag near the addressee. Adults might say kore ni/to nita mono (something 

similar to this) for the object. The dislocated element is old information because we were 

talking about making something similar before. Nox uttered (4.76b) when he gave up making 

a paper plane in the middle of folding it and started making something else using two origami 

papers. The dislocated object sore (that) was another origami paper, which was on the table, 

and thus recoverable from the context. In adult grammar, ni (to), which marks the direction or 

goal, is used after kotchi, because postpositions are rarely dropped. 

From examining all the RD constructions produced by Nox in detail, it seems that most of the 

object dislocations seem discourse appropriate. It is thus quite difficult to determine which is 

more influential, input or cross-linguistic influence.   

4.3 Use	of	ga	and	wa	

This section focuses on the use of the nominative case particle ga and the topic particle wa by 

the two bilingual children and their caregivers in not only transitive declarative utterances but 

all utterances recorded for this study. It is known that Japanese monolingual children take 

more than three years from the first emergence to acquire these two particles (Clancy, 1985; 

Hatano, 1979; K.Ito, 1990; Sano, 2004; Tahara & Ito, 1985, and many others), which is 

considered to be due to their multiple functions (Kuno, 1973a, 1973b; Kuroda, 2005; 

Nakamura, 2020; Vermeulen, 2008; 2012, and many others). The nominative case particle ga 

follows the subject of transitive and intransitive predicates. It also follows the object of 

transitives that take non-canonical case marking. Moreover, ga signals new information and 

is also used for exhaustive listing. The topic particle wa is typically used for the theme of the 

sentence that is either generic or anaphoric (Kuno, 1973b; p38). Wa also signals contrast. The 
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subject of transitive predicates that select a non-canonical case frame is followed by wa. 

Furthermore, wa is used to mark adverbial phrases as in (4.77). 

(4.77) jaa kyoo wa renshuu ne. [NI02.1261] 
 well/then today TOP practice SFP 
 Well, let’s practice for today. 
 
The next section presents an overview of the use of the two particles ga and wa by the two 

bilingual participants and their caregivers. 

4.3.1 Results	

Use of ga 

Table 4.18 shows the use of nominative particle ga not only in transitive declarative 

sentences but in all the utterances collected for the current study. 

Table 4.18: The use of ga in speech samples for the children and input 
 Cat  Nox  Cat’s input Nox’s input 
Intransitive subject 58  4  62  42  
Transitive subject 33  2  22  16  
Non-canonical object 11  9  7  17  
Existential 46  2  34  11  
WH-word 7  7  8  4  
This is xxx 78  1  0  0  
Inaudible 1 0  0  2  0  
Unclassifiable 2 7  0  0  0  
Total 240  25  135  90  
1 The utterance following the case particle is inaudible and thus cannot be classified. 
2 The nominative particle is used in a context where adult speakers do not normally use it. 
 
The main purpose here is to look at the range of contexts in which the children and their 

caregivers used the nominative case particle ga. The CLAN program was used to count up all 

instances of ga used by the participants and their caregivers and to extract them along with 

the context for the analysis.  

Cat produced a total of 240 nominative case particles in her speech samples and Nox 

produced 25. Cat’s caregiver produced 135, and Nox’s caregiver produced 90. Cat and the 

caregivers frequently used ga on the subject of both intransitives and transitives and on the 

object of non-canonical transitives. They also frequently used ga in existential constructions. 

Nox, on the other hand, rarely used ga for the subjects. Cat's overuse of ‘This is xxx.’ needs 
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an explanation. Because sequencing picture cards were used to elicit children’s utterances, 

Cat was particular about arranging the cards in order. (4.78) illustrates this use.   

(4.78) a. kore ga ichi-ban. [CJ08.24] 
  this NOM one-CLS 
  This is the first (card). 
 b. de kore ga san? [CJ01.313] 
  so this NOM three 
 So, is this three (the third card)? 
 
Cat kept arranging the cards while we were talking about the pictures on the cards. (4.78a) is 

a declarative example of the construction and (4.78b) is interrogative. Cat produced these 

kinds of utterances 78 times throughout the recording sessions, which makes up 32.5% of her 

total use of ga. This use can be seen as an instance of exhaustive-listing (Kuno, 1973b) where 

if the predicate represents a stable state, the interpretation is ‘X (and only X) …’, ‘It is X 

that…’. 

Examples of ga on intransitive subjects produced by Cat are shown in (4.79). The verbs used 

were: a. haeru (grow), b. agaru (stop, used only for rain), c. toreru (come off), d. kuru (come), 

e. hashiru (run), f. suwaru (sit) and tatsu (stand). mitai used in (4.79g) works as a suffix to 

the noun neko (cat) to give the meaning ‘cat-like’. It is normally used with the copula da, 

which is droppable. 

(4.79) a. happa ga sa chotto haeteru ni-ko. [CJ08.24] 
  leaf NOM FL a.litte grow-PROG two-CLS 

  Two leaves are growing a little. 
 b. ame ga agatta yo. [CJ09.927] 
  rain NOM  stop-PAST SFP 
 The rain has stopped. 
 c. booshi ga torechatta.  [CJ12.253] 
  hat NOM  come.off-COMP-PAST 
 The hat has come off. 
 d. obake ga kichau.  [CJ12.488] 
  ghost NOM  come-COMP-NON.PAST 
 A ghost is coming. 
 e. Minions ga hashittete ... [CJ02.236] 
  Minions NOM  run-PROG-AND 
 Minions are running and … 
 f. Erusa ga o-isu ni suwatteru. de Ana ga tatteru. [CJ02.392, 396] 
  Elsa NOM  HON-chair  on sit-PROG and Anna NOM  stand-PROG 
 Elsa is sitting on a chair, and Anna is standing. 
 g. o-mimi ga neko mitai. [CJ12.188] 
  HON-ear NOM  cat like 
 The ears are like (the ears of) a cat. 
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Utterance (4.79a) was produced when looking at the picture where two leaves are sprouting 

after sowing and watering. In (4.79b), Cat glanced out of the window and noticed that the 

rain had stopped. In (4.79c), Cat was describing a picture where a gentleman's hat is blown 

off by the wind. (4.79d) was uttered after Cat described a picture where a girl got separated 

from her mother and was crying in a grocery store. She probably wanted to say that 

something bad was going to happen. (4.79e) and (4.79f) were uttered when Cat was 

describing the actions of anime characters in pictures. In (4.79g), Cat was describing the 

sequencing cards of an artist who was drawing a picture. The first card showed a picture of a 

circle, the second one had an eye added to the circle. With every card, it gradually became 

clearer what kind of picture would be drawn. When Cat looked at the fifth card with one ear 

added, she uttered (4.79g).  

The nominative particles in (4.79) are all used for new information in the sense of Kuroda 

(2005) where a no-topic sentence, when used to make a statement, expresses a thetic-

judgement. Cat described what she noticed and came up with when she first saw a card (4.79a, 

c-g), or when she looked outside (4.79b). 

Nox produced four nominative case particles on intransitive subjects, and the utterances were 

all incomplete as shown below. The brackets after the dots here are used to indicate that the 

predicate was not pronounced by Nox but by me. 

(4.80) a. oni ga … (soto)   [NJ08.729] 
  ogre NOM  (out)   

  The ogres (out). 
 b. o-meme ga … (dekita) [NJ08.937] 
  HON-eye NOM  (finished)  
 (The picture of) eyes (is finished). 
 c. muki  ga … (chigau) [NJ08.1395] 
  direction NOM  (wrong) 
 The direction (of stacked blocks is wrong). 
 d. tataiteru to oto ga … (suru) [NJ02.72] 
  hit-PROG when  sound NOM  (occur)   
 When hitting (the drum), the sound (occurs). 
 
In (4.80a), we were talking about Setsubun, a seasonal event in Japan, where people throw 

soybeans to the ogres (adults wearing ogre's face masks) that represent illness and misfortune, 

while saying the phrase 'oni-wa soto' (ogres out) to rid their home from them. Nox was trying 

to say the phrase when making an origami ogre face but could not remember it. In the verse, 
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the ogre is followed by the topic marker wa, but Nox used ga here. In (4.80b), Nox was 

drawing eyes on the origami ogre. In (4.80c), Nox was stacking up toy blocks of the same 

shape and noticed that some of them were stacked up the wrong way. In (4.80d), Nox was 

describing a picture where a boy is hitting a drum. The particle ga used in all examples in 

(4.80) seems to follow the subject of an intransitive predicate, but Nox ended the utterance 

halfway. Nox generally dropped the nominative case particle, but in these utterances, he used 

ga followed by a pause as if he was waiting for me to add more words to complete, and I 

pronounced the predicates given in the brackets. When I heard not only the noun phrase but 

also the nominative marker following it, I could help the child to make sense. A noun phrase 

without a particle does not provide enough information to infer what the child is trying to 

convey. The nominative marker here seems to play a role in signalling for help to complete 

the sentence.   

Cat also produced unfinished utterances like (4.81).  

(4.81)  ase ga … (deteru)   [CJ07.292] 
  sweat NOM (come.out)   

  Sweat (is coming out)/ You are sweating. 
 
It was a hot day and the room had no air conditioner. When Cat noticed that I was sweating, 

she uttered (4.81) while pointing at me. As with (4.80), I pronounced the predicate given in 

the brackets. These incomplete utterances were included in Table 4.18. 

The caregivers also frequently used ga to mark the subject of intransitives. The four examples 

in (4.82) are from the speech sample of Cat’s caregiver.  

(4.82) a. DVD ga todokimashita.   [CI01.621] 
  DVD NOM arrive-POL-PAST 

  The DVD (of the event) has arrived. 
 b. dooshite kenka ga okichau  no kashira. [CI03.65] 
  why quarrel NOM  occur-COMP Q wonder 
 I wonder why a quarrel occurs. 
 c. o-bentoobako no soko  ni hibi ga haitchatte [CI03.139] 
  HON-lunch.box GEN  bottom in crack NOM occur-COMP-CONT 
 Cracks have occurred in the bottom of the lunch box, and 
 d. fue ga nattara yooi sutaato ne. [CI06.391] 
  whistle NOM  blow-COND ready start SFP 
 When the whistle blows, ready go. 
 
In (4.82a), Cat’s caregiver was announcing the arrival of the DVDs showing events at the 

daycare centre. She uttered (4.82b) while arbitrating the children's quarrel. In (4.82c), she 
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found that a lunch box was cracked because the children had handled their belongings 

roughly when they were preparing to go home. She uttered (4.82d) when announcing the start 

of an activity.  

Examples of the use of ga for intransitive subjects by Nox’s caregiver are shown in (4.83).  

(4.83) a. onaka ga itai?   [NI02.1327] 
  tummy NOM hurt 

  Your tummy hurts? 
 b. are Y-kun ga konai.   [NI03.863] 
  oh (child’s name) NOM  come-NEG 
 Oh, Y-kun is not coming. 
 
 c. hasami ga abunai kara,   [NI07.884] 
  scissors NOM  dangerous because 
 Because the scissors (= head horn of the beetle) are dangerous, 
 
Nox’s caregiver said (4.83a) to a child who did not seem well. While leading the children to 

the morning tea, she noticed that one child was not coming with her and uttered (4.83b). In 

(4.83c), children were watching the beetles donated to the daycare centre. The caregiver said 

(4.83c) to warn the child who tried to touch them. 

As exemplified above, Cat and the two caregivers used nominative ga to mark the subject of 

intransitives frequently, with a wide variety of predicates. These uses seem to correspond to 

functions of ga in Kuno (1973), and Kuroda (2005). According to Kuno, the ga-marked 

subject is either neutral description or exhaustive listing. When the predicate represents action, 

existence, or a temporary state, the ga-marked subject is ambiguous between neutral 

description and exhaustive listing. Kuroda (1965 cited in Kuroda, 2005: p25) maintains that a 

non-topicalised sentence expresses a thetic judgement when it appears with a stage-level 

predicate, and expresses characterization when it appears with an individual-level predicate, 

which is developed as follows: A non-wa sentence, when used to make a statement, expresses 

a descriptive judgement with stage-level as well as individual-level predicates (Kuroda, 2005: 

p26). Like Cat’s utterances in (4.79), Examples (4.82) and (4.83) can be seen as neutral 

descriptions or thetic judgements, where a whole sentence expresses new information. 

For Nox, there were just four instances of ga in intransitives. The utterances were all 

incomplete and ga seemed to be used to prompt me to fill in the predicate.  
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As discussed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, Cat used the nominative ga on subjects of transitive 

declaratives. She also used ga on transitive subjects in other types of sentences: 

(4.84) a. S-san ga yatte.  [imperative] [CJ09.450] 
  (my name) NOM do-IMP 

  S-san (YOU) do (it). 
 b. dareka ga totta n janai? [interrogative] [CJ01.702] 
  someone NOM take-PAST SFP COP-NEG 
 Didn’t someone take (it)? 
 
In (4.84a), we were quizzing each other about the picture cards. After her turn was over, she 

urged me to take my turn at quizzing her. The subject in the imperative is an instance of 

exhaustive listing, as there were two of us, and Cat intended to convey ‘it is you who should 

do it’. Cat uttered (4.84b) when we noticed that the number of toy foods had decreased. 

Indefinite pronouns are typically followed by the nominative particle in Japanese. 

Nox used ga on only two instances of transitive declarative subjects, as discussed in Section 

4.2.1. 

 (4.85) a. mama ga sashite …  [NJ06.237] 
  mom NOM stick-PAST-CONT 

  Mom put (candles) on (the cake), and 
 b. oni ga sawatta no.  [NJ08.695] 
  ogre NOM touch-PAST SF  
 The ogre touched (me). 
 
In (4.85a), we were talking about a picture of a birthday cake and candles. Nox was telling 

that his mother put the candles on the cake. In (4.85b), Nox pointed at the picture of an ogre 

on the origami instruction, and uttered (4.85b) as if the ogre had touched him. There were no 

other instances of ga in transitives for Nox. The nominative particles here sound natural to 

me. They are used for neutral descriptions with action predicates. 

Both children used ga for non-canonical objects, as in the examples below. 

(4.86) a. kore ga ii.   [CJ06.426] 
  this NOM prefer 

  (I) prefer this. 
 b. hana ga mieteru.    [CJ11.664] 
  nose NOM visible-NON.PAST  
 (You) can see my nose./My nose is visible. 
 
In (4.86a), we were playing with finger puppets and toy fruits. Cat pretended to buy some 

fruits and uttered (4.86a). As a transitive predicate with the meaning ‘prefer, ii takes ‘S-wa O-
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ga’ case marking, with the subject ‘I’ dropped here. ii can also function as an adjective 

meaning good. When it is used to express an attribute (quality) of something, (4.86a) could 

be interpreted as ‘This is good’, where kore (this) is the intransitive subject. However, Cat 

uttered (4.86a) in the sense of ‘prefer’ when she picked up the one she liked, which means 

that kore is the object here. (4.86b) was uttered when Cat noticed that the mask she was 

wearing was slipping down and her nose was exposed. This utterance can also be interpreted 

as either intransitive or transitive. When describing something in sight, something that is seen 

naturally, the verb mieru is intransitive and means ‘visible’. In that case, hana (nose) is the 

intransitive subject. When someone who sees something appears with the particle ni/wa/niwa, 

then the verb mieru is a transitive predicate with potential meaning (can see). In that 

interpretation, (4.86) could be seen as a non-canonical transitive where the subject was 

dropped.   

(4.87)  ao ga ii.   [NJ09.23] 
  blue NOM prefer 

  (I) prefer blue (origami paper). 
 
Nox chose blue origami paper and uttered (4.87). As in (4.86a), the predicate ii was used in 

the sense of ‘prefer’ here, because every time before origami, Nox chose one to make from 

the list on the instruction sheet, and he also chose the colour form a bunch of origami papers. 

All nine instances of non-canonical objects produced by Nox were xxx-ga ii (I prefer xxx). 

Examples of ga in existential constructions produced by the children are shown below. In an 

existential construction, both animate and inanimate subjects are typically followed by the 

nominative particle in Japanese.   

(4.88) a. ookii terebi ga aru.  [CJ06.897] 
  big TV NOM exist 

  There is a big TV. 
 b. booshi ga nai.    [CJ11.946] 
  hat NOM not.exist 
 There isn’t the hat. 
 c. kotchi wa Doraemon ga iru. [CJ03.1133] 
  this.side TOP Doraemon NOM exist(animate) 
 (In) this (picture), there is Doraemon. 
 
In (4.88a), Cat was telling me about the shopping mall the family often visited. She was 

looking at a picture of a snowman without a hat and uttered (4.88b). (4.88c) was uttered when 

she was describing the differences between two pictures.  
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(4.89) a. wan-chan ga iru kore. [NJ02.322] 
  doggie NOM exist(animate) this 

  There is a doggie, this. 
 b. dotchi ga iru?    [NJ03.243] 
  which NOM exist(animate)  
 Which is there, (Doraemon or Doramichan)? 
 
In (4.89a), Nox was describing the differences between two pictures. In (4.89b), Nox was 

asking himself about the differences between two pictures. (4.89b) also illustrates the use of 

ga on a WH-word, which is shown next. As shown in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3, Nox 

consistently used the inanimate existential verb aru with possessive meaning, however, here 

he used the animate existential verb iru in the existential construction. 

The nominative ga generally follows the WH-words, dare ‘who’, nani ‘what’ and dore/dotchi 

‘which’ in the subject position and also when they are non-canonical objects. Examples are 

shown below. 

(4.90) a. kore dare ga tsuketa no? [CJ11.261] 
  this who NOM put.on-PAST Q 

  Who put this (on the floor) (Who fixed this to the floor)? 
 b. nani ga?     [CJ12.12] 
  what NOM 
 What? 
 
In (4.90a), Cat was talking about the table. When she noticed that the table was fixed so that 

it wouldn't move, she asked who had done it. Cat said (4.90b), as if it’s nothing after I had 

praised her for singing a song she had learned. 

(4.91)  dore ga ii?   [NJ09.26] 
  which NOM prefer 

  Which (do you/I) prefer. 
 
When Nox was folding origami papers, he first chose the one he wanted to make from the 

instruction pictures, and then he chose his favourite colour paper. (4.91) was uttered every 

time before he started origami.  

Use of wa 

Table 4.19 shows the use of the topic particle wa in all the utterances collected for the current 

study. 
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Table 4.19: The use of wa in speech samples for the children and input 

 Cat  Nox  Cat’s input Nox’s input 
Subject 86  75  32  29  
Object 15  5  15  14  
Topic 23  0  18  15  
Adverbial 55  43  52  22  
N-wa? (how/what about N?) 16  39  10  10  
N-wa WH? 39  0  0  0  
Predicate 0  0  1  0  
Unclassifiable * 2  9  0  0  

Total 236  171  128  90  
* The topic particle is used in a context where adult speakers do not normally use it. 
 
As with ga in Table 4.18, the main purpose here is to look at the range of contexts in which 

the children and their caregivers used the topic particle wa. The CLAN program was used to 

count up all instances of wa used by the participants and their caregivers and to extract them 

along with the context for the analysis.  

As Table 4.19 shows, the topic particle was used on subjects, the objects, topic phrases, and 

adverbial phrases. When an utterance consists merely of a noun phrase marked with wa, it 

functions as “How/What about N?” question with a rising intonation at the end of the 

utterances, represented as ‘N-wa?’ in Table 4.19. ‘N-wa WH?’ stands for utterances where a 

wa-marked noun phrase is followed by a WH-word, yielding a WH-question such as ‘Which 

is N?’  

There was just one instance of wa used in a predicate by Cat’s caregiver (4.92). 

(4.92) nakayoshi-san de suwattereba kitsuku wa nai hazu.  [CI01.166] 
 good.terms-HON on sit-PROG-COND tight TOP NEG should 

 If everyone sits in concessions to each other, it shouldn't be too tight. 
 
This use of topic particle in negation is common in Japanese. The topic particle follows 

adjectives and verbs in the predicate before the negative morpheme. When someone says 

‘kitsuku nai’ without wa between kitsuku and nai, it means ‘it’s not tight’. When wa is used 

between kutsuku and nai like (4.92), it carries the nuance of ‘it’s not tight but it’s not loose’ 

(cf. Backhouse, 2009).  

The utterances in 'Unclassifiable' were isolated noun phrases followed by wa. It seemed that 

the children had wanted to say something, but they probably couldn't come up with the 
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following words and the utterances stopped there. The usage cannot be classified because the 

function of wa could not be inferred from the context. 

The topic particle occurred 236 times in Cat’s speech samples and 171 times in Nox’s. Like 

the ‘This is xxx’ structure, which was discussed in (4.78) below Table 4.18, the ‘N-wa WH?’ 

pattern was frequently used by Cat because she was so keen to arrange the sequencing cards 

in order, so she kept asking ‘what number is this?’ or ‘which is the first card’ (4.93). 

(4.93) a. kore wa nan da kke?   [CJ05.266] 
  this TOP what COP Q 

  What (number) is this? 
 b. nee ichi-ban wa dore?    [CJ05.573] 

  hey one-cls TOP which  
  Hey, which is the first (card)? 
 
Both participants frequently used the topic particle on the subjects. The examples in (4.94) 

are some of Cat’s utterances. 

(4.94) a. tsugi wa kore.     [CJ05.634] 
  next  TOP this  

  The next (card) is this./Next comes this. 
 b. Dokinchan wa  suwattete Baikimman wa  suwattetenai. [CJ02.170] 

   TOP sit-PROG-AND  TOP sit-PROG-NEG 
  Dokinchan is stting (on the swing) and Baikimman isn’t. 
 c. ashita wa yasumi desho?    [CJ03.1211] 

  tomorrow TOP off/holiday COP-Q  
  Tomorrow is a holiday, isn’t it? 
 d. datte usagi wa ninjin …    [CJ12.991] 

  because rabbit TOP carrot  
  Because rabbits (eat) carrots. 
 e. yaoya-san wa koko.     [CJ12.637] 

  vege.shop-HON  TOP here  
  The vege shop is here. 
 f. Cat wa dekiru eego toka.   [CJ06.1279] 

   TOP can.do Englis or.something 
  Cat can speak English or something. 
 
In (4.94a-c), the topic particle wa follows the subject of an intransitive predicate. Cat 

frequently used (4.94a) while arranging sequencing cards in order. Subjects of this type, ‘the 

first is …, the next is…,’ are typically followed by the topic particle. (4.94b) was uttered 

when Cat was describing the differences between two pictures. Here, the topic particle wa 

functions as a contrast marker between the two anime characters: one is sitting while the 

other is not. Before Cat uttered (4.94c), I told her that I would visit her home next Saturday. 
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Cat first asked me, ‘Tomorrow?’ and (4.94c) followed. Tomorrow is the topic, and thus old 

information. In (4.94d), wa follows the subject of a transitive predicate. Cat was trying to 

place a small carrot toy into the mouth of a rabbit puppet. Cat stopped talking halfway but 

was about to say taberu (eat).  This wa-marked subject is the topic of the sentence and 

categorical (cf.  Kuroda, 2005). Cat’s intention was to tell me ‘Talking about the rabbits, they 

eat carrots’. There were many incomplete utterances like this in Cat’s speech sample. In 

(4.94e), Yaoya-san (vege shop) is the subject of a locative predicate. Cat was playing fruit 

and vege shop, thus Yaoya-san (vege shop) is the topic and old information.  (4.94f) 

illustrates non-canonical case marking, S-wa O-ga dekiru (can.do). The subject Cat is 

followed by wa and the object eego (English) would normally be followed by the nominative 

ga, but here it is followed by toka (or something). Cat probably intended to add Spanish, 

because she occasionally spoke Spanish as well. 

The examples in (4.95) illustrate Nox’s use of the topic particle on subjects. 

(4.95) a. Nox wa mikan-guruupu.    [NJ08.345] 
   TOP mandarin-group  

  Nox is in the mandarin group. 
 b. hachi wa abunai.     [NJ11.890] 

  bee TOP dangerous 
  Bees are dangerous. 
 c. sensee wa ao shite ne.   [NJ08.590] 

  teacher TOP blue do-IMP SFP 
  Teacher (You) do the blue (origami) please. 
 d. Bell wa o-uchi ni ita.   [NJ08.590] 

  (pet’s name) TOP HON-home at exist-PAST 
  Bell was at home. 
 e. Mollie wa daisuki MP.   [NJ11.247] 

  (sister’s name) TOP very.fond (pet’s name) 
  Mollie likes MP very much. 
 
In (4.95a), Nox was telling me that he belonged to the mandarin group when the class was 

divided into smaller groups to play together. Nox is the subject of an individual level 

predicate in this sample. (4.95b) was uttered along with examples (4.97a) and (4.97c), when 

we were talking about insects. Here the topic particle again follows the subject of an 

individual level predicate, which denotes a more or less permanent state. In (4.95c), wa 

follows the subject of a transitive sentence with the light verb shite (do), which Nox used to 

ask me to make the blue colour origami. wa signals contrast here because Nox was telling me 

‘I do this, you do that, please’. (4.95d) illustrates the use of wa in a locative utterance where 

Nox was telling me about his pet dog. Bell, the dog, was the topic, and thus old information. 
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In (4.95e), wa follows the subject of a transitive predicate that takes a non-canonical S-wa O-

ga case frame. The object MP (the pet’s name) is dislocated after daisuki (very fond) without 

the nominative particle.  

The following utterances are examples of the use of wa on the object. The utterances in (4.96) 

are from Cat, and those in (4.97) are from Nox. 

(4.96) a. pinku wa tsukatta kedo…    [CJ12.320] 
  pink  TOP use-PAST but  

  I used the pink (origami), but… 
 b. eego atte ne, sore wa  yomenakatta. [CJ01.614] 
  English exist-AND FL it TOP read-POT-NEG-PAST 

  There was the English (part), and (I) couldn’t read it. 
 
In (4.96a), Cat was trying to find a brightly coloured origami, while muttering that she 

remembered that she had used pink paper. The topic particle wa here is contrastive because 

she had used pink paper, but none of the other bright colours. In (4.96b), Cat was talking 

about a book that was written in Japanese and English. She could read the Japanese part but 

could not read the English part. Again, wa seems to indicate a contrastive reading. 

(4.97) a. kemushi wa gomennasai shite fumu no. [NJ11.883] 
  caterpillar TOP I’m.sorry do-and step.on SFP 

  I step on caterpillars after apologizing. 
 b. hachi wa abunai.  [repetition of (4.95b)] [NJ11.890] 

  bee TOP dangerous 
  Bees are dangerous. 
 c. hachi wa funja dame.   [NJ11.896] 

  bee TOP step.on-COND no.good 
  Do not step on a bee. 
 d. sore wa dekinai.     [NJ08.312] 

  that TOP can.do/make-NEG 
  I cannot make that. 
 
The utterances in (4.97a-c) were made in turns. Nox did not like insects, and confessed to me 

that he trampled on caterpillars (4.97a), but he did not do the same to bees (4.97c), because 

bees are dangerous (4.97b). Nox used wa to signal contrast between kemushi (caterpillar) and 

hatchi (bee). In (4.97d) the object sore is followed by wa. The typical non-canonical case 

marking is S-wa O-ga dekiru/dekinai (can do/cannot do). Again, the contrastive reading is 

applicable here. Nox was looking at the origami instruction paper and said, ‘Nox-wa dekiru 

hikooki-wa’ (Nox can make the paper plane), as illustrated in (4.34), whereas sore (that) in 

(4.97d) seemed more difficult than hikooki to make.  
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While Cat also used wa to mark topic phrases (4.98), no such use of wa was found in Nox’s 

language samples. 

(4.98) a. chan wa tsukanai no.    [CJ08.247] 
  HON TOP attach-NEG SFP  

  ‘chan’ is not attached (to the name). 
 b. Porutogarugo de wa sa, chan  tsukanai.  [CJ08.1309] 
  Portuguese in TOP FL HON attach-NEG 

  In Portuguese, ‘chan’ is not attached (to the name). 
 c. ninjin wa kore de  iikana.   [CJ12.994] 
  carrot TOP this HON good-Q 

  As for a carrot, is this OK? 
 d. kono wani wa kono shippo gizagiza ga nai. [CJ02.95] 
  this crocodile TOP this tail jag  NOM not.exist 

  As for this crocodile, this tail is not jagged. 
 
Cat’s utterances in (4.98a) and (4.98b) convey the same thing. In Japanese, a proper name is 

usually followed by a honorific title, for example, chan is typically attached to the first name 

of a child or close friend. Cat was telling me that this does not happen in Portuguese. The 

subject chan also functions as a topic of the sentence here. In (4.98a), the subject chan is 

followed by the topic particle, but in (4.98b), the topic phrase consists of Portuguese followed 

by the postposition de (in) and the topic particle. The topic particle that followed the subject 

chan in (4.98a) was dropped in (4.98b), which is normally retained in adult grammar. In 

(4.98c), Cat was playing with animal puppets and miniature veggies. When she could not find 

a toy carrot, she looked for something similar and used it instead. In (4.98d), Cat was spotting 

differences between two pictures: one where a crocodile had a jagged tail and another of a 

crocodile whose tail had no jagged edges. In her comparison of the two pictures, Cat 

topicalized the crocodile she was pointing to. 

Both Cat and Nox used wa on adverbial phrases. The utterances in (4.99) were produced by 

Cat, and the ones in (4.100) by Nox. 

(4.99) a. sakki wa soo nanjanakatta noni … [CJ07.451] 
  a.little.while.ago  TOP like.that COP-NEG-PAST in.spite.of  

  (It) was not like that a little while ago, but … 
 b. nande kyoo wa yon-biki aru no kore? [CJ08.439] 
  why today TOP four-CL exist Q this 

  Why are there four of these today? 
 c. honto wa san-ko na noni …  [CJ11.972] 
  truth TOP three-CL COP in.spite.of 

  In fact, there are three, but … 
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In (4.99a), Cat was talking about sequencing picture cards where the first card showed a 

picture of sowing and watering and the second card showed two leaves sprouting. Cat uttered 

(4.99a) to describe the change between the two pictures. The topic particle wa follows sakki 

(a little while ago) to form the adverbial phrase. In (4.99b), Cat noticed that the cards 

prepared for that session were not three but four per sequence, and asked me why. kyoo-wa 

(as for today) is the adverbial phrase. Cat used the wrong classifier here, as biki is a classifier 

for counting animals. The correct classifier for the cards would be mai. Cat uttered (4.99c) 

when she found four buttons on the snowman which had three buttons in the other card. 

honto-wa is an adverbial phrase meaning ‘in fact’, ‘to tell the truth’, ‘as a matter of fact’. 

(4.100) a. kyoo wa sensee kore tsukutte ne. [NJ11.370] 
  today  TOP teacher this make-IMP SFP   

  Teacher (You) make this (origami) today, please. 
 b. saisho wa …      [NJ12.691] 
  first TOP  

  At first, … 
 c. ato wa kore.     [NJ08.1435] 

  after TOP this 
  After that, (I want to do) this. 
 
Nox also used wa for adverbial phrases. Kyoo wa (today) in (4.100a) is the same adverbial 

phrase as that used by Cat in (4.99b). Nox asked me to make one origami from the 

instructions for him. In (4.100b), Nox started his utterance with ‘at first’, then interrupted 

himself. Both Cat and Nox frequently produced such utterances that stopped halfway. In 

(4.100c), the topic particle follows ato (after) to form the adverbial phrase ‘after that’. Nox 

wanted to make another origami after finishing the current one.  

The topic particle is frequently used by native speakers to make ‘what/how about xxx?’ 

questions. Cat and Nox also used wa for this type of question, as illustrated in (4.101) and 

(4.102), respectively. 

(4.101) a. nee kami wa?    [CJ08.394] 
  hey  paper TOP   

  Hey, what about the paper? 
 b. jaa tsugi wa?     [CJ12.105] 
  well/then next TOP  

  Well, how about next? 
 c. are shippo wa?     [CJ03.884] 

  oh tail TOP 
  Oh, what about the tail? 
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In (4.101a), Cat asked me about the paper used to hide the number on the back of the card, 

which was removed this time. Cat uttered (4.101b) because she wanted to see another set of 

cards soon and tried to urge me to show her the next set. In (4.101c), Cat was trying to find 

the differences between two pictures. She was checking while pointing at every part she 

could think of, and uttered (4.101c).  

(4.102) a. kore wa?     [NJ04.934] 
  this TOP   

  What about this? 
 b. sensee wa?      [NJ08.474] 
  teacher TOP  

  How about Teacher (you)? 
 c. origami wa?      [NJ09.20] 

  origami TOP 
  How about origami? 
 
In (4.102a), Nox and I were looking at a picture book of anime characters. Nox pointed at 

each one to see how many I knew. In (4.102b), Nox asked me if I would come to his house 

after the day-care centre that day. In (4.102c), Nox wanted to make origami before the routine 

activity (the sequencing cards), so asked me (4.102c).  

4.3.2 Analysis	

This section considers whether the bilingual participants of this study understand the function 

of the nominative particle ga and the topic particle wa, based on the results reported in the 

previous section. Two particles, ga and wa can both occur on subjects and objects. There are 

many studies that discuss the functions of these two particles and how children acquire them.  

According to Kuno (1973b), the particle ga has functions other than nominative marking. The 

nominative particle signals either ‘neutral description’ or ‘exhaustive listing’. When a ga-

marked subject (S-ga) appears with stative predicates, it can only be ‘exhaustive listing’, 

whereas when S-ga appears with active predicates, the possible reading is either ‘neutral 

description’ or ‘exhaustive listing’. Kuno (1973a) added that ga is used for new information, 

whereas the topic marker is used for old (given) information which is shared among the 

interlocutors. While the topic particle does not indicate the grammatical relation of the 

arguments, it appears quite frequently on the subject or the direct object of the sentence. 

When this is the case, the topic marker replaces the nominative particle or the accusative 

particle. Kuno (1973b) listed two uses, ‘thematic’ and ‘contrastive’, and argued that ‘themes’ 

must be anaphoric or generic, while a non-anaphoric, non-generic noun phrase can be 
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‘contrastive’. Tateishi (1989) also suggested that a wa-marked subject of the individual-level 

stative predicate is a topic, whereas a wa-marked subject of the stage-level stative predicate is 

contrastive.  

Kuroda (2005) claims that a wa-topicalised sentence expresses categorical judgement (p25), 

whereas a non-topicalised sentence expresses a thetic judgement when it appears with a 

stage-level predicate, and expresses a characterization when it appears with an individual-

level predicate (1965 cited in Kuroda, 2005: p25). He further develops this as follows: A non-

wa sentence, when used to make a statement, expresses a descriptive (thetic) judgement with 

stage-level as well as individual-level predicates (p26).  

Cat used the nominative particle ga and the topic particle wa in various contexts. She used ga 

for new information and wa for old information. She used ga in the existential construction. 

She marked the objects of non-canonical transitive predicates with ga. She knew the 

contrastive use of wa and used the particle appropriately on subjects and objects in 

contrastive contexts. She used ga on WH-words in the subject position, and wa for ‘what/how 

about’ questions. She also used wa to mark topic phrases and adverbial phrases. 

Nox rarely used ga. He used ga most frequently (nine times) for the object of transitives with 

non-canonical case marking, but those were all instances of the ‘xxx-ga ii’ (I prefer xxx) 

structure without a subject. With regard to the topic particle wa, Nox demonstrated his 

knowledge of the contrastive use of wa on both subjects and objects. He asked questions by 

combining a noun phrase with wa, and he used wa on adverbial phrases.  

Nox did not use wa to mark topic phrases, but he did produce an interesting ungrammatical 

utterance which suggests that he did have some understanding of the use of wa as a marker of 

topics and old information. The picture cards shown in Figure 4.6 were used to elicit 

utterances from Nox in (4.103). 
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Figure 4.6: 3-sequencing cards used to elicit Nox’s utterances in (4.103a) and (4.103c) 

 

(4.103) a. wanwan totta.      [NJ04.60] 
  doggie take-PAST   

  The doggie took (the stick). 
 b. wanwan wa nani o totta no?  [INV] 
   doggie TOP what ACC take-PAST Q 

   What did the doggie take? 
 c. wanwan totta wa boo.     [NJ04.66] 
   doggie take-PAST TOP stick 

   The doggie took (TOP) a stick. 
   (possible interpretation A) The doggie took the stick. 
   (possible interpretation B) What the doggie took was the stick. 
 
We were looking at the cards in Figure 4.6. In (4.103a), Nox described the third card without 

the object. I asked him what the dog took (4.103b) and he replied with (4.103c). The first two 

words were a repetition of (4.103a), followed by the topic particle and the noun boo (stick). 

Although this utterance is ungrammatical in adult grammar, it is likely that Nox was targeting 

one of two possible structures, corresponding to interpretations (A) and (B) above: (A) when 

the topic particle wa and the object boo (stick) with the accusative particle o are placed 

between wanwan (doggie) and tottta (took), it results in canonical SOV order ‘wanwan wa 

boo o totta’ (The doggie took the stick). (B) when there is a ga between wanwan (doggie) and 

totta (took) and the nominaliser no appears after the verb totta (took), it results in a free 

relative functioning as the subject, ‘wanwan ga totta no’ (what the doggie took). 

Interpretations (A) and (B) both work well as answers to question (4.103b). In the case of (A), 

the grammatical structure would have exactly the same word order as the question (4.103b), 

with the wh-word nani replaced by the object boo (stick), and wanwan (doggie) as the subject 

and topic of the sentence. For (B), the whole question is topicalized and repeated as the 

subject of the sentence, with the nominative particle ga used on the subject of the relative 

clause in adult grammar. Nox’s utterance (4.103c) is intriguing because it seems to represent 

a developmental stage where Nox is acquiring the use of the topic particle, that is, Nox was 

already aware that wa is used for the topic and old information.  
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4.4 Discussion	

The previous sections looked at the bilingual children’s production data along with input 

from their caregivers, to investigate Japanese acquisition in Japanese-BP bilingual children in 

terms of word order and morphological case marking. The focus in Section 4.2 was on the 

transitive declarative utterances to examine word order, argument and case particle realisation. 

Section 4.3 looked at the use of ga and wa in various contexts to examine whether the 

bilingual children could distinguish the different functions of these particles. This section 

looks at how the word order and particle use by the bilingual children compares to 

monolingual usage and considers possible effects of input and cross-linguistic influence on 

the acquisition of Japanese by the bilingual children. For this purpose, I will first discuss 

relevant findings from Section 4.2and 4.3 and then take a closer look at object right-

dislocation and possessive and existential constructions. 

The bilingual children’s production data revealed that they rarely used SOV order in 

transitive declarative sentences. Verb-only utterances made up almost 50% of the total of 

transitive declarative sentences for Cat and 30% for Nox. OV utterances without an overt 

subject made up nearly 40% of transitive declaratives for Cat and 20% for Nox. SOV 

utterances were only 2.7% for Cat and 6.7% for Nox. These results were quite similar to the 

caregivers’ input. The caregivers of the bilingual children also produced verb-only and OV 

utterances quite frequently. These characteristics of the input data were also quite similar to 

the maternal input in Rispoli (1991). However, there were differences in the use of case 

particles between the two caregivers. Cat’s caregiver produced more case particles on realised 

arguments than Nox’s caregiver and the parents in Rispoli (1991). Nox’s caregiver, on the 

other hand, produced argument-dislocation after the verb more frequently than Cat’s 

caregiver, which will be discussed later in this section in relation to the object-dislocations 

produced by the bilingual children. Cat produced both the nominative and accusative 

particles more frequently than her caregiver on realised arguments, whereas Nox rarely 

produced either particle. These results are in line with the findings of previous studies on 

monolingual acquisition. Fujimoto (2008) investigated the order of case particle emergence in 

their corpus based studies and found that the nominative particle ga and topic wa appeared at 

around the second birthday followed by the accusative particle o in all corpora, but it seemed 

to take a long period of time for children to make use of these particles in an adult-like way. 

At the same time, however, the production data showed that children used the particles 
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without error. Children tended to drop the case particles until they have fully acquired their 

use (Clancy, 1985; Fujimoto, 2008; Hatano, 1979; Matsufuji, 2018; Tahara&Ito, 1985). In 

terms of the use of ga and wa in various contexts, the bilingual children in the current study 

seemed to understand the functions of the two particles and made use of them without errors. 

Cat used ga for new information, and wa for old information and contrastive reading. 

Although Nox mostly dropped ga, he seemed to understand the difference in function 

between the two particles, as shown by examples in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Fujimoto claims 

that monolingual children hypothesise that ga is linked to the formation of statements, 

especially existentials, and wa to questions about descriptions (2008, p260). The bilingual 

children in this study also used wa to ask questions. Overall, the results in Section 4.2 and 4.3 

are in line with previous studies on monolingual acquisition, which suggests that the bilingual 

children in this study are on track for acquisition of Japanese word order and particle use. 

Two constructions produced by the bilingual children merit closer examination for possible 

effects of input and cross-linguistic influence: object-right dislocation and aru-possessives.  

Although the basic word order of Japanese is SOV, arguments can appear in non-canonical 

position after the verb, as shown in both the children’s production data and their caregivers’ 

input. This means that the bilingual participants have the chance to hear VO ordering of 

Japanese outside the home. At the same time, they are exposed to BP, whose basic word order 

is SVO, when interacting with their family at home. The VO utterances produced by the 

bilingual children raise the question whether the children already understand the basic word 

order of Japanese and learned from input how to manipulate the word order to fit the 

discourse context, or whether they are still acquiring the Japanese basic word order and are 

producing VO order under the influence of the BP input. A review of all the declarative 

transitives with object dislocation and canonical case frames produced by the two participants, 

suggests that the use of non-canonical word order by the bilingual children is generally 

discourse appropriate (see Section 4.2.3). When not only declaratives with canonical case 

marking but all transitive utterances are considered, Cat produced seven more object 

dislocations, Nox produced 22 more, and Nox’s caregiver produced nine more object 

dislocations. Examples of these are shown in (4.104)-(4.106) below. For each set of examples, 

(a) is imperative and (b) is interrogative, respectively. 
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(4.104) a. akete me. [Imperative] [CJ07.342] 
  open-IMP eye 
  Open (your) eyes. 
 b. miteru  Cat? [Interrogative] [CJ08.150] 
  look.at-PROG  
  Are (you) looking at Cat (me)? 
 
Cat uttered (4.104) when we played a game where one person hides something while the 

other closes their eyes. In (4.104a), Cat allowed me to open my eyes. The dislocated object is 

the topic because we kept saying me akete/tsumutte (open/close eyes).  In (4.104b), Cat 

checked whether I was keeping my eyes closed. The dislocated object Cat is the topic, 

because it was Cat’s turn to hide something. 

 (4.105) a. misete kore.  [Imperative] [NJ12.16] 
  show-IMP this 
  Show (me) this. 
 b. Nox dekiru  kore?  [Interrogative] [NJ09.107] 
   can.make this 
 Can Nox (I) make this? 
 
In (4.105a), Nox initially refused to talk about the sequencing cards and insisted on origami, 

but then changed his mind and uttered (4.105a). The dislocated object kore (this) refers to the 

sequencing card, which is the discourse topic. When we were looking at the origami 

instructions, Nox usually asked me if the one he chose was easy for him to make by himself. 

He uttered (4.105b) while pointing at the one he wanted to make, so the dislocated object is 

the topic. 

 (4.106) a. haite [kore] [pantsu] [hoikuen no].  [Imperative] [NI05.946] 
  put.on-IMP this pants daycare.centre GEN  
  Put on, this, the pants, (which belongs to) the daycare centre. 
 b. kaketa  kana otokonoko? [Interrogative] [NI02.339] 
  draw-POT.PAST Q boy  
  Were you able to draw the boy? 
 
In (4.106a), which is an instance of a VOO imperative, a child took off her dirty clothes after 

playing outside. Nox’s caregiver presented the child with the daycare centre pants and urged 

her to wear them. The object kore (this) is displaced after the verb and repeated in the form of 

the common noun pantsu (pants). In canonical word order, hoikuen no (daycare centre’s) 

must precede pantsu (pants), but this sequence is also displaced after pantsu (pants). The 

accusative particles were dropped for both kore (this) and pantsu (pants). (4.106b) illustrates 

a VO interrogative used by Nox’s caregiver to ask the children if they could draw the boy. 
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All right-dislocated objects found in transitive utterances in this study are the discourse topics, 

and thus old information. This ties in with the observations in existing studies on Japanese 

right dislocation constructions, for example, Nakagawa (2016) and Nakagawa et al. (2008) 

claim that the information status of the postposed element in the single contour type is old, 

and right-dislocation is also used to convey contrast, emphasis, repair, and specifying what is 

said in the main clause. Kuno (1978) suggests that a postposed element is recoverable but is 

added to make the utterance clearer. 

How about influence from BP? If the utterances produced by the two children were translated 

into BP, the word order looks the same as in Japanese object right-dislocation structures, as 

shown in (4.107) and (4.108).  

(4.107) a. Abra seus olhos. [BP - Imperative]  
  open-IMP your eyes 
  Open your eyes. 
 b. Você está olhando para Cat? [BP - Interrogative]  
  you be-PRES look-GER to  
 Are you looking at Cat? 
(4.108) a. Me  mostra isso.  [BP - Imperative]  
  me  show-IMP this 
  Show me this. 
 b. O Nox pode fazer isso?  [BP - Interrogative]  
  the can-PRES make-INF this 
  Can Nox make this? 

(Translated by Evelyn Goncalves Jeronimo, personal communication. June 1, 2022) 
 
Examples (4.107) and (4.108) are the BP counterparts of (4.104) and (4.105). For the 

imperatives, Japanese (4.104a) and (4.105a) and BP (4.107a) and (4.108a) show the same VO 

order. In BP, the possessive pronoun, seus (your) appears with the object in (4.107a), and the 

indirect object pronoun me (me) appears before the verb in (4.108a). If we add watashi-ni 

(me-DAT, to me) in Japanese example (4.105a), it would come before the verb, resulting in the 

same word order as BP (4.108a). In both languages, the word order to ask questions is 

basically the same as in declaratives, just using a rising intonation at the end of the utterances. 

In Japanese, the question particle optionally follows the verb. BP (4.107b) requires more 

independent function words than its Japanese counterpart (4.104b), namely the subject 

pronoun você, the auxiliary verb estar followed by the main verb with -ndo ending (gerund) 

to express progressive, and the preposition para before the object. However, as far as the 

position of the object Cat is concerned, it appears after the verb in both the Japanese example 

and its BP translation. BP (4.108b) looks more similar to its Japanese counterpart (4.105b). 
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Although there are two verbs in the BP version, conjugated poder (can) and infinitive fazer 

(make), and the definite article appears before Nox, the subject and object appear in the same 

positions as in Japanese (4.105b). As the examples illustrate, the two languages differ in 

terms of the verb morphology and subject-verb agreement system, but the position of the 

arguments is quite similar between BP and Japanese utterances with object right-dislocation.  

Monolingual children acquiring Japanese also produce utterances with right-dislocated 

objects. Sugisaki (2005) investigated utterances produced by two monolingual children aged 

between 2.4 and 3.0 in CHILDES to determine whether the head-final parameter is already 

set in these children. Sugisaki found 38 (S)VO and 518 (S)OV transitive utterances in one 

child, and 43 (S)VO and 252 (S)OV transitive utterances in another child. In keeping with 

adult grammar, none of these involved dislocation of direct-object wh-words. Sugisaki 

interpreted the results as evidence that young monolingual children already know that OV is 

the canonical order. 

The discourse appropriate production by the two participants and similarities to caregiver 

input would seem to suggest that the two bilingual children in this study have already 

acquired the basic word order of Japanese and were also able to manipulate word order 

according to discourse context, like the monolingual children in Sugisaki (2005). However, 

there is no decisive evidence to exclude the possibility of cross-linguistic influence. 

Another phenomenon that warrants closer examination is the use of the existential verb aru 

(exist) in possessive constructions. Nox consistently used aru (exist) in possessive utterances 

with the object dislocated after the verb, as shown in (4.46) in Section 4.2.1 and (4.73) in 

Section 4.2.3, repeated here as (4.109a-g) with the dislocated object in bold.   

(4.109) a. Nox aru yo booru.      [NJ07.133] 
 Nox exist SFP  ball  
 Nox has a ball. 

 b. dakedo Nox atta yo oni ouchi ni wa. [NJ08.698] 
  but Nox exist-PAST SFP ogre home at TOP 
  But I had the ogre (origami) at home.  
 c. Nox aru yo kooyuu chokoreeto. [NJ09.137] 
  Nox exist SFP like.this chocolate 
  I have chocolate like this. 
 d. Nox aru yo kore. [NJ12.155] 
  Nox exist SFP this 
  I have this. 
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 e. Nox aru yo kore aru yo kore. [NJ12.161] 
  Nox exist SFP this have SFP this 
  I have this (and) this. 
 f. papa sa aru yo teepu. [NJ02.664] 
  Dad FL exist SFP cellophane.tape 
  Dad has the cellophane tape. 
 g. Nox nai kore. [NJ05.183] 
  Nox not.exist this 
  I don’t have this. 
 
In all the examples in (4.109), the existential verb aru or its negative form nai is used to 

convey possessive meaning, with the possessor in the subject position and the dislocated 

object after the verb. 

In BP, the possessive verb ter (have) can also appear in existential constructions (Avelar, 

2009; Callou & Avelar, 2013). The four examples below are extracted from Avelar (2009; 

160). 

(4.110) a. Dentro do armário tem várias calças.  [existential] 
   inside of-the closet have several trousers 
  There are several trousers in the closet. 
  b. Tinha um documento na carteira. [existential] 
   had a document in-the wallet 
  There was a document within the wallet. 
(4.111) a. Ele/Ela tem várias calças dentro do armário.  [possessive] 
   he/she has several trousers inside of-the closet 
  (S)he has several trousers in the closet. 
  b. Ele/Ela tinha um documento na carteira. [possessive] 
   he/she had a document in-the wallet 
  (S)he has a document within the wallet. 
 
When the subject position is filled with locative elements (4.110a) or null (4.110b), the verb 

ter receives an existential interpretation. When the sentence has an overt noun phrase subject, 

as in (4.111a&b), the verb ter is interpreted as possessive. It is possible that the fact that BP 

uses the same verb for both existential and possessive meanings may have prompted Nox to 

analyse the Japanese verb aru (exist) as a counterpart of ter (have) and use it in both 

existential and possessive meanings. Comparing the examples in (4.109) and (4.111), we 

notice that positioning of the subject and object relative to the verb is exactly the same. The 

subject (possessor) is at the beginning of the sentence followed by the verb aru/ter, and the 

object (possessee) follows the verb. 
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In Japanese, we also find uses of the existential verb aru (for inanimate) /iru (for animate) 

with possessive meaning in adult conversations (Tomioka, 2007; Tsujioka, 2002). However, 

in the construction used by adults, the subject (possessor) is typically followed by the locative 

particle ni and the object (possessee) is followed by the nominative particle ga, as shown in 

(4.112).  

(4.112) a. John ni ie ga aru. [from Tsujioka 2002, 30] 
    LOC house NOM exist-NON.PAST 
   John has a house. 
  b. Haha ni shiraga ga  aru.  [from Tomioka 2007, 882] 
    mother LOC gray.hair NOM exist-NON.PAST 
   My mother has grey hair. 
  c. John ni musume ga  iru.  [from Tsujioka 2002, 30] 
     LOC daughter NOM exist-NON.PAST 
   John has a daughter. 
 
The authors divided the aru-possessive into three categories. (4.112a) expresses alienable 

possession, (4.112b) illustrates inalienable possession, one kind of part–whole relation, and 

(4.112c) involves a kinship relation. The word order is S- LOC O-NOM V (aru/iru). Adult 

speakers can reorder the object after the verb naturally in certain contexts when the object is 

the topic. Matsufuji (2017) questioned whether the examples of aru-possessives in existing 

studies really sound natural and investigated the naturalness of Japanese possessives using 

questionnaire survey answered by 160 university students. Matsufuji found that when the 

possessor is human and the possession is a concrete physical object, motteiru (have) sounds 

more natural than aru-possessives. Iori et al. (2012) (as cited in Matsufuji, 2018, p19) claim 

that the aru-possessive is typically used when the possession is an abstract attribute (eg, 

‘talent’, ‘passion’) rather than a concrete object. As a native Japanese speaker, I would 

generally use motteiru (have) to express alienable possession, which raises the question how 

often the children would encounter sentences like (4.112a) in Japanese input from adult 

speakers. 

While Cat did not use the verb aru with possessive meaning at all, there was one instance of 

aru (exist) with possessive meaning in input from Cat’s caregiver. 

(4.113) nanka iya na koto ga atta no A-chan wa?  [CI02.140,144] 
  something unpleasant COP thing NOM exist-PAST Q A-chan TOP 
 Did A-chan have anything unpleasant? / Was there anything unpleasant for A-chan? 
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This utterance involves subject dislocation, resulting in OVS order. The caregiver was asking 

a crying girl if something was wrong. The subject A-chan is dislocated after the verb and 

question particle, which is followed by the topic particle wa instead of locative ni (see 

Tomioka 2007 for the use of the topic particle on the subjects in this construction). The 

nominative particle follows the object iya na koto (something unpleasant).  

As illustrated in (4.112) and (4.113), adult speakers of Japanese use the existential verb 

aru/iru with possessive meaning, and it is possible that the bilingual children in this study 

have been exposed to this kind of input from adults or their monolingual peers. Matsufuji 

(2018) investigated the acquisition of Japanese possessives in monolingual children. The 

study used two methodologies: (i) observation of spontaneous production of two children 

(one from 0;0-6;11 and the other from 1;2-5;0) in the existing corpus in CHILDES, and (ii) 

an experimental study that involved elicited production where the investigator told a story to 

the children aged between 2;8 and 6;1 using two constructions, ‘S-ni/wa/niwa O-ga aru 

(exist)’ and ‘S-ga/wa O-o motteiru (possess)’, and asked the child to retell ‘who possesses 

what’ to a soft toy. Matsufuji found from spontaneous production observation that 

monolingual children started to use aru-possessives at two years old without particles but did 

not use the verb motteiru (possess) during the observed period. The experimental study 

revealed the following: (i) children older than 5;1 could imitate the motteiru (possess) 

sentences, (ii) children older than 5;9 could attach the particle niwa to the possessor in the 

aru-possessives, (iii) four- or five-year-old children tended to use motteiru (possess) even 

when they heard aru-possessives, and (iv) four- or five-year-old children tended to drop or 

use wa on the possessor in the S-niwa O-ga aru constructions. Matsufuji’s study indicates 

that young monolingual children also prefer the verb aru (exist) to the verb motteiru (possess) 

in possessives. However, Matsufuji’s study did not provide information on the input the 

monolingual children were exposed to. 

With regard to the object dislocation in this construction, my data do not provide any 

evidence for an effect of input, as there was only one instance of possessive aru in the 

caregivers’ input, which was OVS, not SVO. Nox may have assumed from Japanese input 

that the verb aru can be used in the same way as the BP verb ter, but there is no decisive 

evidence for or against input effects or cross-linguistic influence. 

I understand that there are considerable limitations to my study. The participants are only two 

children, and adult language samples were collected from only one senior caregiver for each 
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child. The observation period was only a year, from 4;3-5;2 for Cat, and 3;6-4;5 for Nox. 

Because monolingual children’s language samples were not collected as part of this study, I 

have no equivalent monolingual dataset to compare the two bilingual children to. In order to 

identify cross-linguistic influence, it would be necessary to carry out a more extensive 

analysis, which compares the results obtained in this study with data from monolingual peers 

(e.g., Paradis & Navarro, 2003). This study did not have access to data that could confirm 

whether monolingual Japanese children exhibit similar patterns or not. The characteristics of 

the production data of the participants in this study are not necessarily representative of the 

language characteristics of other Japanese-BP bilingual children. The same applies to the 

input data. Studies of caregiver input are less common than studies of parental input at home. 

Differences between caregivers’ input in the group care facility and parental input at home is 

worth investigating further. The two participants were also exposed to input from other 

caregivers and their peers. Most of their peers in the daycare centre were Japanese 

monolinguals. The power of peer input must not be underestimated (cf. Cekaite & Björk-

Willén, 2013; Nance, 2019). Moreover, mere exposure in the community is likely to have an 

effect on acquisition as well (cf. Oh et al., 2020). Effects of peer input and exposure to the 

community language would be interesting areas to investigate in future research.   

4.5 Chapter	conclusion	

In the field of the bilingual first language acquisition, there are a lot of studies that investigate 

the acquisition of heritage languages, but the current study focuses on the acquisition of the 

community language by two bilingual children. The input the two participants were exposed 

to was primarily Japanese spoken in their daycare centre, where two or three caregivers 

looked after approximately 20 children. Since opportunities for one-on-one interaction 

between caregivers and children at the daycare centre were limited, the quality and quantity 

of the Japanese input could never be the same between Japanese monolingual children and 

the bilingual children in this study. In this chapter, the speech samples of two caregivers who 

were in charge of taking care of the bilingual participants in this study was compared with 

maternal input in Rispoli (1991). The input in this study and in Rispoli seem to resemble each 

other in terms of argument ellipsis and the use of case particles. The comparison of input also 

revealed differences between the two caregivers: the caregiver who was taking care of 

younger children omitted arguments, dropped case particles, and used right dislocation 
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constructions more frequently than the caregiver who was in charge of older children. The 

results suggest that the bilingual children in this study were on track for acquisition of 

Japanese word order and case and topic particles. Two constructions produced by the children, 

object right-dislocation and the use of an existential verb in possessives, were examined more 

closely for possible evidence of input effects and cross-linguistic influence. While both 

children used the object dislocation constructions, only the younger participant used the 

existential verb with possessive meaning. Only the older participant showed overuse of the 

nominative particle. All instances of object right-dislocation were discourse appropriate, yet 

there is no decisive evidence to exclude the possibility of cross-linguistic influence from the 

SVO word order of Brazilian Portuguese. My findings suggest that the use of right 

dislocation constructions in bilingual acquisition of Japanese may be influenced by frequency 

in caregiver input as well as cross-linguistic and developmental factors. With regard to the 

use of the existential verb in possessive utterances with object dislocation, the word order is 

quite similar to the BP counterpart at the surface level, with the possessor in the subject 

position and the dislocated object after the verb. Without data on the frequency of this 

construction in the input, it is hard to determine which is more influential, input or cross-

linguistic influence. 
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5 Structured	data	elicitation	

Chapter 4 presented findings from the spontaneous speech samples to investigate the use of 

Japanese word order and case particles by the bilingual children. Their production data was 

compared with caregiver input and some structures were considered in more detail for 

possible influence from BP. In this chapter, the children’s perception of various word orders 

and case and topic particles are examined by experimental method. Section 5.1 explains the 

purpose and issues surrounding the structured data elicitation. Section 5.2 describes the 

methodology adopted in this study, and Section 5.3 presents the results. Section 5.4 discusses 

the implications of the experimental findings, and Section 5.5 concludes the chapter. 

5.1 Introduction	

The purpose of the structured data elicitation was to investigate whether the bilingual 

children make use of Japanese morphological case markers and the topic particle for 

interpreting the agent-patient relationship in the same way as monolingual children. As 

particle ellipsis and constituent drop frequently happen in colloquial Japanese, language 

samples will not necessarily provide evidence for the full extent of the children’s active and 

passive grammatical knowledge of case and topic marking in different word order 

configurations.   

There are many studies on case marking and word order acquisition in Japanese that 

examined how children identified the agent and the patient in various types of transitive 

sentences (see Table 5.1). 
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Table 5.1: List of the major existing studies relevant to the current study 
Studies Constructions tested Method Age 
Hayashibe (1975) Scrambling (SOV, OSV) Act-out 3;1 - 5;8 
Sano (1977) Cleft sentences 

(subjects and objects) 
Act-out 3;3 - 6;8 

Hakuta (1982) Scrambling (SOV, OSV) 
(actives and passives) 

Act-out 
 

2;3 - 6;2 

Otsu (1994b) Scrambling (SOV, OSV) Act-out 3;1 - 4;11 
T. Ito (1990) Topicalisations (wa-ga) 

Contrastive readings (ga-wa) 
Act-out 4 - 6, 8, 10, 12 

Sano (2004) Scrambling (SOV, OSV) 
Topicalisations (wa-ga) 

Act-out 3 - 6 

Murasugi and Kawamura (2005) Scrambling (SOV, OSV) 
Passives 

Act-out 2 - 6 

Dansako and Mizumoto (2007) Cleft sentences 
(subjects and objects) 

Picture selection 3;1 - 6;7 

Suzuki (2007) Constituent ellipses (SV, OV) Picture selection 
(motion picture) 

3;8 - 6;5 

Suzuki (2011) Relative clauses 
(subjects and objects) 

Picture selection 5;1 - 6;8 

Suzuki (2012) Scrambling (SOV, OSV) Picture selection 
(computer screen) 

5;9 - 6;7 

 
Although there are some differences in findings of these studies listed above, the general 

indications seem to be that acquisition of the nominative-accusative (ga-o) contrast and 

nominative-topic (ga-wa) contrast tends to be completed by the age of 6.  

Shirakawa (2013) investigated Japanese-English bilingual children’s comprehension of case 

marking in six types of transitive sentence. She replicated the experimental method of 

previous studies and employed a picture selection task. The participants were 34 children 

aged between five and eleven years who had been raised in a one-person one-language 

environment in an English dominant community. The responses of the children in 

Shirakawa’s (2013) study were different from those reported in studies of monolingual 

children. Many of the Japanese-English bilingual children interpreted the agent-patient 

relationship based on word order in the object-initial types of transitive sentences, treating the 

initial noun phrase as the agent. This finding pointed to cross-linguistic influence from 

English on Japanese as a possible explanation for the difference between the bilingual 

children in Shirakawa (2013) and monolinguals. The constructions concerned satisfy the two 

conditions for cross-linguistic influence proposed by Hulk and Müller (2000) and Müller and 

Hulk (2001), because (i) English and Japanese overlap at the surface level in terms of the 

agent position in a canonical sentence and the possessive structure, and (ii) the problematic 

structures involved the interface between syntax and pragmatics in the C-domain. One thing 

that should be noted here is that, although in some previous studies, test sentences were 

preceded by a discourse context, the children in Shirakawa (2013) were not given any 
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preceding discourse context. The reason for this was that the children in Shirakawa (2013) 

were aged five and older. Findings from the studies in Table 5.1 indicate that Japanese 

monolingual children aged five and older respond reasonably accurately to the nominative-

accusative contrast comprehension tasks without context. However for young children under 

five, context seems to play an important role in interpreting transitive sentences with non-

canonical word order. 

Among the existing studies in Table 5.1, Otsu (1994b) is considered a ground-breaking work 

that highlighted the importance of context in children's interpretation of OSV orders. Otsu 

raised questions about Hayashibe’s (1975) experiments, where both canonical SOV sentences, 

as in (5.1a), and their scrambled counterparts, as in (5.1b), were presented to the children 

without any preceding context. The participants in Hayashibe were 30 children between 3:4 

and 5;11. Seven of the children interpreted the agent and patient relationship in line with the 

adult grammar, ten children interpreted the first noun in scrambled OSV sentences as the 

agent, and the remaining 13 children responded randomly or did not manipulate the toys in an 

expected way. Hayashibe concluded that the results are evidence that there is a period of 

development where children are overreliant on the word order cue for agent-patient 

relationships before they acquire case particles. Otsu replicated Hayashibe (1975) with the 

discourse context in (5.2a) and the demonstrative sono ‘the’ added in stimuli such as in (5.2b), 

based on the hypothesis that scrambling is possible when the scrambled object is a discourse 

topic and functions as a bridge (Masunaga, 1983). 

(5.1) a. Kame-ga ahiru-o osu 
  turtle-NOM duck-ACC push 
  ‘A turtle pushes a duck.’ 
 b. Ahiru-o kame-ga osu 
  duck-ACC turtle-NOM push 

 ‘(lit.) A duck, a turtle pushes.’  (Hayashibe, 1975: 5) 
(5.2) a. Kooen-ni ahirusan-ga i-mashi-ta 

park-at duck-NOM exist-POL-PAST  
‘There was a duck in a park.’  

 b. Sono ahirusan-o kamesan-ga oshi-mashi-ta  
the duck-ACC turtle-NOM push-POL-PAST  

 ‘(lit.) The duck, a turtle pushed.’ (Otsu, 1994b: 256)  
 

The results (Table 5.2) show that the rate of target responses from 12 children between 3;1 

and 4;11 was quite high (43 out of 48) when they were given an appropriate discourse context 

plus sono, but not when no context or sono was provided, suggesting that even three-year-old 
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children have a knowledge of scrambling and make use of it when there is an appropriate 

discourse context.  

Table 5.2: The results of Otsu (1994b) 
Group Age OSV Success number/Total token 
Without context 3;1-4;11(N=12) 22/48 
With context & sono 3;1-4;11(N=12) 43/48 
 
The studies of Sano (2004) and Suzuki (2007) provide further evidence for the importance of 

context. Sano (2004) investigated comprehension of scrambling as well as object 

topicalization (5.3b). The 50 participants aged between three and six were divided into two 

groups: Group A was given a simple introduction of names of animals as shown in (5.3a), 

followed by the stimulus as in (5.3b). Goup B was first given a discourse context as in (5.4a), 

and then the stimulus sentences with the demonstrative sono ‘the’ on the first noun (5.4b), in 

keeping with Otsu (1994b).  

(5.3)  a. Zou, kaeru, buta-ga i-masi-ta. Sosite, 
elephant frog pig-NOM be-POL-PAST and  
‘There were an elephant, a frog, and a pig. And,’  

 b. Buta-wa zou-ga ketobashi-masi-ta.  
pig-TOP elephant-NOM kick-POL-PAST 

 ‘(lit.) The pig, the elephant kicked.’  
 
(5.4)  a. Zou, kaeru-ga i-masi-ta. Sokoe, buta-ga yatteki-masi-ta. 

elephant frog-NOM be-POL-PAST there pig-NOM come-POL-PAST  
‘There were an elephant, and a frog, and there came a pig.’  

 b. Sono buta-wa zou-ga ketobashi-masi-ta.  
the pig-TOP elephant-NOM kick-POL-PAST 

 ‘(lit.) The pig, the elephant kicked.’ (Sano, 2004: 2)  
 
There were clear differences between the two groups in the success rates for interpreting 

scrambling and object topicalization (see Table 5.3). The children in Group B showed high 

success rates for both sentence types. In contrast, the children in Group A performed poorly 

for scrambling and even worse for topicalization.  
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Table 5.3: The results of Sano (2004) - % target responses 
Group Age (number, mean) Canonical SOV Scrambling OSV Topicalization OSV 

A 
No discourse context 

No demonstrative 

3 (N=2, mean 3;9) 100.0% 62.5% 37.5% 
4 (N=7, mean 4;6) 78.6% 50.0% 28.6% 
5 (N=7, mean 5;5) 96.4% 74.1% 57.2% 
6 (N=9, mean 6;3) 94.3% 75.0% 61.1% 

Group A average 92.3% 65.4% 46.1% 

B 
Discourse context and  

demonstrative 

3 (N=2, mean 3;10) 87.5% 75.0% 75.0% 
4 (N=7, mean 4;5) 89.3% 85.7% 82.1% 
5 (N=7, mean 5;6) 100.0% 92.9% 100.0% 
6 (N=9, mean 6;3) 97.2% 100% 100.0% 

Group B average 93.5% 88.4% 89.3% 
 
Sano (2004) concluded that the discourse context and the demonstrative sono are necessary 

for target interpretation of the object topicalization. Although it is not clear whether the 

higher success rate for Group B is due to the context or demonstrative or the combined 

presence of both context and demonstrative, as a native speaker of Japanese, I find it more 

natural to use the demonstrative when the discourse context is present.   

Suzuki (2007) tested the comprehension of transitive sentences in which only one of the 
arguments was overt: null objects as in (5.5b), and null subjects as in (5.6b). The participants 
were 24 children between 3;7 and 5;7. The children were presented with a total of 20 test 
sentences: 10 SV null object types and 10 OV null subject types, half with the kind of context 
shown in (5.5a) and (5.6a), and half without context. Single-argument transitives are common 
in colloquial Japanese. The argument that appears in the immediately preceding context is 
dropped in the stimuli because the dropped argument is the topic and the old information, 
which is typically omitted in adult conversation (see Givón, 1983 for a discussion of zero 
anaphora and referential distance).  

(5.5)  a. Yama-ni lion-ga i-mashi-ta. Suruto, 
mountain-at lion-NOM exist-POL-PAST then  
‘There was a lion on the mountain. Then,’  

 b. Koara-ga e oshi-mashi-ta.  
 koala-NOM push-POL-PAST 
 ‘A koala pushed (the lion).’  

 
(5.6)  a. Yama-ni koara-ga i-mashi-ta. Suruto, 

mountain-at koala-NOM exist-POL-PAST then  
‘There was a koala on the mountain. Then,’  

 b. e raion-o oshi-mashi-ta.  
lion-ACC push-POL-PAST 

 ‘(The koala) pushed a lion.’ (Suzuki, 2007: 66)  
 
The results are shown in Table 5.4. With the discourse context, the success rates for OV were 

close to the success rates for SV. This suggests that even the younger children have some 
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knowledge of the nominative-accusative contrast, but they may not be able to apply the 

knowledge in one-argument sentences without the discourse context.  

Table 5.4: The results of Suzuki (2007) - % target responses 
Group (age range, number) SV 

Without context 
SV 

With context 
OV 

Without context 
OV 

With context 
Group 1 (3;8-4;5, n=12) 65.0% 63.3% 38.3% 60.0% 
Group 2 (4;7-5;6, n=12) 83.3% 85.0% 61.7% 76.7% 

 
Another issue that Suzuki pointed out is a possible ‘bias’ for the children’s agent 

interpretation of the single argument. Suzuki questioned why the effect of context was seen 

only in the OV structures (see Table 5.4), and interpreted this as evidence for ‘agent bias’ in 

young children who are still in a developmental process of acquiring the case particles (for 

more detailed discussion of agent bias, see (Cohn & Paczynski, 2013; Goldberg, 2006; 

Robertson & Suci, 1980). A transitive sentence must have two participants: an agent and a 

patient. One-argument transitive sentences in isolation lack such participant information, and 

young children tend to interpret the one argument as an agent if they are not able to pay 

attention to the case particle that follows the only argument. According to Suzuki, the 

responses to OV structure without discourse context by the children in Group 1 may have 

been influenced by the agent bias effect, and do not reflect children’s grammatical knowledge. 

Suzuki postulates that the discourse context eliminated the agent bias and revealed the 

children’s linguistic competence. 

Kim et al. (1995) argued that for some children, context may actually interfere with the 

interpretation of SOV structures, and the type of context used in Otsu (1994b) may be overly 

favorable to the OSV interpretation. The canonical transitive word order of Korean is SOV, 

but Korean also allows scrambling and uses nominative and accusative case particles just like 

Japanese. Kim et al. (1995) replicated Otsu (1994b) and investigated 68 Korean monolingual 

children (aged two to eight) using a picture selection task designed to compare the children’s 

performance on SOV and OSV sentences with and without context, as shown in (5.7). With 

the context, the initial noun in the stimulus sentence is modified by the demonstrative i (5.7c). 

The children were presented with a total of 16 test sentences: 8 SOV types and 8 OSV types 

(half without context and half with context). The results are shown in Table 5.5. The numbers 

are mean scores out of four. 
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(5.7)  a. Koyangi-lul thokki-ka ssutatum-e.  [without context] 
  cat-obj rabbit-subj pat 
  (lit.) The cat, the rabbit is patting (it).   (Kim et al., 1995: 691) 

b. Yeki namca iss-e. thinthunha-ci.   [with context] 
here boy exist look strong  
Here is a boy. He looks strong, doesn’t he? 

 c. I namca-lul yeca-ka nemetuly-e.  
this boy-obj girl-subj knock down 

 (lit.) The boy, the girl knocks down (him). (Kim et al., 1995: 692)  
 

Table 5.5: The results of Kim et al. (1995) – mean scores out of 4 
Age group (n) SOV w/o Context SOV w Context OSV w/o Context OSV w Context 

2 (n=9) 1.44 2.0 1.56 2.0 
3 (n=10) 1.6 1.3 1.9 1.6 
4 (n=9) 2.0 1.78 2.2 2.56 
5 (n=10) 3.2 3.4 2.5 3.2 
6 (n=10) 3.1 3.4 1.9 3.6 
7 (n=10) 3.6 3.8 1.6 3.4 
8 (n=10) 4.0 3.7 2.0 3.6 

 
The 3-year age group has a lower mean score for both SOV and OSV with context, and the 4 

and 8-year age groups have a lower mean score for SOV with context. The authors focused 

on the results obtained from the 4-year age group, who performed statistically significantly 

better on OSV with context than on SOV with context. They argued that context works to 

make the OSV sentence as natural as the SOV sentence, and they concluded that the type of 

context used in the study may help children acquiring the case system to interpret OSV 

sentences. 

Dansako and Mizumoto (2007) examined Japanese children’s comprehension of two types of 

cleft constructions, subject cleft as in (5.8b) and object cleft as in (5.9b), in relation to case 

particle acquisition and the use of contexts such as (5.8a) and (5.9a). To obtain target 

interpretation, children are required to pay attention to the case particle attached to the 

sentence-initial noun phrase. Note that there was no demonstrative on the sentence-initial 

noun phrase in these stimuli, because Dansako & Mizumoto seemed to focus on the effect of 

context and the demonstrative is not obligatory. 70 children between 3;1 and 6;7 were divided 

into two groups: one group was given the preceding context as in (5.8a) and (5.9a), while the 

other was not. 
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(5.8)  a. Dareka-ga butasan-o oshi-teiru-yo. 
someone-NOM pig-ACC push-PROG-SFP  
‘Someone is pushing a pig.’  

 b. Butasan-o oshi-teiru-no-wa ushisan da-yo. 
 pig-ACC push-PROG-who-TOP cow be-SFP 
 ‘It is a cow who is pushing the pig.’  
 

(5.9)  a. Nekosan-ga dareka-o oshi-teiru-yo. 
cat-NOM someone-ACC push-PROG-SFP  
‘A cat is pushing someone.’  

 b. Nekosan-ga oshi-teiru-no-wa umasan da-yo.  
cat-NOM push-PROG-who-TOP horse be-SFP 

 ‘It is a horse who the cat is pushing.’ (Dansako & Mizumoto, 2007: 112)  
 
The results are shown in Table 5.6. When the children were presented with the test sentence 

plus context, even the younger children’s target responses for subject clefts increased to about 

90%. However, three and four-year-old children’s target response rate to object clefts was 

about 50%, regardless of whether they appeared with or without context, which indicates that 

context works has a different effect for subject cleft and object cleft constructions. The results 

also suggest that young children aged three and four not only did not take advantage of the 

context when interpreting object cleft constructions, but also did not make use of case 

information. 

Table 5.6: The results of Dansako & Mizumoto (2007) - % target responses 
Group Age (number) Subject cleft Object cleft 

Without context 

3 (n=8) 23/32 (71.8%) 16/32 (50.0%) 
4 (n=9) 29/36 (80.5%) 20/36 (55.5%) 
5 (n=11) 41/44 (93.1%) 27/44 (61.3%) 
6 (n=6) 21/24 (87.5%) 24/24 (100.0%) 

With context 

3 (n=6) 22/24 (91.6%) 11/24 (45.8%) 
4 (n=9) 32/36 (88.9%) 15/36 (41.7%) 
5 (n=13) 50/52 (96.2%) 41/52 (78.8%) 
6 (n=8) 29/32 (90.6%) 32/32 (100.0%) 

 
Dansako & Mizumoto considered their findings from the perspective of information structure 
and working memory capacity. In the cleft constructions, the sentence initial subordinate 
clause followed by the topic marker is the old information, e.g. Nekosan-ga oshi-teiru-no-wa 
‘who the cat is pushing’ in (5.9b). In the case of object clefts like (5.8b), the agent noun 
phrase in the subordinate clause, i.e. Nekosan ‘cat’ in (5.9b), is followed by the nominative 
marker ga. When the nominative case marker appears in a matrix clause, it signals that the 
subject conveys new information (Kuno, 1972), but when the nominative case marker 
appears in a subordinate clause, this is not necessarily the case. Dansako & Mizumoto 
pointed out the possibility that this property of the nominative case marker confused the 
young children still in the developmental process of acquiring the case particles. Dansako & 
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Mizumoto also argued that it is not so much age but working memory capacity that 
influences the children’s comprehension in relation to the use of context. If a child’s working 
memory capacity is small, they cannot retain much information. It is possible that such a 
child can no longer retain information in the initial clause of the object cleft sentence when 
they have finally heard the matrix clause, and thus the only noun phrase in the working 
memory is interpreted as an agent.  

Mizumoto (2011) conducted a listening span test to measure children’s working memory 
capacity, and a picture-selection task to investigate their comprehension of subject and object 
cleft sentences with and without context. The context and stimulus sentences were the same 
as in Dansako & Mizumoto (2007). The participants were 100 Japanese children between 4;4 
and 6;3. They were divided into three groups on the basis of the listening span test. The 
results of the picture selection task are shown in Table 5.7. The numbers are percentages of 
non-target responses. 

Table 5.7: The results of Mizumoto (2011) - % non-target responses 

Working memory capacity Subject cleft 
without context 

Subject cleft 
with context 

Object cleft 
without context 

Object cleft 
with context 

Low (n=24) 26.79% 25.00% 41.07% 37.50% 
Mid (n=57) 25.00% 11.61% 35.34% 22.32% 
High (n=19) 7.50% 0.00% 17.50% 11.11% 

 
For children with relatively high working memory capacity (Mid and High groups), the 

percentage of target answers increased with the availability of contextual information, 

whereas for the children in the Low group, context did not have much effect on 

comprehension, suggesting that children with low memory capacity are not able to retain 

contextual information in their working memory.  

From the results of these existing studies, it seems plausible to say that discourse context and 

the demonstrative sono plays an important role in children’s correct interpretation of various 

types of transitive sentence, but agent bias, appropriateness of the context, and working 

memory capacity also have an impact on children’s comprehension.  

5.2 Methodology	

In order to assess the bilingual children’s grammatical knowledge of case morphology and 

word order, a picture selection task was employed. While many early studies discussed in 

Section 5.1 used an act-out task, picture selection has several advantages. Firstly, children 

tend to look at a visual image that is consistent with an auditory stimulus (Hirsh-Pasek & 
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Golinkoff, 1998; Kim et al., 1995). Secondly, a picture selection task requires minimum 

physical activity, whereas in act-out, children have to pick up and manipulate toys provided 

based on their interpretation of the stimulus (Kim et al., 1995). Thirdly, invalid responses 

would be minimized. In act-out, it may not always be clear what the child is intending to do 

(Hayashibe, 1975; T. Ito, 1990; Otsu, 1994b). In addition, act-out requires visual recording of 

the participants’ actions to be able to look back and re-consider them for analysis later. 

For the picture selection task in this study, which is based on Shirakawa (2013), the children 

were told that they would be playing guessing games in Japanese with me. They were asked 

to select one of two pictures that matched the story I told them. In the pictures, several animal 

characters such as a dog, a cat and a lion were involved in actions such as ‘pushing’ and 

‘kicking’. There were two versions of the task: one where the stimulus sentence was 

presented without any context or demonstrative (henceforth ‘without demonstrative’, or 

‘w/o_d’) and one with a context consisting of a simple verbal introduction of animals 

involved in the action (an agent, a patient, and a target of comparison for stimulus sentences 

including the topic particle wa) coupled with a picture of these animals and the demonstrative 

sono on the first noun phrase of the stimulus (henceforth ‘with demonstrative’, or ‘w_d’). In 

the picture selection task without demonstrative, the children were given the stimulus 

sentence without any additional information (cf. Section 5.2.2.3). In the task with 

demonstrative, the stimulus sentences were presented with a preceding simple list of animals 

and a matching picture (cf. Section 5.2.2.4). The reason why two versions of the task were 

tested is thatSano (2004) highlighted the importance of context and the demonstrative sono 

on the first noun phrase for the interpretation of OSV structure. As introduced in Section 5.1, 

Sano tested two kinds of context: For his Group A, the animals were just listed and there was 

no demonstrative on the topicalised object in the stimulus sentence. For his Group B, the 

context introduced one animal as the most recently mentioned topic, and the topicalised 

object in the stimulus sentence appeared with the demonstrative. Sano’s Group B achieved a 

higher success rate, but it was not clear whether this was due to the context or demonstrative 

or the combined presence of both context and demonstrative. In this study, I tried to clarify 

whether the demonstrative would help children’s interpretation. For that reason, the preceding 

context in this study is a simple list of animals, as in Sano’s (2004) ‘no context’ condition in 

(5.3a), but the first noun phrase in the stimulus sentence appears with the demonstrative sono. 

Another difference from Sano’s study is the use of picture support. Sano employed an act-out 

paradigm and did not use visual information. Stickers were used to keep a record of the 
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children’s responses. The elicitation sessions involving this picture selection task took place 

four times over the period of a year: twice without demonstrative and twice with 

demonstrative. Each session took less than a half hour per child. The procedure will be 

explained in more detail in the following sections. 

5.2.1 Participants	

Cat and Nox who participated in the longitudinal study completed the tasks four times over 

the period of a year. In the warm-up period, the investigator tested children’s receptive and 

productive knowledge of the Japanese terms for the animals and actions used in the pictures. 

As mentioned in Section 5.2, there were two versions of the picture selection task: one just 

provided the stimulus in isolation without a demonstrative (w/o d), and the other presented 

the stimuli with a list of animals and the demonstrative sono (w d). The tasks were 

administered four times over the period of one year during recording sessions of Japanese 

interaction between the child and the investigator, always in the same room at the day-care 

centre attended by the child. The bilingual children’s ages when they completed the tasks are 

shown in Table 5.8.  

Table 5.8: Age of child when completing picture selection tasks (years;months.days)  
Participant 1st task 

w/o d 
2nd task 
w d 

3rd task 
w/o d 

4th task 
w d 

Cat 4;3.18 4;4.24 5;1.23 5;2.21 
Nox 3;6.21 3;7.25 4;4.23 4;5.19 
 
In addition, 32 Japanese monolingual children who attended the same day-care centre as Nox 

were recruited to participate in the task as a control group. First, 20 monolingual children 

(Group A) participated in the task once without demonstrative and once with a list of animals 

and demonstrative a week later. Another 12 monolingual children (Group B) were recruited 

after the children in Group A had completed the task in both conditions, because it seemed 

that many children in Group A were not just doing but also thinking about the tasks the 

second time round. Some children changed their choice many times while looking at me. 

Some asked me what was the difference between the first and second tasks, or why they had 

to do the same tasks twice. Some worried that their first performance had been unsatisfactory. 

In addition, there were children who seemed to learn from their experience in the first task 

and utilize this in the second task (cf. Houston-Price & Nakai, 2004 for familiarity effect). I 

therefore recruited the 12 children in Group B to complete the task only in the condition with 

the preceding list of animals and the demonstrative. 
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The age groups, average and median age in months, and number of boys and girls in each age 

group are shown in Table 5.9.  

Table 5.9: Age and number of  monolingual children in Group A and B 
Group Age group (years) Average (months) Median (months) Boys Girls Total 
A 3 43.6 45 2 3 20 

12 boys 
8 girls 

4 52.2 52 4 1 
5 64.6 65 4 1 
6 75.8 76 2 3 

B 3 46.7 45 1 2 12 
2 boys 
10 girls 

4 55.0 56 0 3 
5 61.0 60 1 2 
6 77.7 78 0 3 

 
The picture selection tasks were administered in a separate room at the day-care centre. The 

information sheet and consent form for Japanese parents, the information sheet and assent 

form for monolingual children, and the information sheet and consent form for the principal 

at the day-care centre attended by the monolingual children can be found in Appendix B. 

5.2.2 The	procedure	of	picture	selection	

The picture selection task was carried out at the day-care centre. Each child was tested 

individually in a separate room. The caregivers and other children were not in the same room 

at the time of the task. The tasks were preceded by a warm-up time to create a relaxed 

atmosphere and to test the child’s receptive and productive knowledge of the Japanese terms 

of the animals and actions used in the pictures. All the conversation between the investigator 

and the child was in Japanese. Each elicitation took about 15 minutes without demonstrative, 

and 20 minutes with demonstrative. For the bilingual children, the procedure was recorded 

using audio and visual recording devices, which are the same devices used for longitudinal 

speech sample collection: Sony HDR-CX420 Handycam Digital HD Video Camera Recorder 

that was the main device as the audio-and-video recorder, and Sony ICD-

PX820 Digital Voice Recorder for backup as the voice recorder. The portable audio-and-

video recorder was set on the floor with a tripod, and the voice recorder was put on the table 

near the target child. With regard to the procedure for monolingual children, the parents and 

principal did not permit audio and visual recording because of confidentiality, but the 

paradigm was implemented identically to that with the bilingual children and results were 

recorded manually by leaving the sticky notes on the pictures when the page was turned (all 

the stimulus pictures used in the task were in a book format) and then making a note of each 

response after the session. 
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The purpose of the structured data elicitation was to explore how the child interprets the 

agent-patient relationship in the six clause types (A) - (F) in Table 5.10 (N1 = the agent; N2 = 

the patient).  

Table 5.10: The six types of stimulus sentence used in picture selection task 
Sentence type (abbrev) Construction Word order 
Type A (SOV) Canonical transitive [N1-ga N2-o V] 
Type B (SV) Object ellipsis [N1-ga  V] 
Type C (OV) Subject ellipsis [ N2-o V] 
Type D (OSV) Scrambling [N2-o N1-ga V] 
Type E (wa-ga) Object topicalization [N2-wa N1-ga V] 
Type F (ga-wa) Contrastive reading [N1-ga N2-wa V] 
 
The child was presented with two pictures where two animals are involved in the same 

actions but with reversed roles in the second picture (Figure 5.1). The child was asked to put 

a sticky note on the picture out of the two that matched the sentence the investigator read in 

Japanese. 

Figure 5.1: Example of pictures used in the picture selection task 

 
In the first and the third tasks, the child was not given a list of animals or demonstrative. The 

reason for this is that the absence of the list of animals and demonstrative allows us to see 

more clearly whether or not the child uses the case-marking cue to interpret the agent-patient 

relationship. The noun followed by the nominative marker ga is the agent; the noun followed 

by the accusative marker o is the patient. In sentence types A, B and F, the first noun is the 

agent, but in sentence types C, D and E, the first noun is the patient. This means that word 

order is not always a reliable cue. Without the demonstrative, the case particle is the only cue 

to the target interpretation of sentence types C, D and E. In the second and the fourth tasks, 

the child was given a list of animals and demonstrative to examine whether this would 

improve the accuracy of the responses. Children decide the picture that match 
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The procedure followed in the picture selection task is explained in more detail below. 

5.2.2.1 Phase	1	-	Familiarization	

Prior to the experimental phase, the investigator made sure the child knew the Japanese terms 

for all the animals and actions that were used in the picture selection task. The eight animals 

shown in Figure 5.2-a – a dog, a cat, a lion, a monkey, a tiger, a panda, a rabbit and a mouse – 

were presented together in a picture, as were the four actions in Figure 5.2-b – os ‘push’, 

tatak ‘hit’, ker ‘kick’ and kam ‘bite’. I selected animals that children are likely to encounter 

frequently (in picture books, encyclopedias, zoos, etc.) and that are easy to distinguish from 

each other. These transitive verbs can take animate subjects and objects, and thus allow an 

exchange of roles. The protocol for familiarization is given in  (5.10)-(5.13). 

Figure 5.2: The eight animals and four actions used in the picture selection task 

  
a. Eight animals b. Four actions 

  
 (5.10) To confirm productive knowledge of the Japanese terms for the animals  
 Investigator: Kore-wa nan-desu-ka? (pointing at the dog in Figure 5.2-a) 
  this-TOP what-POL-Q 
  ‘What is this?’ 
 Child: Inu. 
  dog 
  ‘A dog.’ 
 Investigator:  So desu-ne. 
  right POL-SFP   
  ‘That is right.’ 
 
(5.11) To confirm receptive knowledge of the Japanese terms for the animals  
 Investigator: Neko-wa dore-desu-ka?  
  cat-TOP which-POL-Q 
  ‘Which is the cat?’ 
 Child: Kore. (pointing at the cat in Figure 5.2-a) 
  this 
  ‘This (is the cat).’ 
 Investigator:  So desu-ne. 
  right POL-SFP   
  ‘That is right.’ 
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(5.12) To confirm productive knowledge of the Japanese terms for the actions  
 Investigator: Nani shi-teru-no? (pointing at ‘pushing’ in Figure 5.2-b) 
  what do-ASP-Q 
  ‘What is (this) doing?’ 
 Child: (Inu-ga) (neko-o) osh-iteru. 
  dog-NOM cat-ACC push-ASP 
  ‘(The dog) is pushing (the cat).’ 
 Investigator:  So desu-ne. 
  right  POL-SFP   
  ‘That is right.’ 
 
(5.13) To confirm receptive knowledge of the Japanese terms for the actions 
 Investigator: Ke-tteiru e-wa dore-desu-ka?  
  kick-ASP picture-TOP which-POL-Q 
  ‘Which is the picture of kicking?’ 
 Child: Kore. (pointing at ‘kicking’ in Figure 5.2-b) 
  this 
  ‘This (is the picture of kicking).’ 
 Investigator:  So desu-ne. 
  right  POL-SFP   
  ‘That is right.’ 
  
To ensure that the child had both receptive and productive knowledge of the Japanese terms 

for the animals and actions,  (5.10) and (5.11) were repeated for each of the 8 animals, and 

(5.12) and (5.13) were repeated for each of the 4 verbs. The investigator then introduced the 

picture selection task to the child as a guessing game.	

5.2.2.2 Phase	2	–	Practice	

After the familiarization phase, the child was given the opportunity to practice the picture 

selection task. The investigator explained what the child was expected to do using the verbal 

instructions given in (5.14). 

(5.14) Instruction 
Investigator: Futatsu-no e-o mite kudasai. Totemo mijikai ohanashi-o shimasu. 
  Yoku kiite, docchi-no e-no ohanashi ka kangaete kudasai. 
  Siiru-o totte, eranda e-no ue-ni hatte kudasai ne. 
 
  ‘Please look at two pictures. I will tell you a very short story. 
  Listen carefully and guess which picture the story is about. 
  Pick up the sticky note, and put it on the picture you choose.’  
 

Next, the child was shown the two pictures given in Figure 5.3. In the left picture, a dog is 

running in a park, while in the right picture a dog is sleeping in a park. Then the investigator 
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said the practice sentence shown in the protocol in (5.15). An intransitive verb was used for 

practice so as not to bias the child’s responses in the actual data collection phase. It was also 

to ensure the child could easily understand the task. 

Figure 5.3: Pictures used for practice in the picture selection task 
 

 

 
(5.15) Protocol for the practice sentence (intransitive) 
 Investigator: Inu-ga kooen-de hashi-ttei-ru-yo. Docchi kana? 
   dog-NOM park-in run-ASP-PRES-SFP which Q 
   ‘A dog is running in a park. Which one?’ 
 Child: (the child puts a sticky note on the left picture in Figure 5.3.) 
 Investigator:  yoku deki-mashi-ta 
   Well do-POL-PAST   
   ‘Well done!’ 
 
The child was not given the correct answer even if s/he made a mistake. The investigator 

responded ‘well done’ no matter what the child’s answer was.  

5.2.2.3 Phase	3	–	Data	collection	without	the	demonstrative	

After the practice, the data collection was carried out. The procedure was recorded using 

audio and visual equipment. Each of the six types of transitive sentence as in Table 5.11 was 

tested with each of the four verbs, os ‘push’, tatak ‘hit’, ker ‘kick’ and kam ‘bite’, and with 

different animal combinations. The order of the stimuli was always ‘push’ (A > B > C > D > 

E > F) > ‘kick’ (A > B > C > D > E > F) > ‘hit’ (A > B > C > D > E > F) > ‘bite’ (A > B > C > 

D > E > F) so that the conditions were the same for the two children.  All the stimulus 

sentences and pictures can be found in Appendix I. 
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Table 5.11: Sentence types and stimulus sentences using the verb ‘push’ 
Sentence type Stimulus sentence 

Type A (SOV) Canonical transitive sentence 
Inu-ga usagi-o os-itei-ru-yo 
dog-NOM rabbit-ACC push-ASP-PRES-SFP 
A dog is pushing a rabbit. 

Type B (SV) Object ellipsis 
Neko-ga os-itei-ru-yo 
cat-NOM  push-ASP-PRES-SFP 
A cat is pushing (object ellipsis).  

Type C (OV) Subject ellipsis 
Inu-o os-itei-ru-yo 
dog-ACC push-ASP-PRES-SFP 
(subject ellipsis) is pushing a dog. 

Type D (OSV) Scrambling 
Neko-o saru-ga os-itei-ru-yo 
cat-ACC monkey-NOM push-ASP-PRES-SFP 
(lit.) A cat, a monkey is pushing. 

Type E (wa-ga) Topicalizing OSV 
Inu-wa tora-ga os-itei-ru-yo 
dog-TOP tiger-NOM push-ASP-PRES-SFP 
(lit.) As for a dog, a tiger is pushing (it). 

Type F (ga-wa) Contrastive SOV 
Panda-ga neko-wa os-itei-ru-yo 
panda-NOM cat-TOP push-ASP-PRES-SFP  
A Panda is pushing a cat (no other). 

 
An example of the picture pairs that were used in the tasks is shown in Figure 5.4. The 

position of the target picture (right or left) was randomized for each stimulus sentence prior 

to the data collection, and the target pictures were presented in the same position to all of the 

children. The combination of animals was also selected so that all of the animals would 

appear sometimes as agents and sometimes as patients. The pictures were put in the plastic 

pockets in a clear binder in the same order as the stimuli. The binder was put on the table in 

front of the child so that the child could easily put the sticky note on the picture that they 

selected. The investigator turned the pages. 

Figure 5.4: Example of pictures used in the picture selection task 

 
The investigator presented the stimulus sentences following the protocol exemplified in 

(5.16). After reading the stimulus sentence, the investigator waited for the child’s response by 

looking at the child until the child put the sticky note on one of the pictures. If the child did 

not respond for a while or looked bewildered, the investigator asked the child if s/he wanted 

to hear the sentence again. The investigator repeated the sentence up to three times if the 

child asked. After the child selected one picture using the sticky note, the investigator 
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responded with yoku deki-mashi-ta ‘well done’, regardless of whether the child had picked 

the appropriate picture or not. The investigator turned the page and repeated the protocol.  

(5.16) Protocol for the test of Type A (SOV) with the picture in Figure 5.4 
 Investigator:  Inu-ga usagi-o os-itei-ru-yo. Docchi kana? 
  dog-NOM rabbit-ACC push-ASP-PRES-SFP which q 
  ‘A dog is pushing a rabbit.’ ‘Which (picture is it)?’ 
 Child: (the child puts a pink sticky note on a picture.) 
 Investigator: yoku deki-mashi-ta 
  well do-POL-PAST 
  ‘Well done!’ 
 
5.2.2.4 Data	collection	with	the	demonstrative	

The basic procedure was exactly the same as that of data collection without the demonstrative, 

except that the investigator introduced a simple list of animals as in (5.17) while showing a 

picture as in Figure 5.5 prior to the protocol (5.18). The animals on the list were always 

introduced in order from left to right. There is no relationship between the order in which the 

animals appear on the list and the target response. 

(5.17) The simple list of animals for testing Type E (wa-ga) with the picture in Figure 5.5. 
 Investigator:  Hora inu-to raion-to tora-ga i-masu.   
  look dog-and lion-and tiger-NOM exist-POL.PRES 
  ‘Look, there are a dog, a lion, and a tiger.’ 
 

Figure 5.5: Example of pictures used when presenting the context in (5.17) 

 

 
(5.18) Protocol for the testing Type E (wa-ga) object topicalisation with demonstrative 
 Investigator:  Sono tora-wa inu-ga os-itei-ru-yo. Docchi kana? 
  the tiger-TOP dog-NOM push-ASP-PRES-SFP which q 
  ‘The tiger, the dog is pushing (it).’ ‘Which (picture is it)?’ 
 Child: (the child puts a pink sticky note on a picture in Figure 5.6) 
 Investigator: yoku deki-mashi-ta 
  well do-POL-PAST 
  ‘Well done!’ 
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Figure 5.6: Example of pictures used for (5.18) 

 

Note that the demonstrative sono ‘the’ precedes the noun tora-wa ‘tiger- TOP’ in the stimulus 

sentence in (5.18). As explained in Section 5.2, this study tried to clarify whether the 

demonstrative helps children’s interpretation. For that reason, the preceding context is just a 

simple list of animals along with the supporting picture and the topicalised object in the 

stimulus sentence appears with the demonstrative. 

Each of the six types of transitive sentence as in Table 5.12 was tested with each of the four 

verbs, os ‘push’, tatak ‘hit’, ker ‘kick’ and kam ‘bite’, and with different animal combinations. 

The order of the stimuli was always ‘push’ (A > B > C > D > E > F) > ‘kick’ (A > B > C > D 

> E > F) > ‘hit’ (A > B > C > D > E > F) > ‘bite’ (A > B > C > D > E > F) so that the 

conditions were the same for the two children.  All the lists of animals, stimulus sentences 

and pictures are given in Appendix I. 

Table 5.12: Sentence types, list of animals and stimulus sentences using the verb ‘push’ 
Sentence type List of animals Stimulus sentence 
Type A (SOV) 
Canonical 

Inu-to usagi-ga i-masu. 
dog-and rabbit-NOM exist-POL.PRES 
There are a dog and a rabbit. 

Sono usagi-ga inu-o os-itei-ru-yo. 
the rabbit-NOM dog-ACC push-ASP-PRES-SFP 
The rabbit is pushing the dog. 

Type B (SV) 
Object ellipsis 

Nezumi-to neko-ga i-masu. 
mouse-and cat-NOM exist-POL.PRES 
There are a mouse and a cat. 

Sono nezumi-ga os-itei-ru-yo. 
the mouse-NOM  push-ASP-PRES-SFP 
The mouse is pushing (object ellipsis). 

Type C (OV) 
Subject ellipsis 

Inu-to raion-ga i-masu. 
dog-and lion-NOM exist-POL.PRES 
There are a dog and a lion. 

Sono raion-o os-itei-ru-yo. 
the lion-ACC push-ASP-PRES-SFP 
(subject ellipsis) is pushing the lion. 

Type D (OSV) 
Scrambling 

Neko-to saru-ga i-masu. 
cat-and monkey-NOM exist-POL.PRES 
There are a cat and a monkey. 

Sono saru-o neko-ga os-itei-ru-yo. 
the monkey-ACC cat-NOM push-ASP-PRES-SFP 
(lit.) The monkey, the cat is pushing. 

Type E (wa-ga) 
Topicalizing OSV 

Inu-to raion-to tora-ga i-masu. 
dog-and lion-and tiger-NOM exist-POL.PRES 
There are a dog, a lion and a tiger. 

Sono tora-wa inu-ga os-itei-ru-yo. 
the tiger-TOP dog-NOM push-ASP-PRES-SFP 
(lit.) As for the tiger, the dog is pushing (it). 

Type F (ga-wa) 
Contrastive SOV 

Saru-to neko-to panda-ga i-masu. 
monkey-and cat-and panda-NOM exist-POL.PRES 
There are a monkey, a cat and a panda. 

Sono neko-ga panda-wa os-itei-ru-yo. 
the cat-NOM panda-TOP push-ASP-PRES-SFP  
The cat is pushing the panda (no other). 
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5.3 Results	

The aim of the structured data elicitation was to determine whether the bilingual children 

have a receptive knowledge of the morphological case marking system of Japanese, which is 

equivalent to that of their Japanese monolingual peers. The results for the two bilingual 

children, Cat and Nox, are presented in Section 5.3.1. The details of the results of the 

monolingual groups A (20 children aged between 3;3.25 and 6;6.19) and B (12 children aged 

between 3;6.17 and 6;10.28) are presented in Section 5.3.2, followed by a comparison 

between the bilingual children and monolingual control group A in Section 5.3.3. 

5.3.1 The	results	for	the	bilingual	children	

5.3.1.1 Cat	

The results from the first and the second tasks are shown in Figure 5.7-a, and the results from 

the third and the fourth tasks in Figure 5.7-b. In the first and the third tasks, the child was 

presented with the stimulus sentences in isolation, whereas in the second and the fourth tasks, 

the child was given the simple list of animals and the demonstrative in the first noun phrase 

of the stimulus (cf. Section 5.2.2.4). The three leftmost sentence types in each graph are the 

agent-initial sentence types, and the three rightmost sentence types in each graph are the 

patient-initial sentence types.  

Figure 5.7: Cat’s results for the picture selection tasks 

a. Cat’s results from task 1 (without demonstrative) and 
task 2 (with demonstrative) at the ages of 51 and 52 

months old, respectively  

b. Cat’s results from task 3 (without demonstrative) and 
task 4 (with demonstrative) at the ages of 61 and 62 

months old, respectively  
 
At the age of 51-52 months (see Figure 5.7-a), Cat had already reached nearly 100% accuracy 

in interpreting the agent-initial sentence types: A (SOV), B (SV), and F (ga-wa), whereas she 

had difficulty interpreting patient initial sentence types C (OV), D (OSV), and E (wa-ga). 
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This suggests that Cat was using word order as a cue. The list of animals and demonstrative 

seemed to help Cat to interpret the Type C (OV) construction at the age of 51-52 months. 

We can see some development in 10 months. At the age of 61-62 months (see Figure 5.7-b), 

Cat could correctly identify the agent in the Type C (OV) construction without the list of 

animals and demonstrative. Although she was still weak in interpretation of Type D (OSV) 

scrambling without demonstrative, she got 100% target responses with the help of the list of 

animals and demonstrative. In the Type E (wa-ga) object topicalisation construction, Cat 

could not identify the agent, regardless whether the list of animals and demonstrative were 

present or not. This suggests that she was using word order as a cue to interpret the Type E 

(wa-ga) construction, which also raises the possibility that Cat’s correct interpretation of Type 

F (ga-wa) was based on word order rather than the ga-wa contrast. It seems plausible to say 

that Cat was still in the process of acquiring the ga-o and ga-wa contrasts at the age of 62 

months.  

5.3.1.2 Nox	

The results from the first and the second tasks are shown in Figure 5.8-a, and the results from 

the third and the fourth tasks in Figure 5.8-b. In the first and the third tasks, the child was 

presented with the stimulus sentences in isolation, whereas in the second and the fourth tasks, 

the child was given a list of animals and the first noun phrase of the stimulus included the 

demonstrative sono. The three leftmost sentence types in each graph are the agent-initial 

sentence types, and the three rightmost sentence types in each graph are the patient-initial 

sentence types. 

Figure 5.8: Nox’s results for the picture selection tasks 

a. Nox’s results from task 1 (without demonstrative) 
and task 2 (with demonstrative) at the ages of 42 and 

43 months old, respectively  

b. Nox’s results from task 3 (without demonstrative) 
and task 4 (with demonstrative) at the ages of 52 and 

53 months old, respectively  
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At the age of 42-43 months (Figure 5.8-a), Nox did not show a big difference between the 

agent-initial and patient-initial sentence types. Nox did not always seem to use word order as 

a cue. This is evidenced by the poor score for Type A (SOV), and the relatively high score for 

Type E (wa-ga). Ten months later, Nox exhibited some development in the interpretation of 

the agent-initial sentence types: Type A (SOV), Type B (SV), and Type F (ga-wa), as shown 

in Figure 5.8-b. With regard to the patient-initial sentence types, the score for Type C (OV) 

and Type D (OSV) was almost the same (2 target out of 4) at 42-43 and 52-53 months, 

whereas the score for Type E (wa-ga) had improved. The list of animals and demonstrative 

did not seem to help Nox interpret the sentences and seemed to have a negative impact on his 

responses to SOV and ga-wa constructions at the age of 53 months. 

5.3.2 Japanese	monolingual	children	

This section provides details of the two monolingual control groups and a discussion of their 

responses. As explained in Section 5.2.1, there were two monolingual control groups: Group 

A and Group B. The difference between groups A and B was that the 20 children in Group A 

completed the task both without and with the list of animals and the demonstrative, with the 

two sessions separated by a period of about a week, whereas the 12 children in Group B 

completed the task only with the list of animals and the demonstrative. As mentioned in 

Section 5.2.1, the children in Group B were recruited after the 20 children in Group A 

completed both conditions. Many children in Group A were thinking about the tasks the 

second time round. Some children looked puzzled and skeptical at repeating the same activity. 

Other children seemed to utilize their experience to the second round, which raised the 

question whether a learning effect may have influenced the Group A results for the second 

condition. The results for the 32 Japanese monolingual children in this study are presented in 

Table 5.13 and Figure 5.9. The numbers are mean scores out of four. The effect of the 

demonstrative on the responses can be seen from a comparison of the responses obtained 

from children in Group A without demonstrative and children in Group B with demonstrative. 

Where Group B’s mean score exceeds Group A’s mean score without demonstrative by at 

least 0.5, Group B’s score is highlighted in green. Where Group B’s mean score is lower than 

Group A’s mean score without demonstrative by at least 0.5, Group B’s score is highlighted in 

yellow. 
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Table 5.13: Mean score of the target responses of monolingual children (full marks: 4.0) 
Group Age Type A_SOV Type B_SV Type C_OV Type D_OSV Type E_wa-ga Type F_ga-wa 

  w/o d w d w/o d w d w/o d w d w/o d w d w/o d w d w/o d w d 
A 3 2.6 3.4 3.6 3.6 1.8 1.8 2.6 2.0 1.4 1.8 2.4 2.4 

(n=20) 4 2.2 2.2 3.8 4.0 1.4 2.0 3.0 2.4 1.8 2.0 2.4 2.0 
 5 3.8 4.0 4.0 4.0 2.6 2.6 2.0 2.2 1.8 1.6 3.0 3.0 
 6 3.8 3.6 4.0 4.0 3.6 3.6 3.2 3.2 3.4 2.0 2.4 2.6 

B 3  1.7  3.7  2.0  2.7  2.7  2.3 
(n=12) 4  2.0  3.7  0.7  3.3  3.7  1.0 

 5  3.0  3.3  1.0  2.7  2.0  3.3 
 6  4.0  3.7  2.7  2.7  1.7  3.0 

Green highlight: Group B’s mean score exceeds Group A’s mean score without demonstrative by at least 0.5 
Yellow highlight: Group A’s mean score without demonstrative exceeds Group B’s mean score by at least 0.5 
Grey shading: the demonstrative had a negative impact of at least 0.5 when comparing Group A responses to the conditions 
without and with the demonstrative. 
 

Figure 5.9: Comparison of the average scores of the target responses of monolingual children 
a. Type A - SOV b. Type B - SV c. Type F - ga-wa 

   
d. Type C - OV e. Type D - OSV f. Type E - wa-ga 

   
 X-axis: age group, Y-axis: number of target responses, dark grey: Group A without demonstrative, pale grey: 
Group A with demonstrative, yellow: Group B with demonstrative 
 
Among the three agent initial sentence types, the monolingual children showed the highest 

rate of target responses in SV (Figure 5.9-b), followed by SOV (Figure 5.9-a). While almost 

100% of children in Group A reached the target responses for SV without and with 

demonstrative, 5-year old children in Group B scored lower than their Group A counterparts 

(yellow highlight in Table 5.13). With regard to SOV (Figure 5.9-a), 3-year old and 5-year 

old children in Group B scored lower than Group A without demonstrative (yellow highlight 

in Table 5.13). For the youngest children in Group A the list of animals and demonstrative 

seemed to help with interpreting SOV, whereas for 3-year-olds in Group B it did not. The 

agent initial object contrast structure Type F ga-wa (Figure 5.9-c) has the same word order 

and the same case particle on the subject as SOV (Type A), but 5 and 6-year olds tended to 

score lower on Type F ga-wa than canonical Type A SOV. Overall, when comparing Group A 
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without demonstrative and Group B, the effect of the list of animals and demonstrative for the 

agent initial sentences seems to have little or a negative impact. Similar results can be seen in 

existing studies, which reported little or negative impact of context on agent initial sentence 

types (Kim et al., 1995; Sano, 2004; Suzuki, 2007), but it should be noted that the nature of 

the context differs from study to study. 

The monolingual children tended to choose target responses less frequently for the three 

patient initial sentence types, OV, OSV, and wa-ga, than for the agent initial sentence types. 

Except in the 6-year age group, the children in Group B achieved the target response more 

frequently in OSV (Figure 5.9-e) and wa-ga (Figure 5.9-f) than children in Group A. Some 

existing studies highlighted the beneficial effect of the discourse context plus demonstrative 

on the interpretation of patient initial sentence types (Otsu, 1994 for scrambling OSV; Sano, 

2004 for scrambling OSV and topicalization O-wa S-ga V), and a similar effect can be found 

in this study. The results of this study suggest that even when paired with only a simple list of 

animals, the demonstrative helped children’s interpretation of patient-initial constructions 

where the initial noun phrase is typically old information. For OV (Figure 5.9-d), children in 

Group A generally did better than Group B, which suggests that the effect of the 

demonstrative is limited. 

5.3.3 Comparison	between	bilingual	and	monolingual	children	

This section compares the responses of bilingual children to the monolingual children in 

Group A. The two bilingual children completed the tasks without and with the list of animals 

and demonstrative, like the monolingual children in Group A, whereas the children in Group 

B completed the task only with the list of animals and demonstrative. It therefore seems 

reasonable to assume that the responses of the children in Group A are the more appropriate 

comparable dataset.  

Individual children’s responses are shown here because the average in Table 5.13 and Figure 

5.9 do not provide a clear picture of how each child responded to the tasks. The mean scores 

mask individual differences. The distribution of the individual responses to the tasks without 

demonstrative is shown in Figure 5.10, and the distribution of the individual responses to the 

tasks with demonstrative is shown in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.10: Distribution of the individual responses to the tasks without demonstrative 
 
a. Type A - SOV (w/o d) b. Type B - SV (w/o d) c. Type F - ga-wa (w/o d) 

   
d. Type C - OV (w/o d) e. Type D - OSV (w/o d) f. Type E - wa-ga (w/o d) 

   
 (x-axis: age in months, y-axis: number of target responses, red dots: Cat, blue dots: Nox, grey dots: monolinguals) 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Distribution of the individual responses to the tasks with demonstrative 
 
a. Type A - SOV (w d) b. Type B - SV (w d) c. Type F - ga-wa (w d) 

   
d. Type C - OV (w d) e. Type D - OSV (w d) f. Type E - wa-ga (w d) 

   
 (x-axis: age in months, y-axis: number of target responses, red dots: Cat, blue dots: Nox, grey dots: monolinguals) 
 
At a first glance, large individual differences can be seen in these graphs. When we pay close 

attention to Type A SOV with and without demonstrative (Figure 5.10-a, Figure 5.11-a) and 

Type E wa-ga with and without demonstrative (Figure 5.10-f, Figure 5.11-f), differences 

between the two bilingual children can be observed. Cat was among the monolingual children 

who achieved a high score for canonical S-ga O-o V without or with demonstrative when she 

was 51 and 52 months old, but Nox seemed to have difficulties when presented with the list 
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of animals and demonstrative at 53 months. With regard to topicalised object initial sentences 

of Type E (O-wa S-ga V), on the other hand, Cat could not interpret the construction even at 

61 and 62 months old, but Nox was better at understanding the construction than many 

monolingual peers. 

There are particularly noticeable individual differences among monolingual children in the 

three object initial sentence types, Type C OV (Figure 5.10-d, Figure 5.11-d), Type D OSV 

(Figure 5.10-e, Figure 5.11-e), Type E wa-ga (Figure 5.10-f, Figure 5.11-f), as well as in the 

subject initial sentence Type F ga-wa (Figure 5.10-c, Figure 5.11-c). Children 72 months and 

older seemed to understand the subject drop OV structures and the ga-o contrast in OSV 

scrambling. However, even 78-month old children seemed to have difficulties interpreting the 

Type E wa-ga object topicalization (Figure 5.10-f, Figure 5.11-f) and the agent-initial Type F 

ga-wa object contrast (Figure 5.10-c, Figure 5.11-c). As Ito (1990) points out, adult speakers 

are likely to be confused by the Type F ga-wa object contrast construction without the 

appropriate discourse context as well. The results of two bilingual children are by no means 

far from the distribution of monolingual children. It seems that Cat and Nox are on track for 

grammatical development in terms of word order and the ga-o and ga-wa contrasts.  

5.4 Discussion	

In this chapter, the two bilingual children’s perception of six types of transitives was tested to 

see what cues they use to interpret agent-patient relationship, and compared with 

monolingual children’s data. Large individual differences were observed among monolingual 

children. The two participants’ grammatical knowledge in terms of the ga-o and ga-wa 

contrast seems to be on track for development within the range of monolingual children’s 

individual differences. In this section, two issues will be discussed in more detail: agent bias 

and the effect of the demonstrative. 

Bates & MacWhinney (1989) argue that the order of cue strength in Japanese monolingual 

adults is (i) case marking, (ii) animacy, (iii) word order, whereas the order of cue strength in 

the early stage of development in Japanese monolingual children is (i) animacy, (ii) word 

order (iii) case marking (Tanaka & Shirai, 2012). When contrasts of animacy are not 

available, what cue(s) do children use for transitive interpretation? Cat showed a clear 

contrast in interpretation between agent-initial and patient-initial sentence types. Cat was 
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good at interpreting agent-initial sentence types but had difficulties with patient-initial 

sentence types. The results indicate that Cat was not using case particles as a cue to interpret 

the agent-patient relationship but relied on word order instead, because animacy was not 

available as a cue in stimulus sentences in this study. Cat seemed to make use of the list of 

animals and demonstrative for interpreting OV at 52 months old and OSV at 62 months old, 

but not for object toplicalisation wa-ga sentences. 

Suzuki (2007) argued for the effect of agent priority as a possible bias when the child 

interprets single argument transitive sentence like SV and OV (see Table 5.4 in Section 5.1). 

There are other studies that investigated agent priority in language acquisition and processing. 

Robertson & Suci (1980) conducted experiments using a habituation paradigm for one-word 

and two-word children. The children were shown a short video to investigate how their 

attention changed before and after a particular activity. Before the activity started, the child's 

attention was equally focused on those who participated in the activity, but once the activity 

started, the child paid more attention to the agent than the patient. Cohn & Paczynski (2013) 

demonstrated that undergrads were faster to process explicit descriptions of events not only in 

agent–patient orders compared to patient-agent orders but also in single-agent constructions 

compared to single-patient constructions. They argued that their results reflected a preference 

for placing agents before patients within human communication, which they called ‘agent 

salience principle’. This ‘agents before patients’ preference was also emphasised by Klein & 

Perdue (1989, 1997). Klein & Perdue (1997) proposed that the ‘Basic Variety (BV)’ (‘Leaner 

Variety’ in Klein & Perdue, 1989) is argued to be a well-structured, efficient and simple form 

of language that adult second language learners universally develop, and they observed that, 

in the BV, the NP-referent with highest control comes first, for example the agent in an agent-

patient relationship. The results for Cat and the monolingual children who tend to interpret 

the first noun phrase as the agent seem to provide further evidence for ‘agent priority’ as an 

interpretive strategy employed by children who are still in the process of acquiring 

grammatical knowledge of case morphology. 

Nox attained higher scores for O-wa S-ga V object topicalisation (Type E wa-ga) than 

monolingual children of the same age. As shown in Chapter 4, Nox also produced this type of 

topic particle usage in his speech sample, as shown in (4.97) repeated as (5.19) below. 
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 (5.19) a. kemushi wa gomennasai shite fumu no. [NJ11.883] 
  caterpillar TOP I’m.sorry do-and step.on SFP 

  I step on caterpillars after apologizing. 
 b. hachi wa abunai.    [NJ11.890] 

  bee TOP dangerous 
  Bees are dangerous. 
 c. hachi wa funja dame.   [NJ11.896] 

  bee TOP step.on-COND no.good 
  Do not step on a bee. 
 
Nox used the topic particle for topicalised objects in (5.19a) and (5.19c). Nox also used the 

topic particle for the subject of individual-level stative predicates, as in (5.19b). Since Nox’s 

speech sample contained only the two instances of object topicalisation above, which do not 

have an overt subject, it is impossible to determine if he had completed the acquisition of the 

wa-ga contrast as suggested by the results of the picture selection tasks. However he did seem 

to be immune to agent bias, at least in the interpretation of object topicalisation (Type E wa-

ga) structure. As Hendriks & Koster (2010) point out, comprehension generally precedes 

production in language acquisition, so it would not be surprising if Nox’s productive use of 

wa was lagging behind his comprehension of the wa-ga contrast. 

Next, we will consider the effect of providing a simple list and image of animals and 

including the demonstrative sono in the first noun phrase of the stimulus. When we compare 

the results of Group A without the list of animals and demonstrative, on the one hand, and 

Group B on the other, the list of animals and demonstrative seemed to work for better 

interpretation of Type D OSV scrambling and Type E wa-ga object topicalisation, for all but 

the oldest, 6-year age group. The results indicate that, even if only a simple list of event 

participants is presented beforehand, the demonstrative plays a role of connecting the 

following noun phrase with one in the list and assists with interpretation. The specific 

topicalising discourse context that Sano (2004) used may not be necessary. Masunaga (1983) 

claims that scrambled objects have a ‘bridging function’, which connects the preceding 

discourse to the rest of the sentence. The demonstrative explicitly signals the bridging 

function of the initial noun phrase4. 

However, the list of animals and demonstrative did not seem to help with OV interpretation. 

Suzuki (2007) investigated children’s comprehension of single argument transitives, where 

 
4 See also Calhoun et al. (2005) for a similar discussion on the function of noun phrase with ‘mediated’ 
information status  
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one participant was presented as a preceding context and no demonstrative was used in the 

test sentence as in (5.6) repeated here as (5.20).  

(5.20)  a. Yama-ni koara-ga i-mashi-ta. Suruto, 
mountain-at koala-NOM exist-POL-PAST then  
‘There was a koala on the mountain. Then,’  

 b. e raion-o oshi-mashi-ta.  
lion-ACC push-POL-PAST 

 ‘(The koala) pushed a lion.’ (Suzuki, 2007: 66)  
 
The animal koara in the preceding context is the topic and is thus droppable in the following 

test sentence. The animal raion in the stimulus is new information, so a demonstrative would 

not be appropriate here. Children who were provided with (5.20a) scored more target 

interpretations than children without (5.20a). The differences between the current study and 

Suzuki (2007) are (i) my list included both participants therefore both topic, and (ii) the first 

noun phrase in my stimulus sentences was preceded by the demonstrative. The children in the 

current study recognized both animals as old information, only one of which appeared in the 

stimuli. The sole difference between SV and OV stimuli is the particle that follows the initial 

noun. Only when the child could interpret the function of the particle, s/he consistently 

achieved the target response. Otherwise, the child may have followed the ‘agent priority’ 

strategy. Suzuki’s experimental design resembled mine in that the only difference between the 

SV and OV stimuli is the particle that follows the single argument. There is no clear answer 

as to why the results in the current study conflict with previous studies.  

The list of animals and demonstrative also did not improve children’s performance on the 

agent initial sentence types. Similar results were reported by existing studies (Kim et al., 

1995; Suzuki, 2007). Kim et al. (1995) replicated Otsu (1994b) in their investigation of 

Korean monolingual children's comprehension of SOV and OSV sentences with and without 

context. Some children scored lower for SOV with context and a demonstrative on the initial 

noun in the stimuli than without context and no demonstrative. Because Otsu’s (1994b) study 

that Kim et al. replicated focused only on OSV, Kim et al. argued that the purpose of the 

discourse context was to make the OSV structure as natural as the SOV structure, and the 

discourse context may be overly favourable to an OSV interpretation. In Japanese discourse, 

ga is used for the subject when it is first mentioned, and wa is used for a subject that has been 

mentioned before. The preceding list of animals in the current study contained both the agent 

and patient. The subject in the stimuli is followed by ga in SOV test sentences even though it 
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is already mentioned. It is possible that the children felt confused when they heard a ga on the 

first noun in the stimuli. This issue deserves further consideration. 

Lastly, we want to consider the differences in the results for Group A without and with a list 

of animals and demonstrative. Some children in Group A did better in the second task (with 

the list of animals and demonstrative) than in the first tasks, even for agent-initial sentence 

types. Possible explanations might be: (1) the list of animals and demonstrative helped, 

and/or (2) the children learned. Children in Group B are immune from such learning effects. 

Some children in Group A did worse in the second task with the list of animals and 

demonstrative. They seemed suspicious, as if they were wondering ‘why twice? It cannot be 

that simple. There must be a trap.’ They were about to choose a target picture but changed 

their minds while looking me in the eyes, as if to say, ‘You cannot play a trick on me. What 

are you expecting me to do?’ They were not just doing the task but seemed to be thinking 

about it as well. There were children who changed their response many times while looking 

at my facial expressions. The interval between the first task without the list of animals and 

demonstrative and the second task with the list of animals and demonstrative was 

approximately a week for the monolingual children, and sometimes only a few days, whereas 

for the two bilingual children, the interval between the first and second tasks was a month. 

This procedure may have affected the attitude of monolingual children in Group A toward the 

second task and could be why monolingual children in Group A seemed more bothered by the 

similarities between the two tasks than the bilingual children.  

For some children, the list of animals and demonstrative may be a cognitive load. The task 

required the children to hold the list of animals and the stimulus sentence with the 

demonstrative in working memory. They had to make the link between the list of animals and 

the stimulus sentence with the demonstrative, and decide on a picture that would match their 

understanding. It is possible that some children just randomly chose one of the two pictures. 

The picture selection task has a 50% chance of the target response, so the question arises 

whether the results reflect the child's grammatical knowledge. 

5.5 Chapter	conclusion	

This chapter focused on the Japanese-BP bilingual children’s perception of the ga-o and ga-

wa contrast in six transitive sentence types: S-ga O-o V, S-ga V (object drop), O-o V (subject 
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drop), O-o S-ga V (scrambling), O-wa S-ga V (object topicalisation), S-ga O-wa V (object 

contrast). To investigate whether the bilingual children make use of Japanese morphological 

case markers and the topic particle for interpreting the agent-patient relationship in the same 

way as monolingual children, picture selection was employed with four verbs (push, kick, hit, 

and bite), and with eight animals. There were two kinds of conditions: the stimulus was either 

presented in isolation without a demonstrative, or with a simple list of animals (agent, patient, 

and target of contrast for object topicalisation and object contrast) and the demonstrative sono 

in the initial noun phrase of the stimulus sentence. The bilingual children completed the tasks 

four times over the period of a year. 32 Japanese monolingual children participated in the task 

as a control group. They were divided two groups; 20 monolingual children (Group A) 

participated in the task once without demonstrative and once with the list of animals and the 

demonstrative a few days later; another 12 monolingual children (Group B) participated in 

the task with demonstrative only. The results suggest that there are large individual 

differences among monolingual children and that both two bilingual children are on the right 

track for development. The scores by the two bilinguals, Cat and Nox, largely improved over 

a year, and fell within individual differences observed among monolinguals. Cat and many 

monolingual children showed a clear contrast between agent-initial sentence types (SOV, SV, 

ga-wa) and patient-initial sentence types (OV, OSV, wa-ga), which indicates possible 

influence of agent bias. Nox also show relative contrast between agent-initial sentence types 

and patient-initial sentence types, but for wa-ga object topicalisation, he exhibited better 

receptive knowledge than monolingual peers. There were issues regarding the discourse 

context (or preceding information such as a simple list of participants) used for the picture 

selection tasks. The preceding context and demonstrative seemed to assist children with the 

interpretation of patient initial sentence types in existing studies and also for OSV scrambling 

and wa-ga object topicalisation in this study, but not for agent initial sentence types or OV. It 

is worth considering how to create suitable conditions to access the child’s grammatical 

knowledge for these sentence types. 
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6 Parental	attitudes	and	language	use	at	home	5	

So far, this thesis has focused primarily on the acquisition of Japanese by Japanese-BP 

bilingual children. This chapter looks at the challenges their parents face at home, and the 

impact of parents' attitudes towards bilingualism on children's bilingual acquisition. A 

questionnaire survey and interviews were administered to Brazilian families living in Japan, 

with the aim of capturing the use of Japanese and Brazilian-Portuguese (henceforth BP or 

Portuguese) by family members and exploring this community’s attitude toward bilingualism. 

Section 6.1 reviews previous studies and Section 6.2 explains the survey and interview 

methods. In Section 6.3, the results of the survey are presented. Section 6.4 discusses findings 

and insights into home language use by immigrant families, and Section 6.5 concludes the 

chapter.  

6.1 Introduction	

Immigrant parents living in Japan may wish for their children to acquire the majority 

language, because of the belief that fluency in that language may enhance their future 

prospects in terms of academic advantages and better career opportunities in the country 

where they reside. At the same time, parents may also aspire to transmit their heritage 

language to their children, not only because it is the main communication tool at home, but 

also because it serves as an important key to identity and bonding within the family (De 

Houwer, 2013). For children who are born to immigrant parents, research has shown that, 

while parental language use patterns at home correlate with children’s heritage language use 

frequency, the children do not necessarily use the heritage language as much as their parents 

do (De Houwer, 2007). 

There are some existing studies that explore immigrant parents’ language use in relation to 

children’s language choice. De Houwer’s (2007) questionnaire study looked at the relation 

between parental language use patterns at home and child language use, based on a sample 

collected in Flanders, Belgium. The sample included information on 1,899 families where 

one or more family members spoke one or more languages other than Dutch (which is the 

 
5 An earlier version of this chapter was published as the book chapter ‘Parental language attitudes and language 
use among Brazilian families in Japan’ in New Approaches to Language Attitudes in the Hispanic and 
Lusophone World (https://benjamins.com/catalog/ihll.25).  
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majority language in Flanders). The study found that variation in the parents’ language choice 

patterns has an impact on children’s home language use. The most successful patterns of 

transmitting heritage languages from parent to child were: (1) when both parents spoke only 

the heritage language, and (2) when one spoke only the heritage language and the other spoke 

both the majority and heritage languages. The study also found that parental heritage 

language use at home did not necessarily lead children to become active bilingual speakers. 

De Houwer identified the importance of frequency, discourse strategies and engagement on 

heritage language acquisition, and the possibility of societal influences that can negatively 

affect the parents’ intention to raise a bilingual child. 

Turning to previous studies on home language use by Japanese-Brazilian immigrant families, 

there is one study by Ishii (2000), the purpose of which was to investigate parental decisions 

about, and attitudes towards their children’s language education. The study was based on 369 

responses to a questionnaire survey from parents who have one or more children who speak 

Portuguese. The survey results for language use at home (Table 6.1) indicate that parents use 

more Portuguese than their children. However, Ishii did not clarify the relationship between 

parental language use patterns and the children’s Portuguese use. 

Table 6.1: Language use at home in BP speaking families based on data from Ishii (2000) 

(n=369) Only BP Mainly BP Fifty-fifty Mainly 
Japanese 

Only 
Japanese 

Parental language to the child 109 (30%) 120 (33%) 111 (31%) 15 (4%) 6 (2%) 
Child’s language to the parent 86 (24%) 98 (27%) 97 (27%) 44 (12%) 34 (10%) 
 
Ishii reported parents’ positive attitudes toward bilingualism: 91% of the parents responded 

‘YES’ to the question item: ‘I am trying to speak my mother tongue as much as possible at 

home’. At the same time, however, 70% of the parents also responded ‘YES’ to ‘I am trying 

to speak Japanese as much as possible at home’. Ishii analyzed these parental responses to 

opposing questions as indicating that the immigrant parents believe that parents should use 

both languages as much as possible at home in order to raise a bilingual child. The 

questionnaire used in Ishii’s study did not ask the participants to provide information on their 

ethnicity or nationality, so the respondents were not necessarily all Japanese-Brazilians. Even 

if all respondents were Japanese-Brazilians, it is not clear in these responses whether there is 

a relationship between parental language use patterns, parental attitudes toward bilingualism, 

and the children’s heritage language use at home in Japanese-Brazilian immigrant families. 
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6.2 Methodology	

The questionnaire used in this study was designed to elicit the following information: 

1. The characteristics of parental and children’s language use patterns at home. 
2. The parents’ expectations for their children’s bilingual acquisition. 
 
Two versions of the questionnaire were created: a printed hardcopy and an online version. 

Both versions of the questionnaire were available to participants in their choice of either 

Japanese or Portuguese. The questionnaires were distributed through personal contacts and 

collaboration with three non-profit organizations. The organizations were all set up with the 

purpose of supporting the education of 'foreign children' and were located in Shizuoka, 

Gunma, and Kanagawa prefectures, which are known to contain high populations of 

Japanese-Brazilian families. They are funded by local government and provide Japanese 

supplemental classes as well as heritage language education support for children and families 

whose first language is other than Japanese. 

The questionnaire asked participants to provide: (a) demographic information including date 

of birth, place of birth, date of migration, educational background, and occupation of each 

family member living in the same house; (b) the language(s) spoken inside and outside of the 

home by each family member, and; (c) their views about the Portuguese and Japanese 

languages in relation to their aspirations for their children. With regard to (b), the approach to 

asking about language use patterns was informed by the studies of De Houwer (2007) and 

Ishii (2000). In De Houwer (2007), participants were asked to provide the languages spoken 

at home, but not the frequency of use of each home language and those spoken outside the 

home. In Ishii (2000), many parents responded YES to the opposing items: ‘I am trying to 

speak my mother tongue as much as possible at home’ and ‘I am trying to speak Japanese as 

much as possible at home’. To avoid similar conflicting responses, participants in the current 

study were asked to estimate the percentage of the time each family member spoke 

Portuguese and Japanese inside and outside the home, with the instruction that the 

percentages should add up to 100%. If the family member spoke more than two languages, 

the participant was asked to list all the languages with percentages, e.g. Portuguese-60%, 

Japanese-30%, Spanish-10%. With respect to (c), participants were asked to choose one of 

five options, as exemplified in Table 6.2. The same four questions were asked about oral 

ability and literacy skills in Portuguese and in Japanese. 
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Table 6.2: The five options for oral ability in BP (P: BP, J: Japanese, E; English translation) 
Q (P) Capacidade Oral em Português: Que nível de capacidade oral você deseja que seu filho tenha?  

      Escolha a resposta que melhor reflete a sua forma de pensar.  
(J) ポルトガル語の会話力:どの位のレベルまで習得して欲しいと考えていますか？ 
   ご自身の考えに一番近いものをひとつ選んで下さい。 
(E) Oral ability in Portuguese: Which level of oral ability do you want your child to acquire?  
      Please choose the answer that most closely reflects your thoughts. 

i (P) A capacidade oral em Português não é necessária para meu filho.  
(J) 自分の子供にはポルトガル語の会話力は必要ない 
(E) Oral ability in Brazilian-Portuguese is not necessary for my child. 

ii (P) Nível bem básico suficiente para comunicar-se entre nossa família. 
(J) 家族間で意思疎通ができるくらいのとても初歩的な会話力 
(E) Very basic level that is enough to communicate within our family. 

iii (P) Nível básico apropriado para comunicar-se com crianças da mesma idade nativas em Português. 
(J) ポルトガル語を母語とする同年代の子供達と同じくらいの基本的な会話力 
(E) Basic level appropriate to communicate with native Brazilian-Portuguese/Japanese speaking peers. 

iv (P) Nível intermediário suficiente para comunicar-se com a comunidade em geral quando adultos. 
(J) 大人になった時に社会生活する上で十分な中級レベルの会話力 
(E) Intermediate level that will be enough to communicate with the wider community when they are adults. 

v (P) Nível avançado que seja útil para sua carreira. 
(J) 将来キャリアに役立つような高度な会話力 
(E) Advanced level that will be useful for a career. 

 

In the results presented in the next section, participants’ responses to the questionnaire are 

supplemented with feedback from semi-structured parental interviews conducted in the 

process of participant selection for the longitudinal language sample recordings. The parents 

of Cat and Nox, as well as parents from another three families in Gunma prefecture 

participated in the survey and interviews during this process. Information from the parental 

interviews was taken into account in the analysis and interpretation of the results of the 

current study. The interviews took about 45 minutes and were conducted in Japanese and in 

most cases also Portuguese, by the author and a collaborator from the NPO in Gunma who is 

a native speaker of Portuguese. The content of the interviews included (1) the family’s 

linguistic background, (2) the quantity of input (that is, the amount of time the child is 

exposed to Portuguese and Japanese), and (3) parental attitudes towards bilingualism and 

views on education and career prospects of the children in Japan. The interview questions are 

listed in Appendix D. 
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6.3 Results	

6.3.1 Demographic	information	

More than 700 questionnaires were distributed: one form for each family. Each questionnaire 

was completed by one parent (mother or father), who provided information about the whole 

family. The total number of collected responses was 73. Of these, 23 were excluded from the 

analysis because of blanks and errors, leaving 50 valid responses, from 33 mothers and 17 

fathers. There were 17 respondents who used the online version, and 33 who completed the 

paper hardcopy. The respondents resided in the following 6 prefectures: Shizuoka (24 

respondents), Gunma (12), Kanagawa (10), Aichi (2), Fukui (1), and Mie (1). There were 9 

single-parent families, 31 dual-parent families, and 10 extended families including 17 

grandparents, one stepfather and one aunt. Table 6.3 delineates these family types by the 

number of children in each family. 

Table 6.3: Numbers by family make-up 
Number of children 1 2 3 4 Total 
Single-parent families 4 5 - - 9 
Dual-parent families 9 14 6 2 31 
Extended families 1 6 3 - 10 
     50 
 

6.3.2 Profiles	of	the	parents	

Detailed information regarding the make-up of the participating families is listed in Table 6.4. 

There were 47 mothers and 39 fathers in the 50 families completing the questionnaire. Most 

parents were educated in Brazil and, going by their ‘Age’ and ‘Years in Japan’, they 

immigrated to Japan after graduating from school or university. Overall, their level of 

education is relatively high, with a higher proportion of university graduates than in the 

general population of Brazil (17.4% in 2019 by Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística, 

2020). 

Compulsory education in Brazil is currently nine years (from six to 14), but it was eight years 

(from seven to 14) before 2006. So all of the parents in the survey would have completed 

eight years of compulsory education. Approximately 40% of the parents worked as 

production process laborers. 
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Table 6.4: Parents’ age, years in Japan, education, and occupations 
Parents Age 

Average 
Median 
SD 

Years in Japan 
Average 
Median 
SD 

Education Occupations 

Mother 
N=47 

40.5 
41.0 
7.2 

18.2 
19.5 
6.2 

Compulsory 11% 
Secondary 51% 
Tertiary 38% 

Production process laborers 38% 
Clerical worker 9% 
Service 7% 
Others 46% 

Father 
N=39 

40.0 
40.0 
6.3 

16.8 
19.0 
6.4 

Compulsory 28% 
Secondary 49% 
Tertiary 23% 

Production process laborers 41% 
Clerical worker 15% 
Professional/technical 5% 
Others 39% 

 

6.3.3 Profiles	of	the	children	

The families of the 50 survey respondents included 99 children: 47 boys and 52 girls. Their 

age range is shown in Table 6.5. In Japan, compulsory education consists of six years of 

elementary school from the ages of 6-12, and, following that, three years of junior high 

school. Sixty-six of the 99 children were in this compulsory education age range, and 77 of 

the children were born in Japan.  

Table 6.5: Number of children by age range 
Age range 0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 12-14 15-18 19- 
99 children (47 boys, 52 girls) 8 10 18 26 22 10 5 
 

6.3.4 Profiles	of	adults	other	than	parents	

The 50 families included a total of 19 adults in addition to the parents: nine grandfathers, 

eight grandmothers, one stepfather, and one aunt. Their average age was 65, with a median of 

64 and a standard deviation of 12.7. They had lived in Japan for an average of 20 years, with 

a median of 20 and a standard deviation of 4.8. For their highest academic qualification, three 

had finished compulsory education, nine had completed secondary, and seven had completed 

tertiary education. Four of them were production process laborers, 11 had retired, and the last 

four were classified as ‘other’: a driver, an electrician, and two farmers. 

6.3.5 Parental	views	about	the	two	languages	

The results for the questions on parental views about the two languages in relation to their 

aspirations for their children are shown in Table 6.6. We can see that the parents had positive 

attitudes towards both languages and very high expectations. Their responses indicate that 
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they considered literacy skills to be slightly more important than oral ability and placed a 

somewhat higher value on advanced Japanese than advanced Portuguese language skills.  

Table 6.6: Parents’ expectations for their child’s bilingual development 
  Portuguese Japanese 
  Oral ability Literacy skills Oral ability Literacy skills 
i Not necessary 2 (4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (2%) 
ii Very basic 1  (2%) 1 (2%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
iii Basic 3 (6%) 4 (8%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 
iv Intermediate 11  (22%) 12 (24%) 6 (12%) 3 (6%) 
v Advanced 33  (66%) 33 (66%) 43 (86%) 45 (90%) 
 

As Ishikawa (2009) pointed out, Japanese-Brazilian children learn to speak the Japanese 

language far more quickly than their parents. However, this does not necessarily mean that 

these children learn to read and write Japanese easily. When they reach school age, most 

children need special assistance with learning Japanese to keep pace with their monolingual 

peers, even if they speak Japanese with a fluency similar to that of Japanese children. This 

might be one reason why the parents regard Japanese literacy skills as particularly important. 

According to Sugino (2007), Brazilian parents in Japan are concerned about their children’s 

language maintenance in anticipation of their return to Brazil. However, the longer they 

remain in Japan, the more the parents become concerned about their children’s future careers 

and whether their children should be educated for permanent settlement in Japan (Sugino, 

2007). This reasoning provides one explanation for Japanese-Brazilian parents’ positive 

views on bilingualism and their greater emphasis on advanced language skills in Japanese. 

6.3.6 Language	use	patterns	at	home	

The questionnaire asked participants to provide the percentage of the time each family 

member speaks Portuguese and Japanese inside and outside the home. The results were 

analyzed from two perspectives: frequency of Portuguese at home and outside the home, and 

the relationship between parental language use patterns and reported child language use. 

Portuguese use at home and outside the home 

The frequency of use of Portuguese at home and outside the home is shown in Table 6.7.  
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Table 6.7: Frequency of Portuguese use inside and outside the home 
% of Portuguese at home  Portuguese outside the home 
the time spoken Father Mother Child  Father Mother Child 
0 % 4 10.26% 2 4.26% 14 14.14%  4 10.26% 2 4.26% 31 31.31% 
1~9 % 0 0.00% 2 4.26% 7 7.07%  0 0.00% 1 2.13% 4 4.04% 
10~19 % 2 5.13% 2 4.26% 13 13.13%  2 5.13% 8 17.02% 22 22.22% 
20~29 % 0 0.00% 1 2.13% 2 2.02%  3 7.69% 3 6.38% 7 7.07% 
30~39 % 2 5.13% 0 0.00% 5 5.05%  3 7.69% 2 4.26% 8 8.08% 
40~49 % 0 0.00% 2 4.26% 6 6.06%  0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
50~59 % 1 2.56% 7 14.89% 11 11.11%  6 15.38% 10 21.28% 17 17.17% 
60~69 % 2 5.13% 3 6.38% 2 2.02%  2 5.13% 3 6.38% 2 2.02% 
70~79 % 4 10.26% 3 6.38% 11 11.11%  8 20.51% 9 19.15% 6 6.06% 
80~89 % 4 10.26% 5 10.64% 10 10.10%  5 12.82% 4 8.51% 1 1.01% 
90~99 % 9 23.08% 11 23.40% 11 11.11%  4 10.26% 4 8.51% 0 0.00% 
100 % 11 28.21% 9 19.15% 7 7.07%  2 5.13% 1 2.13% 1 1.01% 
Total 39  47  99   39  47  99  

 

Parents reported that they speak Portuguese more often than their children. Four fathers and 

two mothers did not speak Portuguese at home, whereas there were fourteen children who did 

not speak any Portuguese at home. Eleven fathers and nine mothers spoke Portuguese 100% 

of the time at home, and seven children did so too. Outside the home, the differences between 

parents and children were more conspicuous. Even though the parents spoke less Portuguese 

outside than inside the home, they still used Portuguese more frequently than the children, 

likely because most Japanese-Brazilian parents work within the Brazilian community. Thirty-

one children were reported not to speak Portuguese at all outside the home, and another 

twenty-six children were reported to speak Portuguese less than 20% of the time outside the 

home. This is to be expected, because most Japanese-Brazilian children spend the time 

outside the home at a day-care center or a school where Japanese is the primary language 

spoken. Even though some children still have a chance to speak Portuguese outside the home 

(for example, to native Portuguese speaking friends, and to special assistant teachers at 

Japanese schools who translate instructions into Portuguese), children have less opportunity 

to use Portuguese outside the home than their parents, unless they attend one of the few 

private Brazilian schools where the whole education is in Portuguese. 

6.3.7 Relationship	between	parental	language	use	patterns	and	child	

language	use	at	home	

The 50 families were classified into seven categories according to the adults’ language use 

patterns and the children’s language use. The definitions of the categories are as follows. 
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Category A: All the adults in the family speak Portuguese (BP) 70% or more of the time at 
home. All the children speak BP 70% or more of the time at home. 

Category B: All the adults in the family speak BP 70% or more of the time at home. One or 
more children speak BP less than 70% of the time at home. 

Category C: At least one adult in the family speaks BP 70% or more of the time at home. All 
the children speak BP 70% or more of the time at home. 

Category D: At least one adult in the family speaks BP 70% or more of the time at home. 
One or more children speak BP less than 70% of the time at home. 

Category E: All the adults in the family speak BP at least 30% but less than 70% of the time 
at home. Differences between the adults and children in terms of BP use 
frequency are 10% or less. 

Category F: All the adults in the family speak BP at least 30% but less than 70% of the time 
at home. Differences between the adults and children in terms of BP use 
frequency are more than 10%. 

Category G: All the family members including the adults and children speak BP less than 
30% of the time at home. 

 

Each family was assigned to one category based on the language use reported for the adults 

and children in the family. The results are given in Table 6.8. Table 6.8 also provides 

information about parental expectations for the acquisition of Portuguese by their children 

(see Table 6.2 and Table 6.6): the responses (i) Not necessary, (ii) Very basic level, and (iii) 

Basic level are grouped together under “low expectations”, and (iv) Intermediate level and (v) 

Advanced level are grouped together under “high expectations”. 

Table 6.8: Japanese-Brazilian families’ language use patterns at home 

Category Adults Children 
low 
expectations 
(i, ii, iii for BP) 

high 
expectations 
(iv, v for BP) 

Total 

A All the adults 
70%-100%  

All the children 0 15 15 families 
70%-100% 30% 

B One or more children 0 15 15 families 
less than 70% 30% 

C At least one adult 
70%-100% 

All the children 1 2 3 families 
70%-100% 6% 

D One or more children 1 1 2 families 
less than 70% 4% 

E 
All the adults 
30%-69% 

Differences between the 
adults and children 1 4 5 families 

10% or less 10% 

F 
Differences between the 
adults and children 0 5 5 families 

more than 10% 10% 

G All the adults All the children 3 2 5 families 
0-29% 0-29% 10% 

Total     6 44 50 
 
There were six families whose responses placed them in the low expectation group in terms 

of their aspirations for their child’s attainment level of Portuguese language development. 
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These parents reported they were less likely to use Portuguese at home than parents whose 

responses placed them in the high expectations group. In 30 out of the 44 families who have 

high expectations, all family members use Portuguese 70% or more of the time (Category A 

and B), whereas in three out of six families in the other low expectations group, all family 

members speak Portuguese less than 30% of the time at home (Category G). Overall, it is 

therefore appropriate to say that the higher the parents’ expectations for their children’s 

acquisition of Portuguese, the more the parents use Portuguese at home. It is important to 

note, however, that the parents in 11 families expected their child to acquire an (iv) 

Intermediate or (v) Advanced level of Portuguese, but reported less than 70% Portuguese use 

by the adults at home (four of these families were in Category E, five in Category F, and two 

in Category G). 

With regard to the distribution of language use between children and parents, in the 28 

families in Categories A, C, E, and G, children were reported to use a similar distribution of 

Portuguese and Japanese as their parents. These results suggest that, for these families, 

parental use patterns may have influenced the child’s language use. The more frequently the 

parents spoke Portuguese at home, the more the child used Portuguese at home (Category A, 

C), whereas if the parents used Portuguese less, the child did, too (Category E, G). However, 

for the 22 families in Categories B, D, and F, one or more children did not speak as much 

Portuguese at home as their parents, suggesting that in these families, heritage language use 

at home did not necessarily lead the children to use that language as much as their parents. 

The influence of parental language use patterns on the child’s language use at home is clearer 

when we focus on the children who speak Portuguese more than 50% of the time at home 

(Table 6.9). 

Table 6.9: The relationship between language use patterns in the parental pair and the child’s 
Portuguese use (BP: Portuguese, J: Japanese) 

Parent 1 
Parent 2 

BP 100% 
BP 100% 

BP 100% 
BP + J 

BP > 70% + J 
BP > 70% + J 

BP > 70% + J 
BP < 70% + J 

BP < 70% + J 
BP < 70% + J 

% of the children who use 
BP more than 50% 100% 67% 67% 50% 21% 

 
When both parents spoke only Portuguese (BP 100%, BP 100%), all of their children spoke 

Portuguese more than 50% of the time at home. Among the families where one parent spoke 

only Portuguese (BP 100%), and the other parent spoke both Portuguese and Japanese (BP + 

J), 67% of the children used Portuguese more than 50% of the time at home. These results are 
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in line with De Houwer (2007), whose study found that the chance of success in heritage 

language transmission is highest when both parents speak only the heritage language, or 

when one speaks only the heritage language and the other speaks both the majority and 

heritage languages. Similar results were found where both parents spoke both Portuguese and 

Japanese (+ J) but use Portuguese more than 70% of the time (BP > 70% + J) at home. 

However, among families where one parent spoke Portuguese less than 70% (BP < 70% + J) 

of the time, the proportion of the children who used Portuguese more than 50% of the time 

decreased to 50%. Among families where both parents speak Portuguese less than 70% (BP < 

70% + J), only 21% of children used Portuguese more than 50% of the time at home. 

Based on these results, in terms of transmission of a heritage language, children are most 

likely to be reported to use that language when both parents speak only the heritage language 

at home. Even if both parents use both the minority and the majority languages at home, the 

possibility that their child will use the heritage language more than 50% of the time at home 

is high, as long as both parents speak the heritage language more than 70% of the time at 

home. 

6.4 Discussion	

Expectations vs. reality 

As reported above, most respondents expressed very high expectations for their child to 

acquire high levels of oral ability and literacy skills in both Portuguese and Japanese. 

Additional comments on this point were obtained from the interviews with the parents who 

also participated in the longitudinal study. One mother said that she would never rule out the 

option of returning to Brazil, but could not say when. Another parent said, “We understand 

that the economic situation and political conditions in Brazil will not get better soon, but we 

are here [in Japan] temporarily.” These comments reveal that the parents’ positive attitudes 

toward their child’s heritage language maintenance stem at least partially from their 

anticipation of a return to Brazil, even though they realize that this may not eventuate. The 

parents want their children to be prepared for a future education and career in Brazil. At the 

same time, they place a high value on acquiring Japanese in case they settle down in Japan 

instead. It would be interesting to investigate the extent to which the attitudes and language 

use patterns reported in this study resemble those of Brazilian immigrants in the USA. 
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Carvalho (2010) states that Brazilians in the USA, many of whom immigrated for economic 

reasons, prefer Portuguese for intragroup communication and have a desire to maintain 

Portuguese, which arises from their wish to return to Brazil someday. 

In terms of intergenerational language transmission, parental language use patterns at home 

play an important role. As Table 6.7 shows, there is an asymmetry in the linguistic 

environment surrounding Japanese-Brazilian children inside vs. outside the home. For these 

children, their home is the place to maintain the heritage language. Parental language use 

patterns have an impact on children’s heritage language use at home. In most cases, the more 

often parents speak the heritage language at home, the more likely and more often their 

children will speak it at home, too.  

Heritage language use at home, however, does not necessarily lead children to use that 

language as much as their parents. Although there were families who reported that their 

children used similar distributions of Portuguese and Japanese as their parents (Category A, C, 

and E in Table 6.8), there were also families who reported less use of Portuguese by the child 

than by the parents (Category B, D, and F in Table 6.8). Table 6.7 also suggests that children 

do not speak Portuguese at home as much as their parents. From the interviews with the 

parents who also participated in the longitudinal study, two issues emerged: difference in 

vocabulary between the two languages, and assimilative pressures faced by the children 

outside the home. On the first issue, one mother said, “Portuguese used in everyday 

conversation at home is limited. In contrast, my child’s Japanese vocabulary steadily 

increases because she learns new things in Japanese outside the home. It seems that 

sometimes it is easier for her to convey what she wants to say in Japanese”. A similar 

comment from another parent is, “My children often have difficulty finding the right words in 

Portuguese and start speaking Japanese”. This phenomenon could be labelled 

“compartmentalization”, that is, “each language will more and more be heard and used in 

different circumstances” (De Houwer, 2009, p. 243). 

It would require vast effort and not inconsiderable expense from the parents to ensure that 

their child’s vocabulary size in Portuguese keeps pace with their Japanese vocabulary. For 

example, they would need to spend more time with their child and teach them Portuguese 

words that have equivalent lexical concepts to Japanese words the child learned outside the 

home. They might want to buy Portuguese books and digital media such as music CDs, 

DVDs, or TV programs and movies suitable for instruction. Travel to Brazil might also help 
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the child enrich their Portuguese vocabulary size and learn about Brazilian culture. However, 

many Brazilian parents are manual workers who are unlikely to be able to invest much time 

and money in such activities and materials (Ishikawa, 2009). Consequently, the linguistic 

environment surrounding the Japanese-Brazilian children becomes more compartmentalized, 

and those children will be less likely to use Portuguese as much as their parents at home. 

The second issue is assimilative pressure faced by the children outside the home. One 

comment from the parental interviews was as follows: “My daughter wants to do everything 

in the same way as her classmates do. She wants to act the same as the classmates. She wants 

to speak the same as the classmates.” In the classroom, the children face strong assimilative 

pressures to speak Japanese, and also face pressure from their peers to conform to Japanese 

thinking and behavior (Tsuda, 2003). Many Japanese-Brazilian children grow up assimilating 

into Japanese culture in a Japanese-medium day-care center or a school, while their parents 

work long hours. As is reported above, 77 out of 99 children in this study were born in Japan. 

It is very likely that many of these children have integrated themselves into Japanese society 

without difficulty even though they may need extra help with school. This may lead the 

children to use more Japanese than Portuguese at home. As Carvalho (2010) points out, 

similar trends are found in the USA, where prejudice against heritage varieties of Portuguese 

leads to insecurity in Portuguese speakers in the USA. 

These two issues could affect communication between the parents and their children in 

Portuguese at home. As discussed above, despite high expectations for their child to acquire 

an intermediate or higher level of oral and literacy skills in Portuguese, parents in 11 out of 

50 families (Category E, F, and G in Table 6.8) do not report using the heritage language very 

much at home. Although the parents wish to speak Portuguese at home in order to transmit 

the Portuguese language and Brazilian culture to their child, the child may not be able to 

express what they intend to say in Portuguese as a consequence of compartmentalization and 

assimilation to Japanese culture. In this case, the parents may have to try to communicate to 

their child using both Portuguese and Japanese so that the parents and the child can interact. 

This in turn drives the child to use more Japanese and less Portuguese at home. The more 

fluent the child becomes in Japanese, the more the child loses the opportunity to receive 

parental input in Portuguese. The child therefore gets stuck in a negative version of “the 

input–proficiency–use cycle” (Pearson, 2007) for Portuguese.  
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Another factor that pushes the parents to use Japanese at home is the need to communicate to 

teachers and caregivers at their children’s Japanese-medium school and/or day-care center. 

Most of the parents who completed the questionnaire were not fluent in Japanese. Japanese-

Brazilian immigrants do not need to speak Japanese as long as they work and live in a 

Brazilian community, and their long work hours mean that they do not have time to learn 

Japanese, even if they wanted to. However, once their child starts attending school, 

communication between the school and the parents must be done in Japanese, since that is the 

language of instruction and the language spoken by teachers and caregivers. Parents who 

want to discuss various issues concerning their child become conscious of the need to learn 

Japanese. Even though parents anticipate transmitting Portuguese, necessity drives parents to 

learn and use Japanese at home. The assimilative pressures also have an effect on the parents 

as the children influence their parents’ learning of Japanese, which makes it even harder for 

the children to learn Portuguese.  

Limitations 

It is important to point out that there are certain limitations to the current study. Firstly, this 

study is based on self-reported data, so the results must be interpreted with care because of 

possible bias or misunderstanding. Secondly, the number of valid responses is small: more 

than 700 questionnaires were distributed, but the response rate was only 10%. Some of the 

responses included errors and blanks, leaving only 50 valid completed questionnaires that 

could be included in the analysis. A possible reason for the low response rate is that this 

population has been over-surveyed by various researchers, institutions, and both national and 

local governments in an effort to understand the circumstances of Brazilian communities in 

Japan from all angles. Therefore, many Japanese Brazilians may be tired of surveys and 

reluctant to cooperate. Unfortunately, the current study did not yield enough valid responses 

to give insights into the different circumstances of Brazilian communities in Shizuoka, 

Gunma, and Kanagawa, as well as Aichi, which is well known as the prefecture with the 

largest Brazilian community. It would be interesting to compare the attitudes and language 

use patterns of Brazilian families in these four areas in more detail in further research.  
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6.5 Chapter	conclusion	

This chapter has presented the results of a questionnaire survey administered to Japanese-

Brazilian immigrant families in Japan, which demonstrated that most Japanese-Brazilian 

immigrant parents have very high expectations for their children to acquire an intermediate or 

higher level of oral ability and literacy skills in both Portuguese and Japanese. The parents’ 

positive attitudes toward their children’s language maintenance stemmed from their 

anticipation of a return to Brazil, even though they realized that this might not eventuate. At 

the same time, the parents placed a high value on their children’s acquisition of Japanese for 

their future careers in Japan, on the premise that the family might settle down in Japan 

permanently. In terms of intergenerational language transmission, parental language use 

patterns at home appeared to play an important role in the children’s use of the heritage 

language. When the adults spoke Portuguese more than 70% of the time at home, there was a 

greater likelihood that the children were also reported to speak Portuguese more frequently 

than Japanese at home. Conversely, if the adults used Portuguese less than 70% of the time at 

home, the children were likely to use Japanese more of the time than Portuguese. Moreover, 

in the case of two-parent families where both parents spoke only Portuguese, all children 

used more Portuguese than Japanese at home. The results also revealed that parents’ heritage 

language use at home did not necessarily lead a child to use that language as much as their 

parents, because of assimilative pressures faced by their children at school (Tsuda, 2003) and 

differences in the children’s vocabulary between the two languages (De Houwer, 2009). 

These factors might lead some children to use Japanese more at home. Moreover, the 

assimilative pressures faced by the children also have an effect on the parents, as the 

children’s language use influenced their parents’ learning of Japanese, which makes it even 

harder for the children to learn Portuguese. 

To gain a better understanding of the factors influencing language maintenance and language 

shift in this population, it would be fruitful to compare the linguistic context in Japan with 

language contact situations in other countries in future research—see Fishman (1964) for a 

possible theoretical framework, and Carvalho (2010) for an examination of Portuguese 

speaking immigrants in the USA. It is also important to examine the linguistic evidence for 

assimilation to Japanese in the syntactic constructions and vocabulary of the Portuguese used 

by Brazilian families in Japan (cf. Otheguy’s 2011 work regarding the assimilation of Spanish 

to English). As attitudes toward language use must be related to psychological, social and 
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cultural factors, and habitual language use in language contact situations (cf. Fishman, 1964), 

future research along these lines may allow us to build on the insights provided by the current 

study. 
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7 Discussion	and	Conclusion	

In this chapter, I return to the research questions set out in Chapter 2 (Section 7.1), then 

briefly summarise findings from each chapter to connect these findings to the research 

questions (Section 7.2), and discuss the insights this study provides into the acquisition of the 

community language by Japanese-Brazilian Portuguese (BP) bilingual children living in 

Japan (Section 7.3). I also consider limitations, remaining issues and future directions 

(Section 7.4), and present my conclusions (Section 7.5). 

7.1 The	research	questions	revisited	

There are more than 200,000 Japanese Brazilians living in Japan. The majority of this 

population are ethnically Japanese and come from the second or third generation of Japanese 

emigrants to Brazil. Japanese-BP bilingual children born into such immigrant families in 

Japan are raised in BP as the heritage language at home and acquire Japanese as the dominant 

language in the community. This thesis focused on the acquisition of Japanese by two 

Japanese-BP bilingual children in terms of word order and morphological marking of noun 

phrases with case particles and the topic marker.  

Japanese and BP are typologically distinct: Brazilian Portuguese is a head-initial language, 

and the agent-patient relationship is expressed by subject-verb agreement and word order. 

Japanese is a head-final language, and the agent-patient relationship is expressed 

morphologically on the arguments by attaching postpositional particles. However, Japanese 

word order is highly flexible, and argument ellipsis and case particle drop happen frequently 

in colloquial Japanese. These characteristics sometimes make the two languages similar at the 

surface level. Bilingual children may initially assume that the agent-patient relation is 

expressed by word order in both languages. The bilingual children in this study had less 

opportunity to receive Japanese input than monolingual children. They spent weekdays at a 

Japanese medium daycare centre where two or three caregivers look after 20 or more children, 

with only limited opportunities for one-on-one interaction between caregivers and child. In 

view of the circumstances outlined above, the following research questions were set. 

1) When a Japanese-BP bilingual child acquires Japanese word order and the functions of 
the morphological case markers ga and o and the topic particle wa, what differences are 
there between bilingual and monolingual acquisition? 
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2) How do the following four factors affect the Japanese-BP bilingual child's acquisition of 
Japanese word order and case and topic marking:  
a) language dominance in terms of the bilingual child’s proficiency in the two 

languages, 
b) differences and similarities between Japanese and Brazilian Portuguese,  
c) quantity and quality of caregiver input, and  
d) parental expectations and attitudes towards language use? 

To address these research questions, three kinds of data were collected: a) speech samples of 

bilingual children’s Japanese and BP and Japanese caregiver input, b) experimental data 

assessing perceptual knowledge of word order and case particles, and c) parental 

questionnaires and interviews. Dataset (a) was analysed in two ways: firstly, MLU was 

calculated to determine the children’s language dominance, which was defined as ‘bilingual 

children's difference in proficiency in the two languages in the particular activities recorded 

for this study’. Secondly, the children’s production of Japanese word order and case and topic 

particles was examined in detail and compared with caregiver input. Dataset (b) offers 

insights into the children’s receptive knowledge of Japanese word order and case and topic 

particles. Dataset (c) was used to understand how parental attitudes and expectations towards 

children’s language use compare with the reality. In the next section, I will briefly summarise 

the results obtained from the analyses.      

7.2 Summary	of	results	

7.2.1 MLU:	Speech	sample	analysis	1	

Three kinds of speech sample recordings were made for this study: i) the bilingual child’s 

Japanese interaction with me in a separate room at the daycare centre, ii) the bilingual child’s 

BP interaction with her/his family at home, and iii) the caregiver’s Japanese input in the 

classroom. Mean length of utterances was counted by word (MLUw) for the children’s 

Japanese and BP samples and by morpheme (MLUm) for the children’s Japanese samples. 

Although there are no established methodologies to determine language dominance, and 

existing studies on language acquisition employ various different measures, the current study 

utilized MLU as an overall indicator of dominance. Occurrences of code switching were also 

counted. Table 7.1 summarises the results of the MLU analysis for the two bilingual children 

at the centre of this study, Cat and Nox. The hours each child was exposed to Japanese and 

BP in a week (on average) were calculated based on the parental interviews. 
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Table 7.1: Results reported in Chapter 3 (hours, MLUvalues, % of code switching) 
  Cat (4;3-5;2) Nox (3;6-4;5) 

  Japanese BP Japanese BP 
Hours exposed to the language 49 hrs/week 49 hrs/week 30 hrs/week 68 hrs/week 
MLUw minimum (Y;M) 1.50 (4;4) 1.59 (4;5) 1.14 (3;9) 1.35 (4;0) 
 maximum (Y;M) 2.06 (5;2) 2.89 (5;1) 1.85 (4;1) 2.67 (3;6) 
 median 1.89 2.25 1.62 1.89 
 average 1.88 2.28 1.55 1.90 
MLUm minimum (Y;M) 2.86 (4;4) - 1.50 (3;9) - 
 maximum (Y;M) 4.49 (5;2) - 3.50 (4;1) - 
 median 3.98 - 2.87 - 
 average 3.90 - 2.73 - 
Code switching % (non-target/total) 0% (0/3065) 10% (197/1980) 0% (0/2724) 13% (127/981) 
 
Each participant’s MLU values were analysed in three ways: a) comparison of MLUw 

between each child’s Japanese and BP samples in order to explore their language dominance, 

b) comparison of MLUw between each child’s BP sample and BP monolingual data in 

existing studies in order to find differences in development if any, and c) comparison of 

MLUm between each child’s Japanese sample and Japanese monolingual data in existing 

studies in order to find differences in development if any.  

Analysis (a) revealed difficulties in comparing the MLU values for two typologically distinct 

languages. For example, utterances that Nox produced to denote ‘the vase is about to break’ 

had an MLUw of three in BP and one in Japanese. However, this difference in MLU values is 

due to the typological differences between the two languages and does not necessarily reflect 

differences in language dominance or proficiency. For this reason, some existing studies on 

bilingual language acquisition employ other measures such as word-type count along with 

MLU as a tool to determine language dominance (Genesee et al., 1995; Mishina-Mori, 2011). 

Unfortunately, the current study could not include the number of word types due to lack of 

access to BP native speakers with sufficient linguistic knowledge to analyse the BP samples.  

With regard to analysis (b), three existing studies of BP first language acquisition (Araújo and 

Befi-Lopes, 2004; Carvalho et al., 2014; Santos et al., 2015) reported MLUw scores of 3.5 or 

higher at age four and 4.0 or higher at age five, which is higher than BP MLUw for the two 

bilingual children in this study.  

For analysis (c), the bilingual children’s Japanese MLUm was compared to four monolingual 

children’s MLUm data in CHILDES published as MiiPro (Miyata & Nishisawa, 2009, 2010; 

Nishisawa & Miyata, 2009, 2010). MLUm values of the Japanese monolingual children aged 

between 3;5 and 5;1 in MiiPro fluctuated between 3.5 and 5.0 during the observation period. 
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Cat’s MLUm values also fluctuated, especially for the first five months with 2.86 for the 

lowest. However, from the sixth recording session onwards, Cat’s MLUm values remained 

around 4.0 and above, which suggests that Cat is within the individual variation of 

monolingual peers of the same age. Nox’s MLUm values were lower than those of his 

monolingual peers throughout the data collection year. Going by MLUm values alone, Nox 

seemed to be lagging behind his monolingual peers. 

There was a stark contrast between the two languages where the occurrence of code 

switching was concerned. The two children never used BP in Japanese recording sessions, 

whereas in BP recording 10% of Cat’s utterances and 13% of Nox’s utterances included some 

Japanese.  

When considering these results, the impact of recording settings, materials to elicit utterances, 

and interlocutors need to be taken into account. The existing studies that provided the BP 

monolinguals’ MLUw data were interactions between the target child and investigator 

recorded in a research lab where age-appropriate toys were used to induce utterances while 

letting the child play freely. The Japanese samples that provided monolingual MLUm values 

were interactions between the target child and the parent while they were playing with their 

favourite toys at the participant’s home. The Japanese samples collected for this study were 

interactions between the target child and me in a separate room at the daycare centre. 

Sequencing picture cards were used to elicit as many transitive utterances as possible, to 

observe the bilingual children’s word order and case particle use. The setting, along with toys 

and tools used to elicit utterances may have affected children’s production. Children are 

likely to have been sensitive to the recording environment, topic, toys and elicitation tools, as 

well as the person they communicated with (cf. Demuth, 1996; Finestack et al., 2014; Miyata 

et al., 2013). When the children interacted with me, they never used BP presumably because 

they recognised that the daycare centre is the place where only Japanese was spoken and they 

knew that I did not speak BP. At home, on the other hand, the children felt free to switch to 

Japanese because they knew that their mother or father spoke Japanese at work and in the 

community, even though the parents spoke only BP at home.  

To sum up, the data presented in this section, including the values of MLUw in Japanese and 

BP and the number of utterances in the non-target language, do not give a clear picture of 

language dominance in the bilingual children in the current study. The bilingual children’s 

language choice seemed to have no obvious relation to language proficiency, but instead 
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highlighted the importance of the need for greater understanding of settings and interlocutors 

for bilingual speakers. 

7.2.2 Production:	Speech	sample	analysis	2	

The data analyses in Chapter 4 focused on word order and particle use in the Japanese speech 

samples of the bilingual children and their caregivers. For the first part of the analysis, 

declarative transitives were extracted from the speech samples and examined for realised 

arguments and their order, along with the realisation of the nominative case particle ga and 

accusative case particle o. The second part of the analysis looked at the use of the nominative 

case particle ga and the topic particle wa across all utterances in the speech samples.  

The results of the analysis of word order and case particles in transitive declaratives are 

shown in Table 7.2 below, which compares the findings to the input data in Rispoli (1991). 

Table 7.2: Realised arguments, case particles and RDs for the children, input and Rispoli 
 Cat Nox Cat’s input Nox’s input Rispoli (1991) 4  

Utterance total 2496  1864  800  1864  -  
Transitive total 462  247  335  247  226  
Transitive declarative total 298  104  131  127  -  
Realised agent 1 29 9.7% 48 46.2% 32 24.4% 27 21.3% 54 23.9% 
Realised NOM 2 21 72.4% 2 4.2% 15 46.9% 7 25.9% 13 24.1% 
Realised patient 1 144 48.3% 52 50.0% 58 44.3% 65 51.2% 124 51.3% 
Realised ACC 2 61 42.4% 2 3.8% 25 43.1% 9 13.8% 19 15.3% 
Right dislocation 3 7 2.3% 18 17.3% 1 0.8% 11 8.7% n/a n/a 
1 Number and percentage of realised agents/patients in transitive declarative sentences. 
2 Number and percentage of realised nominative/accusative case particles on the realised agents/patients. 
3 Number and percentage of Right dislocation constructions in transitive declarative sentences. 
4 Rispoli (1991, p45) analysed 450 ‘action sentences’ from which the results for 226 transitive sentences were extracted here. 
 
The current study focused on five findings shown in Table 7.2 above: 1) similarity among 

inputs, 2) differences between the two caregivers, 3) similarity between input and children’s 

production in terms of argument realisation, 4) differences between the children’s production 

in terms of the use of case particles, and 5) use of the right dislocation construction by 

bilingual children and Nox’s caregiver.  

Firstly, the caregiver input in the current study shows similar characteristics to the input in 

Rispoli (1991) in terms of realised arguments. In both inputs, less than 25% of the transitive 

utterances had an overt agent and approximately half of the transitive utterances had an overt 

patient. Nox’s caregiver and the input in Rispoli also shared the same trend in terms of the 

use of case particles: only about 25% of agents and about 15% of patients were followed by 
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the case particles. The children in the current study and Rispoli have only about 25% chance 

to hear the agent of transitive verbs in caregiver input, and in Nox’s and Rispoli’s input about 

75% of agents and 85% of the patients were not accompanied by the case particles. 

Secondly, there were differences between Cat’s and Nox’s caregiver input in terms of the use 

of case particles. In Cat’s input, 46.9% of realised agents and 43.1% of realised patients were 

followed by the case particles, which renders the input more like formal speech than the child 

directed speech of Nox’s input and the parents in Rispoli. Caregiver input at daycare centres 

resembles maternal input for younger children (cf. Tanaka & Shirai, 2012) and instructional 

language for older children, in preparation for primary school. 

Thirdly, Cat’s and Nox’s production shared characteristics with their respective caregiver 

input in terms of argument realisation and case particle use. Both children produced overt 

patients approximately 50% of the time, which was similar to their caregiver input. Cat 

produced more case particles than Nox, which corresponded to differences in case particle 

use by their caregivers.  

Fourthly, there were differences between the children. Cat produced agents far less frequently 

than Nox and her caregiver input. Nox rarely produced either case particle, whereas Cat 

produced the nominative particle on over 70% of the realised agents, which was more 

frequent than her caregiver input. Cat’s high use of the nominative particle could be 

explained as an instance of overgeneralization where she had started to grasp the grammatical 

function of nominative ga and preferred to use it consistently, but had not yet reached the 

adult grammar level with frequent ellipsis (cf. Clancy, 1985; Cook, 1985; Slobin, 1973; 

Tahara & Ito, 1985). Nox’s frequent case particle fits the pattern of error free acquisition 

reported in existing studies, where children tend to drop case particles up until they have 

grasped the grammatical and discourse function of particles (cf. Clancy, 1985; Fujimoto, 

2008; Hatano, 1979). 

Fifthly, object right dislocation constructions were used by the two bilingual children and by 

Nox’s caregiver, but not by Cat’s caregiver. The word order of Japanese object right 

dislocation constructions is SVO, which is the same as BP canonical word order, raising the 

question of the possible source of this construction. However, every instance of Japanese 

object right dislocation produced by the two children was discourse appropriate. Therefore, 
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neither cross-linguistic influence nor caregiver input alone would seem to account for the 

frequent use of object right dislocation in Japanese by the two bilingual children in this study. 

The second part of Chapter 4 was concerned with the use of ga and wa across all utterances 

in the speech samples. Table 7.3 presents the number of times each particle was used by the 

children and their caregivers. 

Table 7.3:  Total number of utterances and use of ga and wa in speech samples 
 Cat Nox Cat’s input Nox’s input 

Utterances total 2496 1864 800 1864 
Use of ga total 240 25 135 90 
Use of wa total 236 171 128 90 

 
Cat most frequently used ga with intransitive subjects and existential constructions. Cat also 

made heavy use of the nominative particle in the ‘this is xxx’ construction, which she 

employed whenever she arranged sequencing picture cards in order. Nox used ga for the 

‘xxx-ga ii’ (I prefer xxx) structure without a subject, as well as intransitive subjects, and WH-

words, but he rarely used ga overall. Both children used wa on subjects of transitives and 

intransitives. The children also used wa on adverbial phrases, and in the ‘N-wa?’ (what/how 

about N?) construction. Cat used both ga and wa in a wide range of contexts, which suggests 

that she understood the grammatical and discourse functions of the two particles. Nox, on the 

other hand, seemed to be still at the stage of acquiring the particles ga and wa.  

One notable difference between the two children related to possessive/existential 

constructions. Nox used the existential verb aru (exist) with possessive meaning in object 

right dislocation constructions. The word order produced by Nox in that construction was 

quite similar to BP possessives at the surface level, and BP also uses the same verb for 

existential constructions and possessives. This kind of usage was not found in caregiver input 

collected for the current study. However, aru-possessives have also been found in the speech 

of monolingual children (Matsufiji, 2018) and Japanese adults (Matsufuji, 2017; Tomioka, 

2007; Tsujioka, 2002). Without data on the frequency of this construction in the input, it is 

hard to determine which is more influential, input or cross-linguistic influence. 

 
7.2.3 Perception:	Structured	data	elicitation	

Chapter 5 focused on the Japanese-BP bilingual children’s receptive knowledge in terms of 

ga-o and ga-wa contrast in six transitive sentence types: S-ga O-o V (canonical SOV), S-ga 
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V (object drop), O-o V (subject drop), O-o S-ga V (scrambling), O-wa S-ga V (object 

topicalisation), and S-ga O-wa V (object contrastive). To investigate whether the bilingual 

children make use of Japanese morphological case particles and the topic particle for 

interpreting the agent-patient relationship, two kinds of picture selection tasks were 

conducted. In the first condition, the children were given the stimulus sentence in isolation. In 

the second condition, the children were first given a simple list of animals (agent, patient, and 

target of contrast for wa-ga object topicalisation and ga-wa object contrastive) with matching 

picture, and the demonstrative sono was included in the initial noun phrase of the stimulus 

sentence. The children were shown two pictures with the agent-patient roles reversed and 

asked to choose the one that matched the stimulus sentence. The bilingual children completed 

the tasks four times over the period of a year: the first and the third task without the list of 

animals and demonstrative (wo_d) and the second and the fourth with the list of animals and 

the demonstrative (w_d). The results for the two bilingual children are given in Table 7.4. 

Table 7.4: Results for Cat and Nox (number of target responses, where 4 = full marks) 
  Cat    Nox    
age (month) 51 wo_d 52 w_d 61 wo_d 62 w_d 42 wo_d 43 w_d 52 wo_d 53 w_d 
Agent-initial SOV 4 3 4 4 1 1 3 1 
 SV 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 
 ga-wa 4 4 3 4 2 2 4 1 
Patient-initial OV 1 3 4 3 2 1 2 2 
 OSV 1 1 1 4 1 2 1 1 
 wa-ga 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 4 
 
Cat showed a clear contrast between agent-initial and patient-initial sentence types, which 

suggests that Cat used word order as a cue to interpret the agent-patient relation (see Tanaka 

& Shirai, 2012; Bates & MacWhinney, 1989 for ‘cue strength’; and Cohn & Paczynski, 2013; 

Goldberg, 2006; Klein & Perdue, 1989, 1997; Robertson & Suci, 1980; Suzuki, 2007 for 

more discussion on ‘agent priority’). However, Cat’s performance for OV was improved at 

the age of 61 months, even without the preceding list of animals and the demonstrative on the 

first noun. For OSV, Cat seemed to make use of the preceding list of animals and the 

demonstrative on the first noun at the age of 62 months. In contrast to Cat, Nox did not seem 

to rely on word order. Nox did not always choose the first noun as the agent for the agent-

initial sentence types, and for the patient initial wa-ga object topicalisation, his performance 

exceeded that of his monolingual peers at the age of 42 and 43 months.  

32 Japanese monolingual children were recruited as controls. 20 of the monolingual children 

(Group A) participated in the task once without demonstrative and once with the preceding 
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list of animals and demonstrative a week later. There was a great degree of individual 

variation among the monolingual children’s responses, except for agent-initial SV object drop, 

which most children interpreted correctly in both conditions. The bilingual children’s 

responses were within the range of individual differences between their monolingual peers. It 

seems reasonable to say that Cat and Nox were on track for grammatical development in 

terms of word order and the ga-o and ga-wa contrasts. 

Another 12 monolingual children (Group B) were recruited after the children in Group A had 

completed the task in both conditions, because it seemed that many children in Group A were 

not just doing but also thinking about the tasks the second time round. Some children 

changed their choice many times while looking at me. Some asked me what was the 

difference between the first and second tasks, or why they had to do the same tasks twice. 

Some worried that their first performance had been unsatisfactory. In addition, there were 

children who seemed to learn from their experience in the first task and utilize it in the 

second task. I therefore recruited the 12 children in Group B to complete the task only in the 

condition with the preceding list of animals and the demonstrative. There were few 

differences between the responses of Groups A and B, but there is evidence of Group A’s 

learning effect in that some children in Group A did better in the second task (with the list of 

animals and demonstrative) than in the first tasks, even for agent-initial sentence types, where 

the addition of context was found to have a negative effect in previous studies. 

Many previous studies have demonstrated that the preceding context and demonstrative 

played an important role for monolingual children to interpret patient initial sentence types 

(see Kim et al., 1995; Otsu, 1994b; Sano, 2004). In this study, the preceding list of animals 

and the demonstrative also helped children’s interpretation for OSV and wa-ga object 

topicalisation, but not for agent initial sentence types or OV. Argument ellipsis and word 

order variation relate to information status (new, old), information structure (topic, focus, 

contrast) and other the discourse pragmatic factors. This needs to be kept in mind when 

devising suitable conditions for assessing child grammatical knowledge for different sentence 

types. 

7.2.4 Parental	attitudes	and	expectations:	Questionnaire	study	

Chapter 6 presented the results of a questionnaire survey administered to Japanese-Brazilian 

immigrant families in Japan. More than 700 questionnaires were distributed. The total 
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number of collected responses was 73, of these, 23 were excluded from the analysis because 

of blanks and errors, leaving 50 valid responses. The parents of both participants also 

completed the survey. The questionnaire asked for demographic information on the parents 

and children, language use patterns outside and in the home, and expectations for children’s 

bilingual acquisition. The results demonstrated that most Japanese-Brazilian immigrant 

parents have very high expectations for their children to acquire an intermediate or higher 

level of oral ability and literacy skills in both BP and Japanese. The parents’ positive attitudes 

toward their children’s language maintenance stemmed from their anticipation of a return to 

Brazil someday, and at the same time, the parents placed high value on acquiring Japanese for 

their children’s future careers in Japan, on the premise that the family might settle down in 

Japan permanently. 

The results of the questionnaire also revealed that parental language use patterns at home 

appeared to play an important role in the children’s use of the heritage language (see Table 

7.5). 

Table 7.5: Relation between language use patterns in the parental pair and the child’s BP use 
Parent 1  
Parent 2 

BP 100% 
BP 100% 

BP 100% 
BP + J 

BP >70% + J 
BP >70% + J 

BP >70% + J 
BP <70% + J 

BP <70% + J 
BP <70% + J 

% of the children who use 
BP more than 50% 100% 67% 67% 50% 21% 

 
When the adults spoke BP more than 70% of the time at home, the likelihood that the 

children were also reported to speak Portuguese more frequently than Japanese at home 

increased. Conversely, if one parent spoke BP less than 70% of the time, the child was likely 

to use Japanese more than Portuguese, even when the other parent spoke BP more than 70% 

of the time. The results also revealed that parents’ heritage language use at home did not 

necessarily lead a child to use that language as much as their parents. There was one case in 

the questionnaire survey where all the children in the family used some Japanese as well as 

Portuguese, even though both parents spoke only BP (cf. De Houwer, 2015, 2021 for 

discussion of how this could come about).  

7.3 General	discussion	

There are many studies that have investigated heritage language acquisition in bilingual 

settings, but little research has been done on acquisition of the mainstream language of the 
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community in situations where bilingual children acquiring the heritage language at home 

spend most of the day at a daycare centre using the mainstream language. The current study 

focuses on the acquisition of Japanese by two bilingual children, Cat and Nox, who were 

born into and raised by BP speaking families in Japan. At the same time, they were also 

exposed to Japanese in the community from birth. At the age of 2 years and 6 months, both 

children enrolled in a Japanese medium daycare center, where two or three caregivers looked 

after approximately 20 children. The opportunities for one-on-one interaction between 

caregivers and children at the daycare centre were limited, although the impact of peer group 

input cannot be underestimated. The quality of Japanese input was, therefore, different from 

one-on-one maternal input from birth for monolingual children. The highest and second 

highest grades that Cat attended during this study were more formal early educational classes. 

For both bilingual children, the amount of Japanese caregiver input was much less than for 

monolingual children: out of a total of 98 hours of activity time per week, Cat spent 49 hours 

in a Japanese environment and and Nox 30 hours (Chapter 3).  

Research question (1) asks whether we find any differences between bilingual and 

monolingual acquisition in terms of word order and morphological case marking. In spite of 

the challenges described above, no obvious differences were found between the two bilingual 

participants in the current study and monolingual children. Particular forms in the bilingual 

children’s production did not differ markedly from the typical course of monolingual 

acquisition (Chapter 4). Even object right dislocation and the use of the existential verb aru in 

possessive constructions are also found not only in monolingual children but also in adult 

speech. Picture selection (Chapter 5) is suitable to assess children’s receptive knowledge of 

the ga-o and ga-wa contrast in agent and patient initial sentence types. The results from this 

structural data elicitation indicated that the two bilingual children’s receptive knowledge was 

within the range of individual differences among their monolingual peers. The two 

participants interpreted the agent-patient relation by making use of word order, particles, and 

sometimes the preceding information and demonstrative. There were differences between the 

two participants. Cat showed a clear contrast in performance between agent-initial and 

patient-initial sentence types, suggesting that she relied more on the word order cue ‘agent 

priority’ strategy than on case particles. This ‘agent priority’ strategy was also found among 

the monolingual controls. Nox’s performance in interpretation of the object topicalised O-wa 

S-ga V structure exceeded that of his monolingual peers, suggesting that Nox was immune to 

‘agent bias’. 
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The following sections consider the implications of the study findings for each of the four 

subparts of Research question (2): How do the following four factors affect the Japanese-BP 

bilingual child's acquisition of Japanese word order and case and topic marking: (a) language 

dominance in terms of proficiency in the two languages, (b) differences and similarities 

between Japanese and Brazilian Portuguese, (c) quantity and quality of caregiver input, and 

(d) parental attitudes and expectations towards language use? 

Research question 2-a: Language dominance in terms of proficiency in the two languages 

There are no established methodologies to determine language dominance, and each study 

employs different measures. The term ‘language dominance’ has been used variously to 

reflect differences in terms of both/either knowledge and/or use of each of the languages of a 

bilingual. It has been discussed by some in terms of a ‘weak’ or ‘weaker’ language (cf. Meisel, 

2007; La Morgia, 2011) and language choice (cf. Mishina-Mori, 2011) in a child who speaks 

two or more languages. Meisel (2007) points out that bilingual children tend to prefer one to 

the other of their languages, and balanced bilingualism may be the exception. Some studies 

found non-target forms in one language and argued for similarities between the weaker 

language and L2 acquisition (cf. Döpke, 2000; Schlyter, 1993). Yip & Matthews (2007) 

claimed that language dominance is the factor that determines the direction of transfer along 

with developmental asynchrony and input ambiguity. This study selected MLU as a possible 

indicator of ‘language dominance’. The results, however, did not clarify language dominance, 

but rather highlighted the limitations of MLUw when comparing typologically distinct two 

languages. The findings also shed light on the importance of interlocutors, setting and topic. 

De Houwer (2009, p.46) pointed out that child’s language choice is determined by 

sociolinguistic factors such as interlocutor’s language choice and/or expectations, the place of 

interaction, and topic (see also Mishina-Mori, 2011 for similar discussion). The two bilingual 

participants’ language choice seemed to be context-dependent rather than related to language 

proficiency. Neither Cat’s nor Nox’s Japanese data exhibit any non-target forms that would 

have pointed to BP dominance during the period of data collection. The current study has 

highlighted the difficulties of measuring language dominance. It is necessary to carefully 

consider what measures will yield the most comparable results in light of the typological 

similarities and differences between the target languages (cf. Poeste et.al., 2019 for methods 

adopted to determine language dominance in multilingual children) even if we focus merely 
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on proficiency and disregard other important factors such as quality and quantity of input and 

language use. 

Research question 2-b: Differences and similarities between Japanese and BP 

Cross-linguistic influence has been discussed in many studies on bilingual acquisition, and it 

might be anticipated between Japanese and BP given that Hulk & Müller’s two conditions for 

cross-linguistic influence are met, that is, (1) there is a structural overlap at the surface level 

between the two languages where multiple analyses are possible in one of the two languages, 

and (2) this overlap occurs in the C-domain where syntax and pragmatics interact (Hulk & 

Müller, 2000; Müller & Hulk, 2001). There are other scholars with different views on the 

conditions where cross-linguistic influence occurs. For example, Yip & Matthews (2007) 

maintain that the direction of transfer is determined by language dominance (which in their 

work is defined as linguistic competence), as well as developmental asynchrony and input 

ambiguity, which means that cross-linguistic influence is bidirectional in their model. The 

current study examined the bilingual children’s production of interest in light of Hulk & 

Müller’s two conditions. In Chapter 4, two Japanese constructions produced by the 

participants were examined in detail: object right dislocation and the use of the existential 

verb aru in possessives. Both constructions are quite similar to BP in terms of word order at 

the surface level.  

The word order of Japanese object right dislocation constructions is SVO. Both Cat and Nox 

produced (S)VO without case particles. Right dislocation (RD) is common in adult speech 

and monolingual children also produced RD constructions (Sugisaki, 2005). According to 

Nakagawa et al. (2008), the information status of the postposed element plays an important 

role in RD constructions: the postposed element is old in single contour RD, and new in 

double contour RD. They also found instances of RD that convey old information with rising 

pitch, which include contrast, emphasis, repair, and specifying what is said in the main clause. 

Kuno (1978, p68) suggested that a postposed element is recoverable, therefore the speaker 

omits it once, but adds it at the end to make the utterance clearer. These studies suggest that 

RD is a syntactic and discourse-pragmatic operation. All the postposed objects produced by 

the participants were old information and thus discourse appropriate. 

The use of the existential verb aru in possessive constructions (aru-possessive) was only 

found in Nox’s speech sample. Nox always produced the subject first, then the existential 
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verb aru and the right dislocated object (possessee). This SVO order is quite similar to BP 

word order, and in BP, possessive and existential constructions share the same verb ter (have) 

(Avelar, 2009; Callou & Avelar, 2013). This kind of aru-possessive was not found in Cat’s 

language sample or in caregiver input. However, adults do produce aru-possessives (Tomioka, 

2007; Tsujioka, 2013). In the aru-possessive construction used by adults, the subject 

(possessor) is typically followed by the locative particle ni and the object (possessee) is 

followed by the nominative particle ga. Tomioka (2007) and Tsujioka (2013) divided the aru-

possessive construction into three categories: a) alienable possession, b) inalienable 

possession, one kind of part–whole relation, and c) a kinship relation. Iori et al. (2012) claim 

that the aru-possessive is typically used when the possession is an abstract attribute (eg, 

‘talent’, ‘passion’) rather than a concrete object. Matsufuji (2018) investigated spontaneous 

production of two monolingual children (one from 0;0-6;11 and the other from 1;2-5;0) in 

CHILDES and found that they started to use aru-possessives at two years old without 

particles and did not use the verb motteiru (possess) during the observed period (until 6;11). 

Matsufuji’s (2018) findings suggest that monolingual children also prefer the aru-possessive. 

Although object right dislocation and the use of the existential verb aru in possessive 

construction look quite similar to corresponding BP sentences, there is no decisive evidence 

for or against cross-linguistic influence in the speech samples produced by Cat and Nox. The 

sources of these particular constructions in the speech of the bilingual children seem more 

complex than just cross-linguistic influence. 

Research question 2-c: Quantity and quality of caregiver input 

This section will consider the two constructions discussed in the previous section from a 

perspective of caregiver input. Caregiver input for Nox and maternal input in Rispoli (1991) 

shared the same characteristics in terms of frequent argument ellipsis and case particle drop 

(see Table 7.2). Nox’s caregiver also produced a considerable number of right dislocation 

constructions, so Nox probably had many opportunities to hear (S)VO without case particles. 

Cat’s caregiver also omitted arguments frequently, but the percentages of realised case 

particles were greater than those of Nox’s caregiver and the maternal input in Rispoli (1991). 

Only three right dislocation constructions were found in the speech samples of Cat’s 

caregiver. This may be because the grade Cat belonged to was a more formal early 

educational class, and the caregivers used more formal instructional language where 

argument ellipsis and case particle drop happen less frequently. Cat produced case particles 
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frequently, especially nominatives. Realised subjects in transitive declaratives in Cat’s sample 

were followed by the nominative particle at a rate of nearly 80%. This could be due to the 

influence of instructional input. Cat also produced object right dislocation. It is possible that 

the bilingual children produced the object right dislocation under the effect of input, since Cat 

had been exposed to input that was similar to Nox’s input during her first two years at the 

daycare centre. 

With regard to the use of the existential verb aru in possessive constructions, only one 

instance was found in Cat’s caregiver speech sample, and in OVS rather than SVO order. 

There was no such utterance in Nox’s caregiver input, but there could be opportunities to hear 

aru-possessives in the community and also from his monolingual peers. Matsufuji (2017) 

investigated the naturalness of Japanese possessives using a questionnaire survey answered 

by 160 university students, because she questioned whether the examples of aru-possessives 

in existing studies really sound natural. The results revealed that when the possessor is human 

and the possession is a concrete physical object, motteiru (have) sounds more natural than 

aru in possessives, which raises the question how often the children would encounter aru-

possessives in Japanese input from adult speakers. The source of the aru-possessives 

produced by Nox is unclear. Given that the aru-possessive construction is also used by young 

monolingual children (Matsufuji, 2018), it seems that developmental factors are involved. 

There is, again, no decisive evidence for or against input effects or cross-linguistic influence.  

Research question 2-d: Parental expectations and attitudes towards language use 

The results of the questionnaire survey revealed parents’ high expectations for and positive 

attitudes towards bilingual acquisition. The parents did their best to use only BP at home for 

their heritage language maintenance. However, the results also suggest that parents’ heritage 

language use at home does not necessarily lead a child to use that language as much as their 

parents. This could be due to assimilative pressures faced by the children at school (cf. 

Cekaite & Björk-Willén, 2013; De Houwer, 2009; Sugino, 2007; Tsuda, 2003) and 

differences in the children’s vocabulary between the two languages (see De Houwer, 2009 for 

‘lexical gaps’). Children acquire new knowledge and new words outside the home every day, 

which creates lexical gaps between the two languages. This is when children start to use the 

community language at home, and at the same time this could put pressure on parents to learn 

and use the community language at home as well. The children’s language use and the need 

for communication with school drive their parents to learn Japanese, which makes it even 
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harder for the children to learn BP. De Houwer (2007, 2021) highlights the importance of 

adopting a ‘monolingual discourse strategy’ at home, which creates the necessity for children 

to respond in the language the parents are speaking to them. When children perceive that their 

parents will respond to the community language, they may not use the heritage language even 

when both parents consistently speak heritage language at home.   

7.4 Limitations,	implication	and	future	directions	

There are several limitations to the current study. The participants are only two children, and 

adult language samples were collected from only one senior caregiver for each child. The 

observation period was only a year, from 4;3-5;2 for Cat, and 3;6-4;5 for Nox. Because 

monolingual children’s language samples were not collected as part of this study, I have no 

direct equivalent monolingual dataset to compare the two bilingual children to. The 

characteristics of the production data of the participants in this study are not necessarily 

representative of the language characteristics of all Japanese-BP bilingual children. The same 

applies to the input data. Studies of caregiver input are less common than studies of parental 

input at home. Differences between caregiver input in the group care facility and parental 

input at home is worth investigating further.  

The two participants were also exposed to input from other caregivers and their peers. Most 

of their peers in the daycare centre were Japanese monolinguals. The power of peer input 

must not be underestimated (cf. Cekaite & Björk-Willén, 2013; Nance, 2019). Moreover, 

mere exposure in the community is likely to have an effect on acquisition as well (cf. Oh et 

al., 2020). Effects of peer input and other sources of exposure to the community language 

would be interesting areas to investigate in future research. 

The current study discussed methodological issues in picture selection tasks in terms of the 

preceding context and the demonstrative on the initial noun in the stimulus sentence. The 

combination of the preceding information and demonstrative seemed to work for some 

sentence types but less well for others. To assess a child’s grammatical knowledge, it may be 

necessary to design different contexts for different sentence types. 

To gain a better understanding of the factors influencing language maintenance and language 

shift in this population, it would be fruitful to compare the linguistic context in Japan with 

language contact situations in other countries in future research—see Fishman (1964) for a 
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possible theoretical framework, and Carvalho (2010) for an examination of Portuguese 

speaking immigrants in the USA. It is also important to examine the linguistic evidence of 

assimilation to Japanese in the syntactic constructions and vocabulary of the Portuguese used 

by Brazilian families in Japan (cf. Otheguy’s 2011 work regarding the assimilation of Spanish 

to English). As attitudes toward language use must be related to psychological, social and 

cultural factors, and habitual language use in language contact situations (cf. Fishman, 1964), 

future research along these lines may allow us to build further on the insights provided the 

current study. 

The current study collected BP interactions between the target child and a family member. 

The datasets were only analysed in terms of MLUw and compared with Japanese MLUw in 

order to understand the child’s language dominance. More detailed analyses of the BP 

samples will be the subject of future research. 

Lastly, ‘double-limited’ bilingualism has been an issue in the field of Japanese primary and 

secondary education (Matsuda, 2021; Yoneno-Reyes, 2015; see also Cummins, 1976; 1979, 

for the discussion of the ‘threshold hypothesis’ and ‘semilingualism’, and Cummins, 2000 for 

double-limitedness). Bilingual children from Japanese-Brazilian families as well as other 

ethnic families face difficulties in catching up with monolingual peers in terms of Japanese 

development in reading and writing, even when they speak fluent Japanese. They also have 

no opportunities to learn higher levels of their heritage language. This results in 'double-

limited' bilingualism. It is very important for their future career and wellbeing that we find 

ways to support bilinguals to catch up with monolingual peers in both languages. 

The situation surrounding BP speaking families in Japan has similarities to the situation faced 

by speakers of Māori in New Zealand and speakers of many other minority languages around 

the world. The methodological issues raised in this study may have relevance for research on 

bilingual acquisition of community and heritage languages across the globe. 

7.5 Conclusion	

The current study has investigated community language acquisition in two Japanese and 

Brazilian-Portuguese bilingual children who were born into and raised by Japanese-Brazilian 

families in Japan. No obvious difference in Japanese word order and case system acquisition 

was found between the two bilingual children in this study and monolingual acquisition 
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reported in previous studies as well as control groups in this study. The bilingual children's 

performance in both production and perception is within the range of individual variation 

among Japanese monolinguals. The bilingual children were acquiring Japanese word order 

and case particles despite the more limited amount of Japanese caregiver input compared to 

monolinguals. Most utterances produced by bilinguals were discourse appropriate. Two 

notable structures produced by the bilingual children in this study were, the object right 

dislocation and the use of the existential verb aru in possessive constructions. However, the 

source of particular forms in the speech of bilinguals appears to be complex. Neither cross-

linguistic influence nor input alone can account for the results. There are a lot of factors that 

must be taken into account, especially developmental factors such as overgeneralisation.  

The results of the current study demonstrated that the community language can be acquired as 

one of the first languages of young bilinguals by exposure in limited contexts (cf. Meisel, 

2007, 2011). The daycare centre where the children spent the day was a Japanese 

monolingual environment, and code switching was not an option, whereas at home, the use of 

heritage language was optional. The pattern of code switching in the language samples 

demonstrated that the children who never used BP at the daycare center felt free to use the 

community language Japanese rather than the heritage language BP at home, depending on 

the topic and the person they talked to.  

The findings from the parental questionnaire raised concerns about barriers to ‘harmonious 

bilingualism’ (cf. De Houwer, 2015). Despite parents’ high expectations for and positive 

attitudes towards bilingual acquisition, parents’ heritage language use at home did not 

necessarily lead a child to use BP as much as their parents. This could be due to assimilative 

pressures faced by their children at school and lexical gaps (De Houwer, 2015). To promote 

harmonious bilingualism, a ‘monolingual discourse strategy’ could help to create the 

necessity for children to use the heritage language at home (De Houwer, 2021). Further 

studies are necessary to determine how we can best support bilingual children and immigrant 

families to achieve future success and wellbeing.  
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9 Appendices	

A) Human	Ethics	approval	
B) Information	sheets,	consent	forms,	assent	forms	
1. for	Bilingual	Parents	-	Information	sheet	and	consent	form	
2. for	Bilingual	Children	-	Information	sheet	and	assent	form	
3. for	Principals	at	the	daycare	centre	-	Information	sheet	and	consent	form	
4. for	Caregivers	at	the	daycare	centre	-	Information	sheet	and	consent	form	
5. for	Monolingual	Parents	-	Information	sheet	and	consent	form	
6. for	Monolingual	Children	-	Information	sheet	and	assent	form	
7. for	Staff	members	at	the	NPO	-	Information	sheet	and	consent	form	

C) Questionnaire	for	parents	
1. Cover	letter	for	Brazilian	families	
2. Questionnaire	

D)	Questions	for	semi-structured	interview	with	parents	
E)	Research	assistant	confidentiality	agreement	form	
F) Approval	from	publishers	
1. from	John	Benjamins	Publishing	Company	
2. from	Lakeshore	Learning	Materials	

G) Sample	of	sequencing	picture	cards	(Chapter	4)	
H) Sample	of	'find	the	differences'	pictures	(Chapter	4)	
I) The	stimulus	sentences	and	pictures	for	the	picture	selection	tasks	(Chapter	5)	
1. Without	the	list	of	animals	and	demonstrative	
2. With	the	list	of	animals	and	demonstrative	
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Appendix A: Approval from Human Ethics Committee 

 

  

University of Canterbury Private Bag 4800, Christchurch 8140, New Zealand. www.canterbury.ac.nz 
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HUMAN ETHICS COMMITTEE 
 
Secretary, Lynda Griffioen 
Email: human-ethics@canterbury.ac.nz  
 
 
Ref:  HEC 2014/121 
 
 
30 March 2015 
 
 
 
Mineko Shirakawa 
School of Language, Social & Political Sciences 
UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY 
 
 
 
 
Dear Mineko 
 
Thank you for your request for an amendment to your research proposal “The impact of 
language internal and external factors on simultaneous bilingual acquisition of Japanese in 
Japanese-Brazilian Portuguese bilingual children” as outlined in your email dated 25 March 
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I am pleased to advise that this request has been considered and approved by the Human 
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Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
Lindsey MacDonald 
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Appendix B-1: Information sheet for bilingual parents 
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Appendix B-1: Information sheet for bilingual parents (cont.) 
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Appendix B-1: Consent form for bilingual parents 
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Appendix B-2: Information sheet for bilingual children 
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Appendix B-2: Assent form for bilingual children  
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Appendix B-3: Information sheet for principals at the day care centre 
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Appendix B-3: Information sheet for principals at the day care centre (cont.) 
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Appendix B-3: Consent form for principals at the day care centre  
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Appendix B-4: Information sheet for caregivers at the day care centre 
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Appendix B-4: Information sheet for caregivers at the day care centre (cont.) 
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Appendix B-4: Consent form for caregivers at the day care centre 
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Appendix B-5: Information sheet for monolingual parents 
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Appendix B-5: Information sheet for monolingual parents (cont.) 
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Appendix B-5: Consent form for monolingual parents 
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Appendix B-6: Information sheet for monolingual children 
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Appendix B-6: Assent form for monolingual children 
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Appendix B-7: Information sheet for staff members at the non-profit organisation 
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Appendix B-7: Information sheet for staff members at the NPO (cont.) 
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 Appendix B-7: Consent form for staff members at the non-profit organisation 
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Appendix C-1: Cover letter of the questionnaire for Brazilian families 
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Appendix C-2: Questionnaire 
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Appendix D: Questions for semi-structured interview with parents 
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Appendix D: Questions for semi-structured interview with parents (cont.) 
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Appendix D: Questions for semi-structured interview with parents (cont.) 
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Appendix D: Questions for semi-structured interview with parents (cont.) 
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Appendix E: Research Assistant confidentiality agreement form 

 

  

HEC 2014/121 
 
 
 
 

Research Assistant Confidentiality Agreement 
 
Project Title: 
The impact of language internal and external factors on simultaneous bilingual acquisition of Japanese in 
Japanese-Brazilian Portuguese bilingual children 
 
Principal Investigator: Mineko Shirakawa (PhD candidate in the Linguistics Department at the University of 
Canterbury, New Zealand) 
 
 
I,       , agree to: 
 

1. Keep all the contents of the consent forms, questionnaires, interview notes and tapes, audio and 
visual files, and transcripts (hereafter the research information) shared with me confidential by not 
discussing or sharing the research information in any form or format (e.g. disks, tapes, transcripts) 
with anyone other than the Principal Investigator; 

2. Maintain confidentiality about the contents of any interviews I conduct, and also anything I see and 
hear while recording the language samples for the longitudinal study; 

3. Keep all research information in any form or format secure while it is in my possession; 
4. Return all research information in any form or format to the Principal Investigator when I have 

completed the research tasks; 
5. After consulting with the Principal Investigator, erase or destroy all research information in any 

form or format regarding this research project that is not returnable to the Principal Investigator 
(e.g. information sorted on computer hard drive). 

 
 
Research Assistant: 
 
 
               
(print name)    (signature)     (date) 
 
 
Principal Investigator: 
 
 
               
(print name)    (signature)     (date) 
 
 
If you have any questions or concerns about this study, please contact - 
Senior Supervisor: Dr. Heidi Quinn (heidi.quinn@canterbury.ac.nz) 
 
 
This research project has been reviewed and approved by the Human Ethics Committee of University of 
Canterbury. If you have any concerns about the ethical conduct of the research, you may contact the Chair of the 
Committee through the Secretary administrator (ph 03 364 2987 or human-ethics@canterbury.ac.nz). Any issues 
you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated and you will be informed of the outcome. 
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Appendix F-1: Approval from publisher: John Benjamins Publishing Company 
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Appendix F-2: Approval from publisher: Lakeshore Learning Materials 
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Appendix G: Sample of sequencing picture cards ©Lakeshore 

3-sequencing cards 

 

 

 
4-sequencing cards 

 

 
6-sequencing cards 
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Appendix H: Sample of ‘find the differences’ pictures (drawn by Yoriko Jones) 

 

H-1: hit (agent) H-2: hit (patient) H-3: chase (agent/patient) 

   

   

H-4: push (agent/patient) H-5: hug (agent/patient) H-6: surprise (agent/patient) 
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Appendix I-1: The stimulus sentences and pictures for Picture Selection 

[Without the list of animals and demonstrative] 
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Appendix I-2: The stimulus sentences and pictures for Picture Selection 

[With the list of animals and demonstrative] 
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